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Pioneer play depicts 
city’s history through 
nine memorable women 
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Security checks plague program 
lectrric project Age vs. speed 
Maroon Creek to supply 
enough power for 2,500 
houses to BC Hydro 
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Teens rip along the 
Speedway to victory at 
Redneck Raceday 
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By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE MUCH-NEEDED Victim 
Assistance Program is losing volunteers 
before they even get a chance to put their 
training to good use, placing a strain on 
the remaining volunteers and paid staff. 
Sherry Pellegrino, program manager 
of the Terrace RCMP Victim Assistance 
Program,(TVAP) said in a recent report 
to city council that it has experienced a 
dramatic decrease in the number of its 
volunteers over the past year. 
Volunteers are key to the program 
which provides advice and support as 
victims of crime work their way through 
the justice system. 





cruiting and training new volunteers only 
to have them leave when their security 
clearances take too long to be completed, 
Pellegrino said. 
The group starts the clearance process 
in advance of training in the hope that the 
clearance will be approved shortly after 
training ends, but often that is not the 
case and trained Volunteers are lost be- 
fore their clearances are approved. 
The program maintained a number of 
longtime volunteer support workers for 
at least five years but has lost a significant 
number of long time volunteers over the 
past year, which has led to a significant 
increase in the workload of paid staff and 
remaining volunteers, she said. 
Const. Rochelle Patenaude of Ter- 
race RCMP said the security clearance 
required for RCMP volunteers in areas 
such as TVAP and the RCMP Auxil- 
iary Constable Program is an indepth 
clearance, and is much more thorough 
and complex than what’s required,for a 
school volunteer. 
This is because the TVAP or auxiliary 
volunteers have access to police and oth- 
er files and to protected information. 
These applicants must provide per- 
sonal history information in writing that 
is returned to the RCMP detachment 
whereupon an investigator is assigned to 
verify and determine if there is any rea- 
son the person should not have access to 
protected information, she said. 
“We strive to complete these clear- 
ances expeditiously, however as they are 
‘security clearances’ we do not rush them 
through either,”‘said the constable. 
This entire process from the day the 
applicant is provided the forms to when 
the security checks are completed loc@ly 
and then finally sent to RCMP Headquar- 
ters in Vancouver for final approval can 
take several months, explained Paten- 
aude. 
Applicants who have lived in several 
different residences and have had numer- 
ous employers take the investigator more 
time to complete the appropriate checks. 
Investigators that are assigned these 
security check files are also responsible 
for other police investigations as well, 
said Patenaude. v 
“In our detachment we are aware tha 
an enhanced security check takes a sig- 
nificant ‘amount of time so we request 
applicants submit the required foiins as 
soon as possible in order to start 
cess as soon as possible,” she sai 
“We also factor the time requ 
our volunteer recruiting efforts ‘;f”d ad- 
vise them from the onset the estimated 
time required for the security clearatice.” 
In comparison, security checks re- 
quested by local schools for casual class 
volunteers normally include searches of 
three data bases and take approximately 
five to 10 minutes depending on t 
plexity of the request. 
front counter staff weekday mornings. 
These checks are completed by RCMP 
Forest ‘action 
calls ballo,on’> 
By SARAH A. ZihlMERMAN 
PEOPLE from virtually every sector of the northwest woods 
industry ‘are once again calling on the provincial government 
to designate the area a special economic zone for forestry. ’ 
It’s a call that’s been made numerous times over the last 
two decades. 
This time the calls are more urgent because a high Ca- 
nadian dollar, a soft international lumber market and cos.tly 
softwood lumber tariffs are strangling an already devastated 
industry. The idea of a special economic zone in which com- 
panies would pay lower amounts for the timber th’ey‘buy 
from the province and in which the province itself would 
pay for roads to timber stands and spend money to boost sil- 
viculture gained momentum in a 2000 report commissioned 
by the former NDP government. 
Wes Cheston, a former assistant deputy forests minister, 
was specific on those recommendations and more in his re- 
port. 
It was followed by a City of Terrace report, completed in 
2004, and backed Cheston’s findings that high logging costs 
needed to be cut because of the law value of north 
ests. A’ 
“A special ‘economic zone means that ydu pu, 
around an area of the province where you can be very cre- 
ative,” says Roger Harris, former junior minister of state for 
forestry. “Maybe we have a unique silviculture policy, 
be a different policy for BC Timber Sales - when y 
“special zone,” it really says nothing, so under that window 
you have to put down a menu of options and choices that 
government can look at doing in that zone which 
things rolling again.” 
By creating a special zone the government could spend 
monev on road buildina. silviculture or look at new ways of 
“We’re within the boundaries [of the budget] 
and that won’t change,” he added. 
The project was to take seven years but delays 
and fall weather last year delayed the final paving 
work through the park and on to Nass Camp east 
of New Aiyansh. 
The project,Ghich beg? in 1998, was not part 
of the negotiations leading up to the signing of 
the Nisga’a land claims treaty in 2000 but was re- 
garded as vital if the social and economic goals of 
the treaty were to be realized. 
Originally sealcoating, a mixture of oils and 
gravel, was to be used as a surface based on a $41 
million budget but that changed after the Lisims 
government conducted a series of negotiations in 
2001 shortly after the provincial Liberal govem- 
ment defeated the NDP. 
“They said sealcoating was pavement and we 
didn’t agree,” Lisims official Collier Azak said at 
the time. 
As well, then-provincial transportation minis- 
ter Judith Reid said the original budget and expec- 
tations were based on what she called vague and 
inaccurate information in the first project agree- 
ment struck between the Nisga’a and the former 
Nass residents with the expectation the skills 
learned would lead to other employment. 
At the start of the work under the former NDP 
government, workers benefitted by government 
policy which required companies to pay pre-set 
union labour rates under union agreements. 
But that was done away with by the Liberals 
shortly after they were elected in 2001. 
This year the province gave the Nisga’a High- 
way an official highway number, 113. It signifies 
the number of years it took after the Nisga’a first 
raised what they term “the land question” leading 
to the 2000 treaty signing. 
The eight-year project is separate from the $33 
million spent to build a road west from Greenville 
alonside the Nass River to Kincolith at the river’s 
mouth. 
That was completed in late 2002, providing for 
the first time a road connecting all of the villages 
in the Nass Valley. 
Up until then, Kincolith residents used Prince 
Rupert for most of what they needed, relying on 
air or a ferry service and private boats. 
That in itself has spurred economic develop- 
ment in Kincolith which bills itself as the “Sea- 
licenskg land and timber to encourage investm 
“Some of those will be controversial there 
be all about forest health - he long term sustainability of a 
vibrant forest industry.” 
IB Ripping it up 
started when an electrical cord short-circuited, charred a downstairs bedroom and caused smoke damage to the entire building in 
June. Two women and two children escaped unharmed. Owner Roger Leclerc said he’s planning to rebuild. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
~ 
I A BACKHOE tears down the burnt part of a house at the corner of Eby St. and Davis Ave. July 28. A blaze, believed to have been about it;’ H ~ S  says. “But at the end of the d 
~ 
I 
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Huge highway job nearly done 
to improve Nass road system 
THE PAVING crews have all but finished and all 
that’s left on an cight-year, multi-million project 
to improve roads into and in the Nass Valley itself 
is painting the lines. 
“We expect the paint crew back Aug. 15 and 
that should be it,” says transportation ministry of- 
ficial George Lomas of the $5 1.525 million proj- 
ect which has replaced gravel roads with paved 
ones. 
Work included raising the roadbed in areas 
which had been subject to flooding, four bridges 
and a much straighter and safer route alongside 
Lava Lake leading into the Nass Valley. 
Paving crews last week were working on a few 
areas to improve drainage, said Lomas. 
All told the Nisga’a Highway project saw 
93km of roads brought up to paved standards, 
providing a more reliable, accessible and safer 
route into and iqthe Nass Valley. 
The result is reduced driving time behveen the 
outside and the Nass Valley, opening it to eco- 
nomic and social development. 
The new road is expected to boost tourism 
development in the Nass keyed on the Nisga’a 
Memorial Lava Bed Park which is jointly man- 
aged by the Nisga’a Lisims Government and the 
provincial government. 
Lomas said the cost will come within his 
NDP government. 
than $10 million to the original budget. 
food Capital of the Nass Valley.” 
tween me Provincial and federal governments 
- SPENCER’S Hill, just outside of New Aiyans 
way construction project to be paved. The work b y a n  
The decision to go with pavement added more The cost of the Kincolith road was split be- one of the last sections of an extensive Nisga’a High- 
$51.525 nillion budget. The work also provided jobs and training to with in-kind work provided by the Nisga’a. in 1998. I ERIC GRANDISON PHOTO 
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Former resident is charged I after baby is found dead 
I 
THE SUSPICIOUS DEATH of a toddler who lived here 
with her mother until recently has re-opened the debate 
about how the Ministry of Children and Fanlilies handles 
cases, particularly ones involving aboriginal children. 
Hopk Lincoln. two and a half years old, was pronounced 
dead at RW Large Memorial Hospital in  Bella Bella July 21 
after police and ambulance services responded to a call for 
help around 4:30 a.m. 
Her mother. Charlie Rae Lincoln, 30, was arrested and 
appeared in a Vancouvir courtroom July 26 on one charge 
of second degree murder. 
Bella Bella RCMP, who did not reveal the cause of the and explained the ministry deals with 9,100 children in care, 
child’s death, said the toddler would undergo an autopsy at 
B.C. Children’s Hospital in Vancouver. 
Hope is the fourth native toddler to pie under suspicious 
circumstances while receiving services from the Ministry of 
Children and Family Development in (he last five years. 
The mother and daughter had moved from Terrace to 
would be made public once the police investigation and re- 
lated court proceedings had come,to an end. 
These reviews are common when a child who has had 
contact with the ministry dies. he said. 
NDP children’s critic Maurine Karagianis said she specif- 
ically wanted the review into Hope’s case to look at whether 
budget cuts or the regionalized structure of the ministry had 
any role to play in services available €or Hope. 
The family’s relocation to Bella Bella from Terrace 
moved i t  from one ministry region to another. she said. 
Hagen stared his confidence in the ministry and its staff 
+ 
1 half of whom iirc aboriginal. 
The B C  Pro\4nciid Coroner’s Service and the North Dis- 
trict Major Crime Uni t  in Princc George art: in\rCstjgiiting 
the casc. 
~ a e ’ s  riest kourt apprarancc is sclicdulcd for  AI^. I 7. 
2006. 
Bella Bella to live with t ic  child’s fathcr Philip Hall, who is 
also known as Philip Blaney, in the spring. 
Children and Family Development Ministcr Stan Hagen 
confirmed July 26 that the toddler was know1 to the minis- 
He said Hope was not in ministry care at the time of her 
death, but “there had been ministry contact” with the child. 
He said he would like to say more about the case but was 
unable to do so because those “who receive services from 
the Ministry of Children and Family Development are by 
law entitled to protection of their privacy.” 
Hagen said the ministry would conduct an internal review 
into the handling of her case and1 the results of the probe 
, ,> 
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Old friends meet 
TWO LONGTIME employees with the Coast Mountains 
School District have organized a reunion tea for current and 
past,employees. 
Joyce Gibson, a payroll clerk with the district, says she 
and maintenance worker Margaret Baxter had heard from 
numerous people they’d lost contact with old colleagues. 
So they,.decided to do something about it. 
“I said, ‘Oh!’ Why don’t we have an event,” said Gibson, 
who has worked with the district for more than 30 years. 
Gibson says she has no idea how many employees have 
worked for the district in its many forms over the years. She 
recently encountered an 86-year-old woman who used to 
teach here and she had no idea she had been a former em- 
ployee. 
Organizers don’t know how many people will attend the 
Aug. 6 event, being held during Riverboat Days, but they 
expect at least 100 people. 
It takes place from 1-4 p.m. that day at the Old Kalum 
School on,Kenney Street,behind the school board building. 
If it goes well, Gibson said it could become an annual 
event. 
Correct i on 
A JULY 19 headline in The Terrace Standard indicated 
the City of Terrace paid for the demolition of the apartment 
’ building on the comer of Agar Avenue and Kenney Street 
that was heavily damaged by fire last year. 
In fact, building owner Sat Gill paid for the demolition. 
Central Flowers 
would like to recognize 
BOB GOODWIN & 
whose volunteer work and participation 
in the community is truly inspiring. 
Conk in to Central Flowers to enter 
“local heroes” in our draw. 
M I N E  SMALLWOOD 
Recycling gathers momentum 
< I 
THE BIGGEST lesson Heather Tmhn 
has learned since she and a friend started 
a pick-up recycling business two months 
ago is that people care. 
“It‘s been a pleasant surprise to see so 
many people who have made the effort 
- collecting stuff in sheds, garages, base- 
ments - not knowing what they are going 
to do with it,” Tmhn said. 
The best example. she said. is a woman 
who would store her plastics here for a 
year then every summer drive them to Port 
Coquitlam. 
The woman didn‘t know the depot in 
Prince Rupert recycled pla&ic. 
Since Truhn and Kyey Lewis started 
Do-Your-Part Recycling, their number of 
clients has doubled - “a rate we can han- 
dle,” Truhn said. 
They now have about 70 customers, 
and though that is not enough to sustain a 
business in the longterm, they have plans 
for expansions, she said. 
The women of Do-Your-Part spoke 
with Skeena-Bulkley Valley MP Nathan 
Cullen about additional business. 
He’s interested in is targeting remote 
work camps. Some camps have up lo 250 
workers, which adds up to a lot of waste 




What is your Signature worth? 
Terrace Tourism Society has a detailed 5 year plan! 
This 5 year plan was paramount to garnerin the 
council had a seat on the Terrace Tourism Society Board 
as a Director and had input on this 5 year document. 
You signed the Memorandum of 
November 17, 2004. As Chair 
you drafted the letter and 
Government for the 2% Hotel 
us all. Your letter to the 
funding would be 
Tourism Society‘s fundin so the process of collecting 
the 2% Hotel Tax would 1 e seamless. Now after one 1 
year 5 months into our 5cyear agreement you wish to 
pull the tax from this volunteer non-profit organization an 
organization which has been successful at building the 
partnerships necessary to gain this tax for the betterment 
of our entire Community. 
accommodation sup ort to collect the 2% Hotel Tax P or the 
external marketing o P Terrace and Area. A member of your 
. I . .  . . .  ... 
You claim Terrace Tourism Society hasn’t done a good 
enough job, no proof in this, just a claim. However, 
Terrace Tourism Society has roof that we have met the 
relationships with other tourism associations 
within orkin\ t e province of BC and with regional groups. We 
have represented our membership in great marketing 
campaigns, measured our successes with careful 
monitoring of all marketing activities and passed a clean 
financial audit. ‘All of these successes are documented in 
Terrace Tourism Society’s 2005 Final Report which you 
are in receipt of. 
One reason City of Terrace and The Regional District 
Kitimat Stikine agreed to work togther to insitute this tax 
was because Terrace Tourism Society could not duplicate 
already existing tourism initiatives. You knew this. You 
signed it. Yet, under your new plan you will allocate 2% 
monies to the Chamber of Commerce Visitor Information 
Center, duplicate product development that TEDA outlines 
in their 5 year strategic plan. 
This new, larger mandate does not have the required 
approval of 51% of the accommodation sector rooms 
and 51% of the accommodation properties. This 
accommodation approval is a Provincial Government 
requirement. 
After failing in your first attempt to redirect the money from 
Terrace Twrism Society to the City of Terrace, council is 
now poised for a 2nd attempt to pull the 2% tax fundina 
objectives of our strategic p P an, have developed good 
from ‘Terrace Tourism Socieb by‘ changing the existini 
bylaw at the upcoming RDKS meeting in Hazelton on 
August 1 1 th. 
Terrace Tourism Society is continuing business as usual 
with our marketing initiatives on track for the 2007 year, 
but we are upset with having to fight to retain the 2% 
funding as per signed contracts. We would like to be 
spending 100 percent of our time and resources on 
fulfilling our goals of increasing tourism for Terrace and 
area. 
Again, I have to ask you, what is your signature worth? 
Board of Directors 




Advocacy a -gas for biofuel users 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
JEFF Keith was a little annoyed 
when he pulled up to iI gas pump to 
put diesel in his Nissan Foul- Runner 
recently - something ‘about paying 
more than $1  per litre irked him. 
It’s no wonder - given he’s es- 
sentially been filling up for free for 
the past three months thiiIiks to good. 
old fashioiied cooking grease. 
Keith operates his vehicle (which 
was imported from Jtipiin and has 
its steering wheel 011 the right hand 
side) 011 biodiescl - ii clciili burning 
alternative fucl proclucecl from re- 
newable rcsourccs such as niiiiiial or 
vegetable oils. 
~ i o d i e s c ~  works iii iiiiy C ~ ~ C S C I  ;In- 
giiic w i l h  few or no iiiotlificntions to 
tlic engine or fiicl system. 
Kcitli. who is :I pliuriiiacist iind 
has ;I bi1ckgroulitl in clicinislry, hiis 
built ;I filtrntion systcrn i n  his giiragc 
to cany out tlic process of triinscstri- 
fication. That process scptiriltes thc 
used dccp fry oil into oiic \Viistc prod- 
uct 111ade 111) of ill1 those crllncliy bits 
and sediment - and ;I usable, ClystiIl 
clear biofucl for his vcliicle. 
The setup cost iIbOUt $2,000 in  
equipment and chemicals. 
He raised a few eycbrows when 
ordering the necessary ithis. lie 
says. Some people even thought he 
might be building a cwstid metham- 
chemistry. 
“Setting it up was a little more 
expensive than I thought, but in the 
end I’m producing fuel at about 50 
cents per litre,” he says. 
Though lie may well be the only 
person i n  Terrace running his ve- 
hicle on biodiesel, he’s certainly not 
alone. 
There is a growing global com- 
munity of activists using alternative 
fuels to power their vehicles instead 
of going to gas stations to fuel up. 
Rcccntly, Keith met up with two 
profcssioniil kilyiikers froin the Unit- 
ed States who are tratisliiting their 
passion for life on tlic water and n 
slistiii~iiilil~ lifestylc into iiii iiilcrna- 
tion;il trip to proiiiote cduciition and 
iid\‘oc;Icy iibotiI iiltcrliiiliv~ fuels. 
‘I’ylcr Bradt iitid Seth Warren 
Iiiulichcd t l i ~  iin1bitious road trip in  ii 
converted JiiptIiicSc fire truck which 
<lothlcS iis ;I cii1iiper and dciiionslm- 
tioii vcliicle IO show people iilolig the 
way cxilctly how biodiesel is tliade 
from bcginning to end. They began 
tlieir jouriiey i n  the United States 
where they travelled for four months 
Iniikiiig stops in every community 
iliiilgi1i;iblc and, doing denionstra- 
tions i n  schools and puking lots. 
Now on the second leg of their 
worldwide tour, they’re travelling 
along the west coast from Alaska 
south to Mexico. 
They stopped in Terrace July 17- 
2 1 where they hooked up with Keith, 
who they hitd Inel months earlier 
through an online message board for 
people who make their own biodie- 
sel or run vehicles on it. 
All three men say they like the 
w -  
phitarnine lab. 
“I do not have a meth liib in my 
house,’:, he promises, adding if any- 
one does choose lo set u p  il filtration 
system such as his they shoiild be 
safety conscious because the pro- 
cess requires‘some understanding of 
PROFESSIONAL kayakers Tyler Bradt and Seth Warren are travellinc 
the west coast advocating for the use of alternative energy. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
economics of using biodiesel. products,” he says, adding Iiiodie 
“It’s the perfect answer to the sei produces 50 to 100 per cent les! 
vagabond lifestyle,” .says Warren, cmissions than traditional pctroleun 
adding he and Bradt get most ol’their products and 80 per cent less car 
oil for free from restaurants [hey eat cinogens. 
at along the way. That philosphpy ”is echoed 11) 
The first night they came to Ter- the kayakers who have formcd theii 
race they ate at a local restaurant and own foundation, The Biofuels Edu 
its owner agreed to provide them cation Coalition, to promote the us( 
with oil for the next leg of their trip. of biodiesel. 
They’ve also, run the truck on Biofiicl is not a sustainable alter 
other oils unique to the northwest. native - ovcr time producers won‘ 
“Our idea is to use all the native, be able to meet the demand - bu 
locally grown plants and animals as Briidt says its a bridging fuel unti 
wel1,”says Warren, holding up a jar scientists come up with a fuel alter 
filled with thick, bright orange oil. native to petroleum. And the iiies 
It’s salmon oil they were given in sage is being heard loud iind clear. 
Alaska - it got them all the way to “We had a kid that came Lip tc 
Terrace. 11s and said, ‘I’m going to make i 
But Keith says it’s not just the car that runs on carbon dioxide anc 
economic angle that attracts him to produces oxygen,”’ Warren recall: 
making and using biofuel, but the about one of his stops. 
philosophical ethos behind it and the “Hell, yeah! This is the firs1 
environmental benefits. step.” 
“It’s an alternative that’s better The duo are making a documen- 
for the environment and we’re not tary about their travels illid filmed 
tied into the political system that is footage here with Jeff Keith they 
connected to commercial petroleum hope to include. 
JEFF KEITH loves fuelling up on environmentally friendly biofuel 
made from used deep fry oil. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO , 
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”The Dr# R.€,M. Lee Hospital Foundation thanks for the following 
for their generous contributions leading toward the purchuse 
of the new CT Scan muchine for Mills Memorial Hosphl/’ 
Dr. Fishy 
-Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliory 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Ev‘s Mens Wear 
Thornill Motors 
Gemma Bath Boutique Ltd. 
Terrace & Distrct Medical Assn 
Cook‘s Jewellers 
Bargain Hunter 
Ima es by Karlene 




Fast lane Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales ltd. 
Devery D. Investments 
National Cor Rentals 
Terrace Viciims .4ssistance 
National Staff Kelowna 
Dr. Barrie 1. Phillips Inc 
McTerrace Restaurants inc., 
Thorrihill Chapter #85, 
Dr. Williom Redpolh lnc. 
The Hydrecs Fund 
Dr. Geoff A pleton Inc. 
Truckers Christmas Party 
Tim Hortons Cookie Day 
Totem Furniture & Applionces ltd. 
Northern Photo 
House of Sim6Ghets 
Images by Karlene 
Jon‘s Graphics 
Vi Timmerman 
Northern Dru s 
CJFW FM-Nfi-The Mix 
Kermodei Tradin 
(Yellow Gift ouse) 
Bert‘s Deli 
Terrace Firefi hters Association, 
Toasted Tomato 
International Order of Foresters 
Telus Foundation 
Westfair Foods (Superstore) 
Terrace Cedar Motel ltd. 
Shan Yon Restaurant 
Houston lions Club 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Methanex Corporation 
Kni hts of Columbus 
GT$iring Solutions Inc. 
Destinations Staff (Pr.George) 
RBC Foundation 
Terrace Downtown lions Club 
R.A.A.D. (Addiction Grp) 
Order of the Eastern Star 
Caledonia P enior Secondary School 
PI 
local 26 0 5 
BMO Fountain of Hope 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
Peg-Rin Enterprises 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
Skeena Sawmills 
Mountain Shadow Excavating 
Contracting 
C.I.B.C. 
Terrace Coop Staff 
Catholic Women’s league 
Acadian Northwest Mechanical 
Comet Weldin Inc. 
Dynamic Healt a Service 
Dr. Marc For ie Inc. 
Moondance %, cres Icelandic 
Horses 
Northwest Counselling Centre 
Keenleyside Insurance ~ 
Park Optometry 
Raincoost Cranes 
Terrace Builders (Rona) 
Terrace Steel Works 
Terry’s lock & Security 
Wirtl Construction 
MDS Omineca labs) 
CEPU Paperworkers lcical 1 157, 
Kitimat 
Cal ine Power 
Saturda Ni ht AA 
Kitimat h ‘s fodge #383 
C. Stewort Enter. (A&W) 
Great West life 
Carlyle Shepherd & Assoc. F!u;;!y Anaesthesia Inc. 
onstruction 
Standard Pavin 
Aqua Clear Bott ers 
Kitsumkalum Band Council 
Northwest Cartridge Exchange 
Skeena Volley Guru Nanak 
Earl Riser Bus 
Westfair Foods Ltd. 
A uo Plumbin & Heating ltd. 
BZ  H dro E m j o  ees 
fommunity h i d  




Pick U the Pace Gym 
Back Pddy Pub 
Excel \ ranspor to tion 
Mil P s Memorial Auxiliary 
9 
Eco Y usm 
Silvertip Boutique/Spirt Bear 
Gallery 
Shames Mountain 
A&W on Keith 
All Seasons Source for S orts 
Canada Post 
Hair Waves 
Sight and Sound 
McBike 
Ultimate Solutions Medi-Spa 
The Brick 




Van Houtte Coffee Services 
Neid Enterprises 





Coast Inn of the West 
Bea’s Flowerland 
PB Auto Detailing 
Flowers a l a  Carte 
Stitching Generations 
(Rosa Moulton) 
David Watson, photographer 




Terr. Dist Credit Union 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Zeller Staff 
Melody Park Ltd. 
Rotor Club of Smithers - Alpine 
Huckiberry Mines ltd. 
Sunda Night A.A. 
CdPE local 2052 
Dr. Charles Eckfeldt ltd. 
IC1 lntellicom Canada 
Dr. Thomas Nagy Inc. 
16/37 Communily Futures 
Fi l ipinKanadion Association 
Rotor Club of Terrace 
B.C. hounted Police 
Professional Assn 
C N  
City of Terrace 




Fourhands Body Renewa 7 
CI r CStaff Fund 
Ro al t anadian legion Br. # 13 
This list includes Cash Calendar advertisers for 2004,2005 and 
2006, Foundation Da contributors for 200§ and 2006 and business 
and community d y  onutors f a m  the late fall of 2004 onwards. 
News In /Brief 
Shoplifters beware 
SHOPLIFERS IMAY be getting ;I bicnk i i i  SOliiC 
portions of the Unitcd Stiitcs but don’t expect the same 
to happen Iierc. 
WaI-Mart Cilnadi1 official Kevin Groli S i l y S  it will 
keep 011 reporting sliopliftcrs to locnl police agencies 
despite ii rccciit change in some of LIic Americni? 
statcs. 7 
Police ;ire so busy in soiiie of tliosc stales thnt Wnl- 
Mart  ivoii‘t piirsuc indiviciuaIs who steal Icss t h i i  $25 
(US)  in  nicrc1i:i i idise. 
‘I‘hcrc’s 110 such policy change i n  Cutiadu. says 
Groh. “If we apprclicnd soiiiconc we do I i n w  to report 
i t  to p o l i c c  i l l id ,its their discrelion ;IS to wlicllicr or 
riot cli;irgcs iirc hid.“ I IC snit1 Jtlly 25, iitltlilig t1i;it his 
1~l~tlcrsIi~~idiilg i s  th;1t c l i o o s i i i g  10 not proscclltc petty 
thieves iit U.S. Wiil-M;iW is ;\ stiitc-by-stiitc pdlicy. 
// 
Fire destroys hbme 
A FllK i i i’Ncw A i y : i u s l i  coniplcicly huriictl iip :I Iioinc 
J illy 2?. 
Just ; i f * t ~  5 ;\.Iii.,) policc iIiitl ~ I I C  NC\V i\iyaiisli 
Fire I ) c ~ ~ i ~ r t ~ ~ i c ~ ~ t  miv tl i I t  tlic hlii~c 0 1 1  4635 WI.iglit 
Blvd. All t l ~  occtipiIIiIS C S C ; L ~ C C I  without iiijury h t  the: 
Lisims/N;iss ViIllCy RCMI’ Siiy thc CiiLISc is lillklio\Vn 
Auyoiic with inforiiiiitioti about tli$ fire is asked 10 
res i de iicc \\’;is tlest ro  ycd . 
iind of‘liccr~ c o n h e  to investigate. 
d l  the Lisinis/Nilss Vitllcy RCMl’”~Ict~icli1iiclit at 633- 
2223 or Crimestoppers iit 1-888-222-8477. 
Vehicle damaged 
PO1,ICE BELIEVE they caught the person who 
smashed the window of a vehicle left at ;1 repair shop 
oii Kalum SI. July 19. 
I n  the early morning hours, soiiieoiic broke the 
canopy window oil the vehicle that hiid been left outsidc 
overnight. Terrace RCMP siiy a male \viis c;iught in  the 
area. He wi l l  filcc cliiirge of wilful diltiiiige for the 
‘incident. Police continue to iuvestigate. 
Theft caught on video 
A ROBBER who broke a window to gain access to a 
store \ViN spotted 011 video. 
Terriicc RCMP report that an unknown male threw 
a rock at the front window of the Beverly Hills Trading 
Comp;illy 011 KalLlm St. ;iround 5130 iI.111. July 21, and 
then proceedcd to rciich i n  to grab some “fancy gangster 
jewelry” but failed to get it. 
‘rhe crime wiis captured on video survcillaiice and 
police coiitiriiic to investigate. 
Apt. dweller hurt 
A RESIDENT of a downtown apartment buildiiig was 
injured when someone threw a rock through a ground 
floor window July 24. 
A female living at the Cedar Place Apartmcnt 
suffered a cut on her arm iind shoulder from flying 
glass. Terracc RCMP received a vague description of 
a male fleeing the area butbthcJculpiit was tiot found. 
Police have no suspects i n  the incident. 
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( Job well done 
\ HERE'S' HOPING the pro\,incial go\wninent - 
I and the Nisga'a Lisims Government give due and 
proper fanfare to a nearly-finished major north- 
Not all of what follows \vould fit into one of 
eight-year effort costing just over $5 I .5 iiiillion 
! ' western project. 




to impro3e the Nisga'a Highway into and i n  the 
Nass Valley itself cannot pass unnoticed. 
€4 In  a province which defines itself by its ability 
(to build roads. whether they be major urban routes 
or ones into rural and remote areas. the Nass Val- 
ley project stands out. 
Gone are relatively dangerous gravel stretches 
subject in"some places to flooding. Instead there's 
a two-lane paved modem road network offering 
safe and reliable transportation. 
El It was a project that got its start under the 
Glen Clark NDP governnient in 1998. While not 
part of the Nisga'a treaty signed i n  2000. the road 
project recognized that without a reliable trans- 
portation connection. the overall aims of the trea- 
ty could not be met. 
€4 This was a bi-partisan effort on the part of the 
provincial crown in that it survived the defeat of 
the NDP in 2001 by the Liberals. 
€4 An original plan for sealcoating was changed 
to pavement after some clever negotiating by the 
Nisga'a within months of the new Liberal gov- 
ernment being sworn into office in 2001. 
€4 In a time when the northwestern forest indus- 
' try was collapsing. the project provided some eco- 
nomic stability to the area. Jobs and skills training 
for the people in the Nass Valley and elsewhere 
came about. 
I €4 There is now ready access to the Nisga'a 
Memorial Lava Bed Park, jointly managed by the 
provincial government and the Nisga'a. The park 
and other areas of'the Nass Valley now form the 
basis upon which to build a tourism industry ben- 
efitting the valley and the region. I As examples. 
there's now a new coffee shop in Gitwinksiklkw 
and a growing core of lodges and bed'and break- 
fasts throughout the valley. 
(x1 The new road will build more economic de- 
velopment connections as we1,l as social ones be- 
tween the Nass Valley and elsewhere. That means 
better access to health care. education. services 
and the like, 
€4 The separate $33 million project to build a 
road from Greenville to Kincolith at the mouth of 
the Nass Valley connects that village with the rest 
in the valley and consequently. to the outside via 
the new-look Nisga'a Highway. 
Governments can do good work and this road 
project is one of those examples of something that 
will pay dividends. 
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Keeping an eye onljthe media 
MEDIA O\\"ERSHIP in 
British Columbia is generally 
 know^ for the harmonization 
of its conservative bias. 
H.C. is dominated i n  its print 
nietlia by the Asper family's 
Caii\vest Global Corporation, 
which owns the Vancouver 
Province and the Vancouver 
Sun: and i n  its electronic me- 
dia by Canwest's Global TW. 
to namc a few of their influen- 
tial holdings. ' 
Thus one corporation with 
a more or less united bias 
controls nearly 70 per cent of 
B.C.'s news media. AL LEHMANN 
scrupulously careful to pro- 
vide balanced reporting, their 
government support allows 
them to be less frightened of 
'the withdrawal of corporate 
advertising should they have 
the temerity to criticize or pub- 
licize corporate actions which 
are detrimental to the public 
interest. Thus having the CBC 
as a defender of the public 
interest as a whole is of inesti- 
mable value to Canadians. 
Mr. Asper's (the dominant 
owner of Canwest) own com- 
ment on this issue was that 
Canada should allow further 
Ford's dictum that people 
could have any colour car 
they wanted. as long as it was 
black. 
One hopes that his theory 
doesn't apply to the editorial 
and news policies in rural Brit- 
ish Columbia's newspapers, 
although a hundred or more 
newspapers owned by the 
same company begins to look 
a lot like market domination. 
Citizens who wish to stay 
informed on public issues 
within their communities and 
province rely on the avail- 
able media to urovide a broad 
combination and consolida- range of views and issues in a 
tion within the industry. fair-manner.- -<5 - -, ronnient desk. 
Because of their conserva- 
tive bias. business issues are 
Instead we get dozens of Naturally his corporation As m e d m v n e r s n i p  con- 
pages flogging real estate and pro i n  i nen t 1 y featured. News might also look with a covet- tinues to become more con- celebrating the latest corporate sources that used to have col- unins devoted to organized ous eye on the millions of dol- centrated. simple omission of 
Iars in ad revenue that CBC coverage of stories has led to take-overs. 
a more and more "blinkered" Recently a committee from 
labour no longer do so. If re- 
TV currently attracts. the federal Senate heard sub- ported on at all. labour issues are usually presented with the nlissions in Vancouver from There's a peculiar paradox population. fed a steady diet of at work here. The theory of free bland and fairli unifornily bi- 
markets is that a wide variety ased content and opinion. members of the public con- 
slant suggesting that unions 
of producers should encourage We can be grateful that Tlie cerned about such media own- 
are greedy or corrupt. a per- 
Ston(/circi seems to try to pro- haps necessary evil that we ership concentration in BC. creativity and diversity. 
Presumably this should in- vide a balanced sample of edi- wollld be better Off Although iiunierous coin- plaints were put to the coiii- iv i t hou t . clude a variety of opinions on torial opinion from across the mittee regarding the deplor- (One contrast is the yearly sentimental yarn on the week- able concentration of media political economy including political spectrum, often in the end of Labour Day about he- power in the Vancouver mar- in-depth reporting on labour face of vocal criticism from L1nion from the ket. the comnlittee cliose l lot  and environmental issues. advocates of one or another 
recesses of history. However. However. what we get from political viewpoint. to make suggestions to address now that i t * s coni i n  on 1 y pre- the free markets dominating Terrace citizens who val- these complaints in its June 2 1 sented that workers are gener- BC's news delivery is a few ue the pursuit of objectivity report. o\relTaid 'Oddled Rather. the coliimittee []\;it different "brands" of the same through exposure to 'diverse 
such luxuries as health insur- product . points of view should continue was charged with investigat- ance. these stories are of his- Such concentration in the to hold their local media ac- ing the dangers of concentra- torical interest only.) media is not limited to ur- countable and should be de- tion i n  the news media.ignored ban daily newspapers. Da- fending the CBC as a healthy 
vid Black owns over a hun- counterbalance to the domi- 
The Vancou"er Sun: which the concentration and instead 
once featured gritty stories on criticized one of the ollly na- significant and important sto- dred conirnunity newspapers nance of more narrow views tional voices that is recogniz- 
ries regarding the envi ronnien t throughout B.C. and Alberta controlled by smdler self-in- 
different the Others: (including Tlie Tet-twe Srm-  terested groups \\tithin society. 
c i r  rd) . AI Lelitrioriri is o teoclier the CBC. 
and which employed reporters 
to cover those issues specifi- 
cdly. no longer has an envi- Although the CBC is nearly One is reminded of Henry nrtd h - e s  iri Terrace. 
If you snooze, you really do lose 
\\:E'VE ALL experienced the I 
fi~istrntioii of nxiting forclw 
in  line because our "phone call 
is iiiiportiiiit" to thc coiiipnny 
ivt're trying to reach atid our 
c;ill "ivill be ans\vered quicker 
i f '  \vc hold for the nest a \~i i I -  
Having been there. we de- 
light i n  ivatching n poor-per- 
formance corporation get its 
co Il? eu p pance . 
By no\v - after his record- 
ing \vas gleefully aired on na- 
tiqnal newscasts -- e\.eryone 
has heard the dissatisfied AOL 
customer phoning to cancel 
his service. Instead of accept- 
ing his cancellation. the agent 
quizzed him on his reasons 
and tried to change his mind. 
The customer's voice rose 
each time he doggedly repeat- 
ed "Cancel my account". The 
agent ended by threatening: 
"When you calm doivn you'll 
realize you've just made the 
biggest mistake of your life." 
Since then. another custom- 
er relations fiasco has made 
the rounds of evening news 
broadcasts. this one involv- 
ing a Comcast cable company 
repairman who fell asleep in 
the customer's Washington 
D.C. living room. the laptop 
ab IC age 111 :* 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
computer on his knee. as he 
u-aited to get through on the 
telephone to his cable com- 
pany for advice. 
More than a little annoyed 
at having a cable repairman 
napping for an hour on his 
reclining sofa. the customer. 
Brian Finkelstein. a student 
at Georgetonm Law School. 
"took the incident to the in- 
ternet." reports Ken Belson in 
The New York Times. 
He videotaped the snooz- 
ing repairman. added as 
soundtrack the droivsy rock 
ballad. "I Need Some Sleep" 
performed by the Eels. and for 
one minut'e ridiculed Coincast 
for tu*o broken routers. high 
prices. d three missed ilp- 
poi 11 t tile 11 t s. 
Fi nkel s tei ti then posted tiis 
video on the SiiakesonaBlog 
\vebsite. I n  quick tinie i t  ;ip- 
peared on jfoutube.com wl\cre 
i t  u t a s  soon viewed by inore 
portedly earned h im $3569.79 
i n  tivo moiiths). 
The ywtiibe.coin tvebsite 
shows videos produced by 
anyone. so long as they meet 
the site's decency standards. 
Would-be musicians and per- 
formers of all inclinations take 
advantage of the site's \vide 
audience. 
Stung by Finkelstein's vid- 
eotaped criticism backed by ir- 
refutable proof. Comcast's re- 
gional vice-president promptly 
phoned. no doubt to apologize 
for their poor service. Nest 
day "a teani of Comcast guys" 
\vorked for five hours to fix his 
Internet connection. John. the 
snoozing repairnian. got fired. 
Many \+wers sympathized 
wirh the repairman. suspecting 
he was probably overivorked. 
putting in long hours to meet 
some arbitrary quota of so 
many hookups per day. Oth- 
than 200.000 people (and re- 
ers criticized John for not re- 
porting his owi difticulties in 
reaching the cc)iiipany for as- 
sistiiiice 10 do his \\fork. 
Ecliiully ;is entertaining 
as the novel way Finkelstein 
chose to fight back were the 
coiniiicnts by those who down- 
londeci his video: 
"At least you knew where 
the repuirman was. 
"You should have charged 
the repairman S50 rent." 
"Take i t  a s  a compliment; 
your couch m ~ 1 5  be comfy." 
"From now on. we have to 
tidy house before we call in an 
internet repairman," 
"The repairman \vas a gon- 
er the minute he dialed his re- 
pair helpline. You try sitting 
through more than 30 minutes 
of slow music and yoil'll be 
counting sheep. too." 
"Typical corporation re- 
sponse. Fire the technician in- 
stead of fising the holdup." 
"At least he didn't steal 
anything but a fen, zzz's." 
John. the fired repairnian. 
posted this: "You got nie fired. 
and 1 know where you live." 
One viewer sun;med up the 
sentiment of many. "Some- 
times public shaming is the 
only remedy." 
.. 
ONLY a small percentage of the wood in the northwest is saw log quality. The rest is highly decadent pulp quality wood. Many people believe 
the province should recognize the unique makeup of the forest here by creating a special economic zone. That’s Kewal Bal with a load of 
lumber made the first day the Terrace Lumber Company fired up last year. It’s now shut down indefinitely. FILE PHOTO 
LxFrom front 
1 Calls for forest help grow 
He’s not the only one making the call. 
Darrel Wong, the president of the Steelworkers 
j Union local 2 17 1, says the zone is overdue. 
“I think there’s needed to be immediate action 
1‘ for the Terrace area, quite frankly for a number of 
years,” Wong says. ‘‘It’s not that you have a new 
crisis there’s been a crisis in that area for the last 
Wong has sat at the opposite side of the negoti- 
ating table from Dan Veniez, the fornier owner of 
doomed New Skeena Forests Product and a man 
known for his radical and dramatic forest reform 
ideas. 
But on this issue the two have found common 
ground. 
Veniez lobbied the provincial government and 
Gordon Campbell personally to create such a 
zone in 2003. 
“Peter Pierce (November 2001), Wes Cheston 
(ZOOO), and Duncan Davies (1983), among others 
have documented the decadent state of the fibre 
basket in the Northwest. They have all offered 
prescriptions for the rehabilitation of the forest.” 
“All have been ignored,” Veniez wrote in an 
Oct. 18, 2002 letter to.Gordon Campbell. 
His vieivs have not changed. 
“Where the government can certainly help is 
to take the lead in an intensive road-building and 
, infrastructure upgrading program, reforestation 
effort, and to provide the regulatory conditions so 
that investment in the northwest becomes a viable 
and sustainable economic proposition for all con- 
“That can only happen through the creation of 
a special economic forestry zone in the northwest 
that recognizes the wood quality challenge and 
plans for its long-tern1 rehabilitation.” 
Roy Nagel, the general manager of the Cen- 
tral Interior Loggers Association (CILA), says the 
0 I, 
’ 
’ five years.” 
’ 
- -  
. ,  
’ cerned,” Veniez says. 
‘ 
creation of such a special econoniic zone is criti- 
cal. 
“You have the highest cost and lowest quality 
timber there and if you don’t create something 
that recognizes that as was reconiniended in the 
Wes Cheston report you are never going to get the 
forest industry back on its feet,” he says. 
(He concedes the government will lose some 
revenue by creating a special zone but he believes 
the government will make it up through increased 
revenues from income taxes, reduced payments to 
region will help bolster the industry here. 
But the second growth won’t be ready to cut 
for another I O  or 15 years itnd even then an ag- 
gressive approach to silviculture in the area “is 
needed to accelerate the potential. 
Coleman argues the industry is suffering all 
over the province, not just in  the northwest. 
“We have a little bit of a storm taking place in 
forestry,” Coleman says, pointing to the high Ca- 
nadian dollar and soft international luniber,prices. 
“The two commoditics are moving in two differ- 
ent directions.” 
Coleman is planning to conie to Terrace some- 
u/ donYt know how many repofis time within the next month and wants to hear 
what industry representatives have to say about 
acts on ifo I think it’s a‘ God-given But many are shaking their heads at the notion 
fad that the government has of studying the situation in the northwest anymore 
done nothing for the people in given reports such as Cheston’s. ’ 
that area over the last five years,” Darrel Wong argues doing more studies won’t 
make a bit of difference. 
“I don’t know how many reports you need to 
read before somebody acts on it,” Wong says. 
“I think it’s a God-given fact that the govern- 
ment has donc nothing for the people in that area 
over the last five years.” 
He cuts straight to the chase about government 
taking a first, but important, step toward recogniz- 
ing thc conditions here - reducing stumpage rates 
for the wood i n  this area. 
Roy Nagel agrees. 
“It would have to recognize the quality and 
cost of extraction problem in  terms of stumpage 
rates - that’s not a subsidy, it’s just good econoni- 
ic sense,” Nagel argues. 
“The appraisal system already recognizes that 
a littlc bit - this is not the unknown, this is just the 
extension of current policy if you want to look at 
i t  that way.“ 
You need to read before somebody the situiition in the northwest. 
- Darrel Wong, IWA 
northwest communities in  terms of social services 
and more stability in terms of property taxes for 
niunicipalities. 
“It’s far bigger than cutting a sweet deal for a 
mill,” he says. “This is really a community sta- 
bility issue - it’s not just Terrace but ’all the little 
communities around i t  as well.” 
Despite the repeated calls to develop such ii 
zone in the northwest the man in charge of the 
province’s forests dismisses the concept. 
“I don’t know that a special economic zone is 
a quick fix,” says forests minister Rich Coleman. 
“Time is probably the only ally we have in the 
northwest.” 
He believes the second growth potential in the 
Worker says province must step up 
By ALAN 
CHESTERM AN 
z q  WHEN the provincial 
government abandoned 
the forest industry in the 
northwest region i n  2001, 
they did so knowing full well 
the extent and rcach of the 
problems and chiilletiges. 
Instead of addrcssing 
those chiillet1ges, it has 
spent the ensuing years ig- 
noring. or trying to distract 
thc pcoplc of the northwest 
from complaining about thc 
lack of action fi.0111 the ~ o v - ‘  
ernmcnt. 
Provincial 
Forestry Act , 
Tlie 20 per cent take back 
of Tree Farm Licenses and 
Timber Supply Areas was 
particularly hard in this 
, region. The large multina- 
tionals who had holdings 
in the region (West Fraser 
and Interfor), were allowed 
to maximize their province- 
wide requirement within this 
region. This in direct contra- 
diction to the public and pri- 
vate reassurances of the Pre- 
mier, Gordon Campbell, that 
this would not be allowed. 
As well, they were given 
the green light to high grade 
as much high value timber 
as they could before actually 
turning it back to the govern- 
ment and BC Timber Sales. 
This in turn made future har- 
vesting of those lands a less 
profitable venture. 
‘ The exponential increase 
in log exports has exacer- 
bated the poor quality of the 




region. As only the best terfor took thc high value, 
timber is sold in the export r; a easily acccssiblc timber, 
market. This has resulted in 
large quantities of pulp and 
low grade merchantable tim- 
ber being left i n  the woods. 
When BC Timber Sales 
places wood out to tender, 
only those salcs that are 
comprised of a high pcrcent- 
agc of marketable (read high 
valuc) siiw logs arc being bid 
on - why bid on something 
you can’t sell? To have any 
hope of improving the qual- 
ity of the fibre basket, at the 
very least, the government 
needs to insist on cutting to 
the profile of the resource in ~ ~ ~ 
Softwood 
Lumber Tariffs 
the region. Alan Chesterman 
per cent to ship into the same The Terrace Lumber 
Company (TLc) is a 
independent, primary lum- 
TLC has appealed three 
times to the American Corn- 
ber manufacturer. merce Department, and has 
been denied justice twice. It has no timber except 
what it can buy on the open 
1% market. It is comPlete1y 
reliant on the 
*Two companies operating 
on the Same playing field, 
playing the Same game, for 
for its survival. 
West Fraser- Skeena OP- 
erations, is a company that 
the same spectators. 
Two different rule books. 
Regional Investment 
is a sfrlall Part Of a large There is no history of 
fnultinational company. It investment by the forest li- 
also buys timber Of the Open censees in the northwest re- 
but Only to gion of the province, there 
ment the Of timber has only been a history of 
it receives from the VXIOUS hioh grade and get out, Or  rip 
licenses it holds on Crown off and Nn. 
land. The mills that exist in the 
TLC Pays a tariff in ex- region were built as in&- 
cess of 2o per cent On lum- pendents, or as a minimum 
ber i t  ships to the American requirement for to 
marketplace. timber. Crown Zellerbach, 
West Fraser, on the other M a c d l a n  Bloede] and In- 
hand, pays a tariff of four 
a 
built- nothing and departcd 
the region taking the nioricy 
and lciivitlg the stumps. 
Conclusion 
There iirc utidoubtcdly 
~ht i l lc~igc~ thilt face this re- 
gion’s forest industry. Most 
of thc problems govcrn- 
mcnt, ilnd govcrntncnt agcn- 
CY creiitions iind NC within 
its ability to solve. 
The diffcrencc i n  trcat- 
mcnt of the fibrc in thc 
northern interior and thc 
north coast is unacceptable. 
I f  i t  is acccptable to sub- 
sidize the harvest of fibrc 
on the basis that a relative- 
ly small percentage of the 
beetle damaged wood is of 
lower economic value when 
manufactured, then it should 
be acceptable to subsidize 
the harvest of wood where a 
large percentage of the wood 
is of low economic value for 
manufacturing. 
The lack of a pulp mill or 
other manufacturing facility 
to make use of fibre not suit- 
able for lumber, and a lack 
of a suitable port to move 
product to alternative rnar- 
kets both now or in the fu- 
ture, have added to the costs 
of manufacturing in this re- 
gion. Until such a time as 
an adequate port to handle 
forest commodities is built, 
government needs to con- 
sider a subsidy to cover the 
increased shipping costs. 
Alternatively, the gov- 
ernments should consider 
two low cost loans or out- 
right grants for the develop- 
ment of biomass generation 
systems. 
The exponcntial increase 
in log exports docs nothing 
to improve thc fibre bas- 
ket of this region, in fact, i t  
seems to have no ccononiic 
bcncfit iit all. Though per- 
hiips it has iillowed somc 
contractors a thin lifeline to 
grasp for a short while. I t  hiis 
bccome obvious froni sotnc 
of the namcs of contractors 
that have left the industry in 
this region that the will to 
hold on has weakened. 
It should be remembered 
’that the forest resources of 
this province belong to the 
citizens of this province. 
It is the responsibility of 
the government in power to 
maximize the return to the 
citizens of the province. 
This is not done througi 
the taxation of the resource, 
but by the creation of em- 
ployment - ever single direct 
job will create five other jobs 
in the region - in a sustain- 
able and ethical manner. 
There are very few indus- 
tries that create wealth in a 
sustainable manner, forestry 
can be one of them. 
And in turn, it will al- 
low citizens the opportunity 
to sustain those jobs that 
we believe makes us an ad- 
vanced society. 
Alan Chesterman is a 
laid off Terrace Lumber 
Company sawmill worker. 
He was the plant chairman 
af  the mill until if shut down 
last month. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Barr 
Nurse bridging coming 
Dear Sir: 
A recent letter to Tlie Terrace Stctrmdard touched on 
bridging opportunities for Licensed Practical Nurses 
(LPNs) into the Northern Baccalaureate Collaborative 
Nursing Program currently being offered at Northwest 
Community College in partnership with UNBC and 
CNC. 
We would like to take this opportunity to clarify the 
status of this. 
’ Work has been occurring between all three partner in- 
stitutions to develop a process lbit will enablc LPNs who 
have completed a recognized BC LPN program and who 
have di3viitlt clinical experience to enter the BScN Nurs- 
ing program. 
This process will c‘nsure each ilpplicatlt’s previous cdu- 
ciltion and experience is tilken into iiccoutlt BS de~cniiined 
through individual i\SSCSSIIiCIItS. ‘ 
Wc iire looking at an implementation tinieframe of this 
fall to handle 2007 applications. 
“ 
Those iiiteresteg in learning more about the LPN pro- 
gram or the BScN program can contact the program coor- 
dinators at eitllcr NWCC or IJNBC. 
Ian Blue, Prince George, B.C. 
Chair, Nursing Program, UNBC 
Katherine Mclndoe, Terrace, B.C., 
Dean of Instruction, NWCC 
Heli-angling wrong 
Dear Sir: 
My comments pertain to Rob Brown’s SIteena Angler 
column titled “Heli Fishin$’ that appeared in the June 7, 
2006 issue of Tlie Terrace Standard. 
Over 35 years ago, helicopters were banned for hunting 
because their use presented a conservation concern and 
was deemed unethical by both public and government. A ’ 
law banning their use for hunting was legislated and be- 
came pait of the Wildlife Act and is enforced today. 
, What is the difference between hunting and angling that, 
allows the use of helicopters for one but not the other? 
Salmon and steelhead can be spotted from,the air and 
then targeted. 
Is this fair chase that our respected fish deserve? Is 
this ethical angling? Does it meet conservation concerns? 
Does it respect and not diminish the experience of other 
anglers? 3 
I don’t think so. 
Michael Lamgegger, Kitimat, B.C. 
Oogsoverkids I) * 
Dear Sir: 
about dogs and author’s bios. 
makes nie his Mom right? Ask Nicole Kidman. 
Binks and darn proud of it. 
names didn’t make it into the bio and Goody’s did. 
friend, confidante. 
I loved Claudette Sandecki’s Through Bifocals column 
Actually I am Goody’s adoptive mother, which still 
And Goody has my last name ... he’s Goodweather 
I will admit, however, my kids were traumatized their 
Perhaps I should have listed him as my boyfriend, best 
Ah well - you do your best. 
Maybe 1’11 make him share his dog biscuits with them. 
Georgie Binks, Toronto, Ontario 
Combine for success 
Dear Sir: 
If the merged credit unions would buy the old co-op 
property, tearing down the old structure to build a new 
one and leaving the track-side portion of the property for 
the city’s second sheet of ice (albeit linear), perhaps Ken 
Earl could assist with the construction? 
C. Toews, Terrace, B.C. 
Flies threaten sickness 
Dear Sir: ” 
What is wrong with our government when it comes to 
flies at the egg farm? Don’t these people realize that these 
insects could be spreading diseases to and from these birds 
and to humans. 
In this day and age, we have to be very careful with all 
the communicable diseases going around - for example 
avian flu. 
Why can’t Health Canada step up and do something 
about this mess? 
Darlene Seymour, 
Terrace, B.C. 
No to fish farming 
Dear Sir: 
Watching the provincial aquaculture committee in Ter- 
race during its stop here recently, things were made abun- 
dantly clear that the residents of the northwest do not want 
open net fish farms. 
Neither the hundreds who make a living by commer- 
cial fishing, guiding or eco-tourism nor the First Nations 
whose culture, history and way of life is tied to the salmon, 
as well as the rest of us who are here raising our families, 
can see any advantage to trade satisfying well-paying jobs 
for a few low-paying and menial jobs. 
Tons of scientific as well as anecdotal evidence indi- 
cate that open net farms kill the wild stock, even though in 
other parts of the world they are at least using local fish. 
In B.C. they are using Atlantic stock, once again show- 
ing that when ‘man starts playing God and rearrange na- , 
ture, it will backfire. 
Ask an Australian about rabbits! 
The fact that the MLA committee - because of an NDP 
majority - passed a motion to ask the Premier not to allow 
Furthy open net farms at least until the committee reports 
to government is encouraging, if you disregard the fact 
that this request was turned down once already. 
Should the Premier and his cabinet turn this request 
jown again he should halt the road show of travelling 
MLAs and stop British Columbians wasting their efforts 
addressing a committee that is not taken seriously by the 
zovernment. 
Why debate an issue that is already settled? 
John Jensen, 
Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
fhx us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
terracestandard. coin. No attachments, please. Name, 
zddress and phone number required for verification 
-4 . 






AN EXPLOSION similar to one seen in an action movie 
injured a gas station employee in an accident that had the 
potential for much more damage last week. 
Terrace fire chief Peter Weeber said a pilot light on a mo- 
torhome stove ignited the explosion while a gas station at- 
tendant was filling the vehicle with liquid natural gas at the 
Copperside on Hwy 16 west ardund 11 a.m. July 26. 
“Thank God the fuel operation was not compromised,” 
he said. 
‘‘There could’ve been a mushroom cloud in Terrace on 
Global [“VI.” 
The explosion caused a flash fire that burned the attendant 
up the back of his head and on his right arm. - 
He went to local hospital to be checked oui, Weeber said. 
No one else was injured. 
At the time of the explosion, a Trimac truck was filling 
the gas station’s fuel tanks only five or six feet away from 
the motorhome. 
If its fuel had ignited, the situation could have been much 
worse. 
“We were very concerned,” Weeber said. 
When firefighters arrived, the gas was still ’leaking and 
The gas fumes dissipated quickly afterward. 
Weeber said when a motorhome’s natural gas tank is 
filled to capacity, a release valve starts leaking gas to indi- 
cate it’s full. ’ 
J < 
(J 1 
they had to shut it off. 
‘2 The man driving the motorhome, who was here with his 
dure to shut Off the pilot light On the Stove before refueling* 
but he hadn’t, Weeber said. 
I’ , wife from Saskatchewan, thought he’d completed the proce- R 0 I I i n g to ’ a, f i n ish 
BRANCH 13 Legion member Guy Bouchard volunteers his time to spruce up the Legion building’s exterior. Several volunteers have 
been painting in hopes of finishing,the building’s front in time for Riverboat Days. It marks the first makeover for the branch’s exterior 
He cautioned people to use proper procedures. in more than two decades. Volunteers are still sought to complete the job. DUSTIN QUEZADh PHOTO ‘ Weeber estimated the damage to the outside of the mo- 
torhome to be around $ l .W. 
Superior Propane employees inspected the motorhome to 
ensure it w h  still roadworthy, he said. 
Weeber has seen videos of gas station fires and said it’s 
not uncommon for motorhomes to overheat and catch fire 
on highways. 
“It was an accident but I mean this accident could’ve been 
so much worse because of the major fueling going on,” he 
said, adding the city got as close as it gets to a gas station 
fire. 
’ 
“We were lucky all the way around.” 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
U 
Thank you, Liberals 
. Dear Sir: 
The Skeena area was recently rated by the Globerand 
Mail as the hottest spot in Canada for investment now and 
for the foreseeable future - even over Alberta. 
In my view this is clearly attributable to the work the B.C. 
Liberal government has done by working to build a world- 
class container port in Prince Rupert. 
Historically, waterways were much easier and more eco- 
nomical than going over land, and in fact this is still true 
today. Our region is naturally blessed to be the shortest oce- 
anic route to Asia and to have at our finger tips all the op- 
portunities that it opens up for our new port. 
In fact, h e  Prince Rupert harbour by pure luck is also the 
deepest natural port in all of Western America. 
Using existing rail lines, imagine Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
Terrace and surrounding areas coming into the forefront of 
modem world trade. This is no longer a dream. The future 
Job prospectus is tremendous for people with the proper 
training, and I tip my hat to the Campbell government for 
making it possible. 
Glenn Martin, Terrace, B.C. 
Photo questioned 
Dear Sir: 
As a social work student, it is incredible to me that a 
picture was put in the July 26 issue of First Nations people 
drinking in the park. What is that about? Is it responsible and 
mature media? 
Consider the context of the people you are judging and 
commanding respect from. My education has included sta- 
tistics and references that stagger my mind as a First Nation 
person and human being. These three men and one woman 
are human beings with rights. 
My goodness, it is apparent in this picture that all human 
beings are inherently good. 
This is not my temtory and I would like to thank all 
Nisga’a’ and Tsimshian people for allowing me to live and 
> 
. .  
. .  
’. 
. ,  
I’ , ...................................... Prince Rupert .......................... June 8 - 11 
c Festival ........................... Smithers .................................. June 23 - 25 
. Crabfest Music Festival ................................. Gingolx / Kincolith ................. June 30 - July 1 
Edge of the World Music Festival ............... :Queen Charlotte Islands ........ July 7 - 9 
Atlin Arts and Music Festival ........... ; ........... Atlin ........................................ July 7 - 9 
Prince George Folkfest .................................. Prince George ......................... July 28 - 29 
Peace Country Bluegrass Festival ................ Dawson Creek ........................ July 28 - 30 
Riverboat Days .............................................. Terrace .................................... August 4 - 1 1 
Grizfest .......................................................... Tumbler Ridge ........................ August 5 - 6 
Championships .................................... ...:’....... Taylor ...................................... August 5’ -  6 
Udderfest Fringe Theatre Festival ............... Prince Rupert .......................... August 9 - 13 
Dawson Creek Fall Fair and Rodeo .............. Dawson Creek ....................... :August 9 L 13 
Prince George Exhibition .............................. Prince George ......................... August 10 - 13 
Summerfest ................................................... Prince George.. ....................... August 19 
Bulkley.ValPey Exhibition ............ : ................. Smithers .................................. August 24 - 27 
,, World Invitation Goldpanning 
,-.. 
’ 
, For msre’’information on these events or a  complete^ 
list of Iocal’events call: ‘I -8O0-663-$843 
or visit: w\Nw.NorthernSi%natureSeaies.com BRITISH .. COLUMBIA 
L 
... .. A I i c  Best Place on Earth 
learn on their territory. 
Maureen Samuels, Terrace; B.C. 
The Terrace Public Library, Misty River Books and 
Random House Canada are pleased to present ... 
- 
Eden will read at the 
Terrace Public Libraw 
I 
W FREE 
ADMISSIQN RANDOM HOUSE OF CANADA LIMITED 
as B.C. 
A SMALL hydro project 
on Maroon Creek, which 
feeds into Kalum Lake north 
of Terrace, was one of 38 
independent power projects 
named to supply electricity 
to B.C. Hydro last week. 
It’s expected to generate 
five megawatts of power for 
25 gigawatt hours of elec- 
tricity a year - enough to 
service approximately 2,500 
households. 
,< ’ The Maroon Creek Hydro 
Partnership must now sign a 
fornial sales agreement with 
B.C. Hydro and receive per- 
mits and licences from rel- 
evant provincial agencies 
leading toward a three-year 
completion period. 
The 38 projects, 29 of 
which involve using water, 
will generate 7,000 gigawatt 
hours of electricity for a ca- 
pacity of approximately 200 
’ megawatts. 
Maroon Creek’s develop- 
ment calls for diverting wa-(, 
ter from the creek as it flows 
toward Kalum Lake through 
an undergound pipe of close 
to 4km long. After going 
through a powerhouse, the 
water will be returned to the 
creek prior to it emptying 
into Kalum Lake. 
In hydro producing terms 
it’s called a “run-of-river” 
system but unlike others, 
won’t require a dam to first 
contain water before it flows 
through generators. 
“There will be a bit of a 
weir needed for a pond to 
hold the water but it won’t 
be much, a few metres, and 
nothing like a dam,” says 
1 ” 
Hydro seeks to 
Ryan Hanson, one of the 
Maroon Creek partners. 
‘’That’s what makes it 
‘green,”’ he said of the des- 
ignation used by B.C. Hy- 
dro for projects which are 
considered environmentally 
friendly. 
Hanson, a Vancouver 
power engineer, his father, 
Daryl, a geologist from 
Smithcrs, and Conan Peturs- 
son form the core of the Ma- 
roon Creek Partnership. 
Ryan Hanson said h e  had 
been looking for hydro op- 
portunities for awhile and 
that Maroon Creek became 
a potential location after his 
father and Petursson both 
mentioned it to him. 
“We then made applica- 
tion for a water licence in 
Dec. 2004,” said Hanson in 
describing that procedure as 
similar to a prospector filing 
a mineral claim. 
A short transmission line 
of 70 metres will be needed 
to connect Maroon’s power- 
house with an existing B.C. 
Hydro line and B.C. Hydro 
will need to boost that line to 
take the power. 
Not needing a dam and 
having a B.C. Hydro line so 
close makes the project eco- 
nomically viable, saih Han- 
son who estimated construc- 
tion costs of $10 million to 
$14 million. 
He anticipates permitting 
and paperwork will take a 
year before construction be- 
gins. 
An average 15 people 
will be needed during con- 
struction with two people 
n 
thereafter to look after fa- 
cilities. 
Hanson and his partners 
have also struck an arrange- 
, ment with the Kitsumkalum 
band as Maroon Creek is on 
its traditional territory. 
The band will be an in- 
vestor in the project and 
members will benefit from 
job training and employ- 
ment, said Hanson. 
Detailed planning for the 
Maroon project began last 
year in response to a B.C. 
Hydro call for proposals to 
add to its electrical supply to 
’ meet a growing demand for 
power. 
I t  follows a provincial 
policy of encouraging in- 
dependent power producers 
as opposed to having B.C. 
Hydro construct more large- 
scale hydro projects of its 
own. 
The 7,000 gigawatt hours 
per year of new power is 
about three times as much 
as B.C. Hydro had hoped it 
could get when it issued its 
call for proposals. 
The single largest genera- 
tor on the list is near Powell 
River. The Plutonic Power 
Corporation’s East Toba 
and Montrose hydroelectric 
project would produce 196 
megawatts. - 
 LA^ our province con- 
tinues to grow, the gap be- 
tween electricity supply 
and demand is expected to 
increase,” said energy min- 
ister Richard Neufeld in an- 
nouncing acceptance of the 
38 projects. 
“The contracts awarded 
I I 
meet demand’ 
today will help to close that of Prince Rupert. 
proved by the B.C. [Jtilities 
Commission, will commit 
B.C. Hydro to paying $660 
million per. year over around 
30 years, B.C. Hydro offi- 
cials say. 
It works out to electricity 
that’s considerahly pricier 
than what consuniers now 
Pay * 
megawatts for 242 gigawatt 
hours of electricity. 
B.C. Hydro spokesper- 
son Elisha Moreno said the 
boom in  independent power 
production doesn’t signifi- 
cantly change the need to 
consider developing a new 




Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL LEPAeE 
4 724 Lazclle Avonuo, Terrace, B.C. -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Best deal on the 
market today! 
But B.C. Hydro president 
Bob Elton says thecost of the 
in with what consumers now 
pay for existing power. 
The province’s strategy 
new power will be blended 
Mid July finds the Happy Gang busy of seniors from Prince Rupert came to 
with regular activities, Lunches have shop, but many had lunch and played 
been well attended. Several people are Bingo at the centre. Barbara Cullis is in 
away on holiday making us short handed Kelowna till mid August for treatment 
at times;, Pancake breakfast was quite ‘ and Bob Turner is in Mills. We wish them 
busy even though the regular date was both back with us as soon as possible. 
of using independent pro- 
vate sector take on risk and 
provide innovation in find- 
ducers ailns make the pri- 
ing new sources. 
Elton expects sales con- 
tracts with the new produc- 
ers to be signed within a 
month and that the average 
length of the contracts is 30 
years. 
All of the power gener- 
ated will be used within the 
province; none of it is to be 
used for export, 
Two other northwest 
projects were also an- 
nounced last week - one in- 
volves using wind turbines 
to be placed on Mount Hays 
overlooking Prince Rupert 
and the other will update old 
-hydro power facilities at Al- 
ice Arm on the coast north 
e COBALT I 
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Coball LT Mdsn modal horn wllh 
avallaMs wulananl. MSRP $19.840. 
PURCHASE PRICE’ SMARTLEASE’ I PURCHASE PRICE’ SMARTLEASE* 
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e Driver Seat Height Adjuster 
60140 Split-Folding Rear Seat 
Tilt Steering 5-Speed Getrag Manual Transmission =,,5-yr/100.000km Powertrain 
Driver Seat Height Adjuster Warranty with $0 Deductible0 
Fog Lights 
60/40 Split-Folding Rear Seat 
1.6L DOHC ENGINE ,, 5-yr/100.000km Powertrain Warranty COUPE OR SEDAN 
0 5-Speed Manual Transmission with $0 Deductible? 145-HP 2.2L ECOTEC ENGINE -= 
Halogen Headlamps 
15’ Wheels 
Theft Deterrent System 
CD Stereo 
Tilt Steering 
Cm 9.5Vlmkm m p g  CITY: 9.141Wkm 3lmpg 
HUWRVg WS VBlE ONE Y@U DON’T WaatB TO W $ $ m  With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning 
vehicles, there’s never been a better time to buy a Chevrolet. 
CHEVROLET. CAMADA’S #1 SELLING BRAND 
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Sockeye catch potential cut 
on the Nass by the Nisga’a 
THE NISGA’A have cut 
their potential sockeye 
salmon catch on the Nass 
River, citing lower returns 
than first forecast. 
The reduction to a poten- 
tial 101,459 sockeye from 
a first estimate of 126,169 
based on data gathered from 
previous years will help 
ensure there are enough 
spawning fish to sustain fui 
ture runs, says Richard Al- 
exander, a stock assessment 
biologist who works for the 
Nisga’a. 
Projections called for as 
many as 800,000 returning 
sockeye but counts as of last 
week placed the number i\t 
6 10,000. 
The Nisga’a have an es- 
capement goal of 200,000 
sockeye in order to achieve 
their conservation goals. 
Despite the drop, Alexan- 
der said this year’s return is 
within historical amounts. 
“The Nisga’a position is 
quite clear that escapement 
is the first goal followed by 
the food fishery,” said Alex- 
ander. ’ , 
The Nass River fishery is 
managed to meet a number 
of goals, including a com- 
mercial fishery at the mouth 
of the river and in-river com- 
mercial catches as well as 
meeting individual commer- 
cial and food requirements. 
Aside from commer- 
cial and food fisheries, the 
Nisga’a themselves are de- 
veloping their own market- 
ing of Nass sockeye under 
their own brand. 
Generally speaking, the 
more fish there are after con- 
servation and food fishery 
objectives have been met, 
the more economic benefit 
there is from resulting coni- 
niercial s+s. 
Biologists liave the bcn- 
efit of years of fish data 
i n  ordcr to make thcir pro- 
jections. 
i ty  for counts at lisliwliccls 
gathcrcd 011 the Nils$ Rivcr 
Thi~t datu illid 1 1 1 ~  abil-“ 
illid o t l i~r~  ~ I X C S  dtll.i1ig 
the fishing SCi\SOIi ~ I I I o \ \ ~ s  
the Nisga’a to innkc catch 
potent id ;idjusIiiiciits ils I’C- 
quircd, said Alcsandcr. 
And the 2000 Nisga’a 
treaty sets out the rcspon- 
sibilities and ol3jectives of 
managing the Nass fislieiy 
to mcct conservation, com- 
mercial and food needs. 
Unlike fisheries situa- 
tions elsewhere, such as on 
the Fraser River where thcre 
have been conflicts between 
native groups, federal fish- 
eries and commercial fish- 
ermen, the combination of 
good data and management 
certainty make for a sound 
system, said Alexander. 
“There’s good communi- 
cation with federal fisheries. 
for example. There isn’t that 
level of mistrust with com- 
peting interests you would 
find elsewhere,” he added. 
(’J 
DATA GATHERED from such methods as fish tagging, 
shown here at a fishwheel on the Nass River, have giv- 
en the Nisga’a the means to predict and react to fish 
returns. FILE PHOTO COURTESY RICHARD ALEXANDER 
“Thcrc’s not a river i n  pared to a system such as 
B.C. that has the kind of the Frnscr, and the limited 
ninnagement that the Nass number of ’ user groups do 
has.” Alexander continued. provide for less complicated 
B til he did sag the small managcmcnt communica- 
size of the Nass run coni- tions and achievements. ,, 
Stability means more work here: job analyst -c 
THE NUMBER of people 
collecting employment eficiary ‘drop amounted to any province i n  tlic countiy rate of 6.4 per cent. 
Across B.C., the E1 ben- 19.3 per cent, tlie highest of and three times the national 
insurance here has dropped 
by just over 12 per cent in 
the last year, a sign that the 
economic picture is changing 
for the better, says a federal 
employment analyst. 
“But you couldn’t say 
that for the last five years. 
Claims were running out 
and people were leaving, 
but.I-don’t think you can say 
that’-anymore,” says Patrick 
McIntyre who works for 
Service Canada in Terrace. 
He believes the economic 
picture in the last year has 
stabilized so that people b e  
finding more work. 
“I’m sure there a few 
people leaving. but others 
are staying here,” said Mc- 
Intyre. 
Latest statistics for Ter- 
race show 929 people on 
claim, less than the 1,064 for 
the same period last year, for 
a percentage drop of 12.6 
per cent. 
Across the region 3,629 
people were on claim last 
year, dropping to 3,098 this> 
year. 
McIntyre said some oc- 
cupations are doing better 
than others. 
The number of electri- 
cians in the region on claim 
dropped 33 per cent from 
last year to this year while 
the number of fishing ves- 
sel,, skippers and fishermen 
dropped 15 per cent. 
But McIntyre did warn 
some drops may be because 
some people could not find 
enough work to qualify for 
E1 in the first place for their 
chosen occupation. 
The E1 claim numbers 
come out a time when the 
region between the Queen 
Charlotte Islands and Van- 
derhoof has a posted jobless 
rate of 5.1 per cent, one of 
the lowest tallies in recent 
years. 
But the statistics for June 
also show fewer people are 
working - 44,800 now com- 
pared to 46,700 in June of 
last year. 
The number of people 
who considered themselves 
unemployed last June was 
3,600 and this June it was 
But the number of people 
who said they were not part 
of the labour force grew 
from 18,600 last June to 
20,500 this June. 
That may be a sign peo- 
ple of a certain occupation 
are content to ride out any 
seasonal downturn without 
finding another type of work 
if laid off from the primary 
occupation, said McIntyre. 
The population was listed 
as dropping slightly - from 
68,800 last June to 67,600 
this June. 
‘ only 2,400. 
AnglerrAtlar.com 
n the doorstep of 
Terrace is the mouth 
of the Kalum River, made 
world famous river by it’s 
big chinook salmon. But if 
you are planning a fjshing-. 
trip get out soon as the fish- 
ery on this river closes 011 
August 6. 
Brian from Misty River 
Tackle says the stretch of 
Skeena between Kalum ancl 
Lakelse Rivers closes (about 
20 km) but tlie rest of the 
river remains open. 
King of the Kalum River 
Kitsumgallum. The former you have a boat and a popu- CORRECTION REPORT Caution: Do not use this 1 . 
being it’s gazetted name and lar lure to use is tlie Hotshot. 
the one which :ippears on Another common technique 
the map. is simply casting a spoon 
from shore. 
;I simple technique called We remind itrlglers that this 
river and a11 it’s tributaries 
are Classified -Waters and 
are new to the sport. 
bar fishing can get you start- 
et1 right from shore. Brian 
from Misty Rivcr Tackle require a special licence. 
says a bar rig works well. I t  To learn more about fish- 
consists of a spin-n-glo lure ing chinoook salmon, or 
and a weight, about three to other salmon species, drop 
five feet from the lure. by Misty River Tackle, and 
talk to Brian. Cast out and then wait for a 
fish to come ancl strike tlie 
1‘ Y o L I  
Anglers regularly catch chi- 
nook 30 to 40 pounds, with 
some monsters coming i n  at 
more than 80 pounds. 
In the lower stretch of the 
river there is a canyon 
which can be difficult to 
pass through. Boaters shoLIld 
talk to your marine dealer or 
tackle shop about tlie loca- 
tions to avoid. 
The Kalum River is 
known by two other 
names - Kits u ni k a 111 ni a ncl 
lure. 
Chinook don’t feed once 
they leave tlie ocean, so the 
trick is to catch their atten- 
t i  on - :ind that’s what tlie 
spin-n-glo does. 
Because the spin-n-glo floats 
so ;I weight is neetled to 
keep the lure near the bot- 
tom. A tlirce to five foot 
leader is commonly used 
which allows tlie lure to rise 
just off the bottom. 
Backtrolling is popular if 
RIVER ACCESS 
he main access road up T the Kitsumkaluni River 
is the Nisga’a Highway, 
which wraps along the east- 
ern side of the river to the 
lake. 
For more information about 
access to some choice fish- 
ing holes, drop by Misty 
River Tackle and stock up 




“Your Recreation Specialists” 
TERRACE’S NEW 
MERCURY & HONDA Dk3ll.fR 
PARTS SALES SERVICE 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS 
Licensed Technicians 
4921 Keith Ave.. Terrace 
I 
the locals congregate every Saturda 
morning to buy local produce, food stuff! 
and crafts. 
Mixed Slo-Pitch Tournament 
Dates: August 4 to 7 
Time: Tournament continues all day 
Saturday, Sunday & Monday 
Place: Riverside Park and Rotary Kerr 
Field 
Check out the Home Run Derby taking 
place a t  Riverside at 500 pm on Saturday. 
for another Riverboat Days celebration. 
Reagan Seig, remains the Canadian 
Frees le champ. Kris Garwasiuk and 
back r i p  star, Jeff Fehr, offer a dazzling '' repertoire of tricks. In case of rain, the 
event may be postponed or rescheduled 
for Sunday. Tune into CJFW and the Mix 
for updates. (Expect closures on Eby 
Street and Lakelse Avenue.) 
Grand 0 ening-Wilp Simgan 
Carving ghed 
Sponsor:Tenace Nisda Society 
All car classes will be racing. For more info 
visit the website atw.temcespeedway. 
ca o r  call 635-9060. 
Open Mike a t  theArt fu l  Cup 
Sponsor: Artful Cup; Mountains, Rivers 
& Oceans 
Dates:August 5 and I 2  
Time: 800 pm 
Place: Artful Cup Coffee House r4600 
Block," Lakelse Avenue) 
All are invited to attend as participants o r  
audience m e m b e n h  open mike will be 
Place: Northwest Regional Airport 
Fees: $IO for adults and students; I2 and 
under are free 
Two full days of loud and fastThis ear's 
Alcohol for details C~K-ZO at w.terracedrags.ca. mph dragsten! Look 
Mixed Slo-Pitch Tournament 
Dates:August 4 to  7 
Time: Tournament continues throunh 
events feature visiting Pro-Mods an 17 Top- 
FRIDAK AUGUST 4 
Art Walk 2006 
Sponsor:Terrace Ar t  Association 
Place: various locations downtown 
A t  your own pace, take a self guided 
walking tour through the downtown 
core and along the Millennium Trail that 
features local artist exhibitions in local 
businesses. Maps and Walking Guides 
are available a t  the George Little House, 
Visitor Information Centre, Terrace Ar t  
Gallerv and oarticioatinn businesses. Runs 
c 
/-STORE 
Enjoy Riverboat Days 2006 " 
Place: Monday Riverside Park and Rotary krr Reld 
throuihout july and A U ~ S L  = ' 
S u m m e r = h e r T h e a t r e  
Sponsors: Terrace Little Theatre, Best 
Western Terrace Inn 
Dates: Au ust 4,5 and 6 (also July 28 & 29) 
Time: 6 3  d pm cocktails; 800 m show 
Place:  est Western Inn bownstairs 
,banquet room) , 
Fees: $34 per person (dinner and show). 
Tickets at Uniglobe CourtesyTravel, 
The ever popular dinner theatre comes 
to Riverboat Days-three ni hts of fine 
dining and one act comedies!$ou must be 
19 years or older to  attend. 
2006 Riverboat Days 
Opening Ceremonies 
Sponsors: Riverboat Days Society and 
City ofTerrace 
f ime: 7:OO pm 
Place: George Little Memorial Park 
Gather around the bandshell for the oficial 
opening of Riverboat Days 2006,a sampling 
of the great range of musical talent this 
area has to offer and introduction of this 
year's Captain and Queen. 
Opening Reception 
-August A r t  Exhibition 
Sponsor: Terrace Art Association 
Time: 7:OO pm to 9:00 pm 
Place: Terrace Art Gallery (Terrace Library) 
Fees: donations accepted 
Terrace Ar t  Association members and 
local celebrities will exhibit original 
miniature paintings and mixed media 
works.These pieces will be auctioned off 
on Au ust 18 to raise money to support 
the kociation'r ongoing education 
and ourreach projects, an upgrading of 
services. Also opening in August is a BC 
Printmakers Exhibition on loan from the 
Burnaby Ar t  Gallery. 
Mixed Slo-PitchTournament $1 
Dates:Au ust 4 to 7 
Time: 701 pm, Friday, all day Saturday, 
Sunday & Monday 
Place: Riverside Park and Rotary Kerr 
Field 1 
Check out the Home Run Derby taking 
place at Riverside at 5:OO pm on Saturday. 
For registration information call Carl 
Goodall at 615-1 147. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5 
Pancake Breakfast 
Sponsor: BC Old Age Pensioners 
Organization Branch 73 
Time: 8:OO am to I 1:OO am 
Place: Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St 
Fees: Adults: $4, Children: $2.50 
Start the morning off right with the best 
pancake breakfast by the best seniors- 
pancakes, eggs, bacon, sausages, coffee, tea 
and juice. 
Farmers Market 
Sponsor: SkeenaValley Farmers Market 
Time: 900 am to 1:OO pm 
Place: Davis Avenue (across from George 
Little Memorial Park) 
The best community farmer's market in 
northern British Columbia.This is where 
Riverboat Days I) 
ParaddLegion Barbecue ' 
Sponsor: Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 
Time: I LOO am 
Place: The annual Riverboat Days Parade 
is  one of the highlights of the festivities and 
a delight for local peo le and visirors alike. 
This year's theme is"/Mosaic of Cultures 
and Traditions." The parade starts at City 
Hall on Lakelse Avenue and travels east' 
to end at the Legion. Gather afterwards 
at the Legion for a great barbecue. (Road 
closures in effect downtown. Bus routes 
will be altered.) 
Concerts in the Park 
Sponsors: Sigint & Sound Audiotronic, 
CFNR Classic Rock, Alcan,Telus,Terrace 
Totem Ford 
Dates:August 5 & 6 
Time: I 2  noon to 7:OO pm (Featured 
performer, Jerry Doucette, is scheduled 
for Saturday at 5:00 pm) 
Place: George Little Memorial ?ark 
Entertainment at  George Little Park, 
featuring the northwest's most talented 
bands. Food, refreshments and children's 
activities will be available from a variety 
of vendors. 
3 on 3 BasketballTournament 
Sponsors: McDonald\ Restaurants, 
CFNR Classic Rock and enTel 
Date: August 5 and 6 
Time: tba 
Place: McDonald's Restaurant in the 
downtown (Lakelse Avenue) 
Fees:$IO per person 
Four divisions will be played, for basketball 
players 9 years and up. Registration forms 
at McDonald's. 
Riverboat Days Car Show 
Sponsor: SkeenaValley Cruizers 
Time: 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Place: Terrace Arena 
Bring your sunglasses, 'cause the polish 
is on! Take a look a t  the pride a"nd joy of 
car hobbyists from around the region. If it 
rains the show is  inside the areneTo pre- 
register a vehicle call 638-1733 or email at 
rorsco@monarch.net 
First Nations Dancers 
and Salmon Barbecue 
Sponsor: Silvertip Boutique and Spirit 
Bear Gallery 
Time:Saturday afternoon, after the parade 
Place: "4600 Block," Lakelse Avenue 
This is  the one year anniversary for this 
venue for First Nations art of northwest 
coastal BC and regional artists. Local First 
Nations dancing groups will perform. 
Freestyle Motocross Madness 
Sponsors: Psycho-Holic Productions, 
Kawasaki, Neid Enterprises, Boston 
Pizza, McDonald's Restaurants, Standard 
Radio (CFTK-TV, CJFW & The Mix), 
Ledcor Technical, BigFoot Professional 
Management, CityWest 
Time: 1:30 pm 
Place: Skeena Mall (west end) 
Huge crowds and an adrenaline rush 
guaranteed!!! Three of Canada's best 
Freestyle Motocross riders are bac 
T h e :  3:00 pm 
Place: George Lttle House (3100 Kalum St) 
Experience First Nations art in the 
making.This is  the official opening of the 
art studio housed in the basement of 
the George Little House. Barbecue and 
First Nations dancing will be featured. 
Enter the raffle to win some very special 
handcrafted jewelry, 
Jerry Doucette 
Sponsors Sight & Sound Audiotronic, 
CFNR Classic Rock,Alcan, Telus,Terrace 
Totem Ford 
Time:S:W pm 
Place: George Little Memorial Park 
This could be the concert of the summer. 
Jerry Doucette has played back up to the 
best,including the Beach Boys, Bob Welch 
and Meatloaf. Plus he can play the range 
from vaditional blues to classic rock-his 
1977 song,Momo let Him Pla is a norhing 
less than a Canadian rock $sic! Check 
him out at www.jenydoucette.ca. 
Cattle Sorting 
Sponsor: Theo Totem Saddle Club 
thanks its many individual and company 
supporters. 
DatesAugust 5 and 6 
Time: 5:OO pm, Saturday, and 9:OO am, 
Sunday 
Place: Thornhill Community Grounds 
Fees: no admission fee; $10 per cattle 
sorting rider 
So the plan i s that IO cows,with numbers 
attached, are put in order by teams of 
three horse riders, in under I minute and 
30 seconds.This we gotta see! 
Summer DinnerTheatre 
Sponsors: Terrace Little Theatre, Best 
WesternTerrace Inn 
Dates: August 4,5 and 6 
l ime :  630 pm cocktaiIs;8:00 m show 
Place: Best Western Inn ($ownstairs 
banquet room) 
Fees: $34 per person (dinner and show). 
Tickets at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
See August 4 for details. Minors not 
permitted. 
Official Openin - SkeenaValley Exhibition Rrena 
Sponsor: The Totem Saddle Club 
thanks its many individual and company 
supporcers. 
Time: 700 pm 
Place: Thornhill Community Grounds 
Join theTotem Saddle Club in the ribbon 
cutting ceremony for the area's newest 
recreation facility, ehe I IO' x 180' indoor 
riding arena. 
Terrace Speedway Riverboat Days 
Race Weekend 
Sponsor:Terrace Stock Car Association, 
Beaudette Contracting 
Dates:August 5 and 6 
Time: Saturday: Racing at 700 pm; Sunday 
200 pm (Kiddies Day & Hit-to-Pass) 
Place: Terrace Speedway (follow the signs 
on Queensway Drive inThornhill) 
Fees: Adults $7; Studendsenior $4; 
Families $17; children 7 & under are free 
The only paved oval in northwestern BC. 
- 
available for music,poetry or whatever. 
T e m c e L e  ion 
Casino Nigk &Auction 
Sponsor: Royal Canadian legion Branch 13 
Time: 800 pm 
Place: Tmace Legion. 4425 Legion Ave. 
Legion members and guests are invited to 
chis fund raising event for the Legion and 
local charitig. 
Fireworks Extrava anza 
Department 
Time:II:00 m 
Place: Ferry Eland north end) 
setting overlooking the Skeena River! 
Fireworks light the sky, Road closures are 
in effect on and near Old Skeena Brid e 
will be held Sunday evening.). 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 6 
Flea Maiket 
Sponsor: George Little House 
Time:800 am to 12:W noon 
Place: George Little House, 3 Io0 Kalum St 
Expect the work of spinners, weavers and 
potters among the many treasures on sale. 
Look for flea markets each Sunday this 
summer at the George Little House. 
DogAgiIitylAdopt-A-Do Athon 
Rupert SPCA, Thornhill Animal Shelter, 
ReMax, Checker's Pizza, George Little 
HouseSkeena Mall,Pedand, Rona,lrly Bird, 
CF & M Construction,Superior Linen 
Time: 9:00 am 
Place: foot of Kalum Street, beside 
George Little House 
A fun filled morning full of dog agility, 
dogs up for adoption and open ring for 
the general public to try out dog agility. 
This years' event includes animals up for 
adoption "on the spot" from the Prince 
Rupert SPCA, the Terrace Animal Shelter, 
and theThornhil1 Animal SheltecThe event 
will be accompanied by an MC and music , 
and is based on the "Superdogs" show. If 
you already have a best friend, bring h i d e r  
with you to try out the agility equipment 
after the show. 
Catt le Sorting ' 
Sponsor:Totem Saddle Club 
Dates:August 5 and 6 
Time: 9:00 am, Sunday 
Place: Thornhill Community Grounds 
Fees: no admission fee; $10 per cattle 
sorting rider 
A second opportunicy to watch teams of 
three riders put ten numbered cattle in 
order in under I minute and 30 seconds. 
Apparently it doesn't always work! 
"Hot August Nights" Drag Racing 
Sponsors:Temce Drag Race Association, 
Fountain Tire,A & W Restaurant, Big D s ,  
Terrace Totem Ford, Pina Hut, Nor-Burd 
RV, CFNR Network, NADP 
Dater: August 6 and 7 
Time: Gates: 9:OO am, Racing, I1:M am 
to 500 pm 
0 
Sponsors: City of f e m c f l e m c e  Fire 
What a way to en €I the day and what a 
(If postponed by weather the firewor L 
Sponsors: Terrace Animal !- helter, Prince 
M r  Hikes Beach BlvtVolleybdl"6" 
Sponsors: 4 Sure Automotive, Northern 
Escape Heli-Skiing, Okanagan Springs, 
Shames Mountain, Primeau Enterprises, 
Ruins Board Shop, All Seasons Source 
for Sports,Terrace Totem Ford, Canadian 
Tire, Pro-Vac, West 'Point Rentals, 
National Tilden, Investors Group, Rona, 
CompuSmart, Northern Savings. 
Dates: Au st  6 and 7 
7 Time: 9 d . m .  start Sunday & Monday 
Place: Mr. Mike's parking lot (Lakelse 
Avenue) 
Fees: $20 per person 
What's this? A beach in the middle of 
downtown. Come watch two days of 
spirited volleyball actiomompetition, 
food and fun. 
Memorial Day 
-Terrace Pioneer Cemeteryfour  
S onsor: Friends of the Cemetery, 
MPd\lpine and Co. 
l i m e :  I1:30 am to 200 pm 
Place:Top of the bench on Kalum Lake Rd 
(Just south of Nonhwest Cornmunit). 
College) 
Tour the old Kitsumgallum Cemetery and 
learn about several pioneers fromTerrace 
and area A short service will be 
conducted 
at 1:OO pm. Fresh lemonade served. 
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament , 
Sponsors: McDonald's Restaurants, 
CFNR Classic Rock and enTel ?, . 
Date: August 6 and 7 
Time: tba 
Place: McDonald's Restaurant in the 
downtown (Lakelse Avenue) 
Fees: $ I O  per person 
Four divisions will be played,for basketball 
pla ers 9 years and up. Regismtion forms 
at LcDonald's. 
7*Annud Ruins 
Skateboard Competit ion 
Sponsors: Ruins Board Shop & City of 
Terrace 
Tirne:Registration I230 pm;Competition 
starts at 200 pm 
Place: Skateboard Park (behind Terrace 
Arena) 
Fees: $10 registration fee 
Come out, show your skills and wow the; 
crowd. Competitions in I3  & under, 14 - 
17, Open and Women's Open. For further 
information contact Ruins a t  635-9404. 
Concerts in the Park 
Sponsors: Sight & Sound Audiotronic,, 
CFNR Classic Rock, Alcan, Telus, Terrace 
Totem Ford 
Dates:August 5 & 6 
Time: I 2  noon to 700 pm 
Place: George Little Memorial Park 
Entertainment at George Little Park, 
featurin the northwest's most talented 
activities will be available from a variety 
of vendors. 
3'" AnnualTerrace 
Kinnettes Kiddies Parade 
Sponsors: Kinette Club ofTerrace 0 
0 
bands. f ood, refreshments and children's' 
Problem: ,Low energy, poor food cravings I 
Solution: + R 
Tiu P sf 1 I' 




We'll show you 





your ideal weight. 
Pick Up the hcB0 
Health & Fitness 1 
Lid. 
Time: 1:OO pm 
along Place: Highway Millennium I 6  West Pathway (near rail car) ' 
A parade for chi1 7 ren under the age of 8 Fees: $2 per en 
and to show off decorated bikes, wagons' 
and anything with wheels. Prizes for age 
groups, best no-help-from-parents, and I 
best overall. 
I 
Slingers Race ' 
SDonsor: Boston Pizza R O A D [ R U N N E R  S E R V I C E  I 
T'ime: 1:00 pm 
Place: Boston Pina (4924 Highway 16 
After 22 years of holding this event, you'd * 
think 
our waiters and waitresses could master 
~ 
WE'VE GOT YOU CQVERED 
Tel: 638-858 1 4648 Lakelse Awe. 
west) 
this race! 
Place yourself on the patio and watch the 
competition 
heat up. Cheer on your favourite server, 
from start to finish. 
Street Hocke Challenge 
Sponsocwal-Lart 
Dates: August 6 and 7 
Time: 9:OO am Sunday: - 200 pm I $0 pm - 600 pm; Monday: 
Place: Wal-Mart Parking Lot 
Fees: S2S er team 
Who nee4 ice! We can play our game 
anywhere we like, even parking lots. For 
youth 14 and under.Regismtions available 
atWal-Mart and the George Little House 
Building Centre 
I 
THE HOW TO PEOPLE - Proudlv Canadian 
Courtesy Travel 
Trust Your Vacation Plans To Us 100% locally owned 8i o eratedf 
2 5O-63562 73 
3207 Munroe Street, Terrace 
638-8522 
www. uniglobecourtesytrauel.com 
113-4716 Lazelle,Terrace .................. 638-8522 
Fax Line .................................................. 638-8562 
Email.. ........................ unialobe. holidav@telus.net 1-800-470-3648 w.terracebuilders.com 
open To AI1 Ages Bands Welcome 
la 7iirrace & A ~ e a  Fer 27 Years. 
Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Installations 
Natural Gas & Propane Furnaces & Fireplaces 
Plumbing Installations & Supply 
Sheet Metal Work 
Pumps & Softeners 
e Air Conditioning 
The only paved oval in northwestern BC. Sunday features “Hit- 
toPass” racing, PIUS it5 Kiddies Day-children can ride for 
free in a real race car! For more info visit the website at WWW. 
terracespeedway.ca. or call 635-9060. , 
Summer DinnerTheatre 
I Sponsors:Ternce LittleTheatre, Best WesternTerrace Inn 
Dater: August 4,5 and 6 
Time: 630 pm cocktails;800 pm show 
Place: Best Western Inn (downstairs banquet room) 
Fees: $34 per person (dinner and show).Tickets at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel 
See August 4 for details. Minors not permitted. 
George Stanley a t  George Lit t le House 
Sponsor:Terrace Public Librarl, George Little House 
Time: 7:00 pm 
Place: George Little House 
Award winning poet, George Stanley,will read from a selection of 
his poems. George Stanley was awarded the prestigious Shelley 
Memorial Award from the Poetry Society of America. He lived 
in Terrace and taught at Northwest Communig College for 
more than I5 years and many of the poems in Gentle Northern 
Summer, including the tit le poem, were written there, Coffee 
and after dinner refreshments available. For more information 
contact Alisa at 635-0935. N o  admission fee. 
n 
> -  
MONDAY, AUGUST 7 
Street Hockey Challenge 
Sponsor: Wal-Mart 
Dates: August 6 and 7 
Time: Monday: 9:00 am - 200 pm 
Place: Wal-Mart Parking Lot 
Fees: $25 per team 
Who needs ice! We can play our game anywhere we like, even 
arking lots. For youth 14 and under. Registrations available at 
hal-Man and the George Little House. 
“Mot August Nights” Drag Racing 
Sponsors: Terrace Dkg Race Association, Fountain Tire,A & W 
Restaurant, Big D’s,TerraceTotem Ford, Pizza Hut, Nor-Burd RV, 
CFNR Network, NADP 
Dates:August 6 and 7 
Time: Gates: 900 am, Racin I 1:00 am to 500 pm 
Place: Northwest Regional f i rpor t  
Fees: $10 for adults and students; I2 and under are free 
Two full days of loud and fast This year’s events feature visiting 
Pro-Mods and Top-Alcohol cars-250 mph dragsten! Look for 
details a t  w.terracedrags.ca. 
Kitselas Canyon Historical ParkTour 
Sponsors: Kitselas Development Corporation, Kitselas First 
Nation Resource Department 
Time: 900 am, 12 noon and 300 pm 
Place: Approx. 20 km east ofTerrace on Highway 16 at Gitaus; 
across from Kleanza Subdivision. 
Fees: $5 per adult, children 12 and under are free 
Kitselas Canyon is the traditional home of the Kitselas people 
and becoming a centre of a major cultural tourism develcspmcnt 
This is an OppOKUnity to preview the development and visit one 
of the region’s most important historic sites. 
Mixed Slo-PitchTournament 
Dates: August 4 to 7 
Time: Tournament continues through Monday 
Place: Riverside Park and Rotary Kerr Field 
M r  Mikes Beach BlastVolleyball ‘Y’’ 
Dates:August 6 and 7 
Time: 9:00 am start 
Place: Mr. Mike’s parking lot (Lakelse Avenue) 
See August 6 for details. 
This hefltage garden and ecology walk showcases the 
Museum’s Heritage Garden and then takes participants 
through a nearby mil, pointing out traditional uses 
of plants and how to identi them. For information 
phone the Museum at 635-4 r 46. 
Clara’s Tea 
Sponsor: George Little House 
Dates: August 8 and I O  
Time: 200 pm to 4:00 pm 
Place: George Little House, 3 I00 Kalum Street 
Fee= $7 per person, tea and pastries. 
This is  an old fashioned tea in the grand setting of 
Terrace’s premier heritage house. Reservations are 
re uired. Phone the George Little House at 638- 
8817. 
Children’slraditiond Ar ts  & Crafts Workshop 
Sponsor: Heritage Park Museum 
Dater: Au ust 7 to I I 
Time: 2& pm to 400 pm 
Place: Heritage Park Museum 
See August 7 for details 
Northwords Creative: 
Wr i ters  Camp forAdults 
Sponsors: NWCC, Koerner Foundation, Misty River 
Books, Robin Austin - MLA,TerraceArts Council 
Dates: August 8 to I I 
Time: 600 pm to 830 pm 
Place: Northwest Community College 
A weeklong series of workshops featuring BC authors 
and instructors sharing their writin experiences and 
expertise. Governor-General and G fler prize nominee 
Eden Robinson returns to the northwest to lead some 
of the sessions. Register through Misty River Books 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9 
Northwords Creative:Writers Camp fo; Kids 
Dates: August 8 to I I 
Time: 1000 am to 1:OO pm 
Place:Terrace Library 
See August 8 for details. 
Children’s Ar ts  and Crafts Program 
Sponsor: Terrace Ar t  Association,Terrace & District 
Arts Council grant, HRSDC grant 
Dater: August 7,9 and I I 
Time: 10:30 am - noon (5 to 8 year olds) 1:30 pm to 
3:OO pm (9 to 12 yeayolds) 
Place: Terrace Ar t  Gallery (Terrace Library) 
See August 7 for details 
Terrace Historical Walking Tour, 
Sponsor:Terrace & District Museum Society 
Time: 1:30 pm 
Place: Heritage Park Museum 
Fees: $5,includes guidebook 
3d annual downtown walking tour, highlighting 
historical sites and events. Leaves from Heritage 
Park Museum and finishes at the George Little 
House. Participants take away a handsome walking 
tour booklet as a souvenir. For information call the 
Museum at  635-4546. 
ChildrenlsTraditional Ar ts  & Crafts Workshop 
Sponsor: Heritage Park Museum 
Dates:August 7 to I I 
Time:2OO pm to 400 pm 
Place: Heritage Park Museum 
SeeAugust 7 for details 
(635.4428). 
, 
of 8 women who made Terrace their home 
becween 1880 and 1959.The play is performed 
in the historic Dance Hall, which was built 
in 1935 and used as a ’gatherin place during 
the 1930s for community memters from the 
Terrace region. Enjoying this drama within 
this unique setting is an experience not to be 
missed. Seating is  limited. 
Kaluni Street F i lm Festival 
Sponsor: The Artful Cup; Mountains, Rivers 
and Oceans,Standard Radio 
Time:8:00 m 
Place: Arch Cup Coffee House (“4600 
Block,“ Lakelse Avenue) 
Northwest filmmakers and videographers have 
been invited to submit their works in this I “  
time film fe$val.Artend the official screening 
of the films a t  the Artful Cup. 
THURSDAYl AUGUST IO 
Northwords Creative:Writers 
Camp for Kids 
Sponsors: NWCC, Koerner Foundation, 
Misty River Books,RobinAustin - MLA,Terrace 
Arts Council 
Dates: August 8 to I I 
Time: I000 am to I :OO pm 
Place: Terrace Library 
See August 8 for details. 
Artists in Motion 
Sponsors: Terrace Ar t  Association, Coast Inn 
of the West 
Time: 12 noon to 400 pm 
Place: Coast Inn of the West (“4600 Block,“ 
Lakelse Avenue) 
Creativity hits the streets. Terrace artists will 
be showing their talents along Lakelse Avenue 
in front of the Coast Inn of the West. 
Clara’s Tea 
Sponsor: George Little House 
Dates: August 8 and I O  
Time:200 pm to 4:OO pm 
Place: George Little House, 3100 Kalum 
Street 
Fees: $7 per person,tea and pastries. 
This is  an old fashioned tea in the grand 
setting of Terrace’s premier heritage house. 
Reservations are required. Phone the George 
Little House a t  638-8887. 
Children’s Traditional Ar ts  81 Crafts 
Workshop 
Sponsor: Heritage Park Museum 
Dates:August 7 to  I I 
Time: 200 pm to 4:OO pm 
Place: Heritage Park Museum 
See August 7 for details 
Terrace Idol Contest 
Sponsor: Skeina Valley Fal Fair Association, 
Copper Mountain Music, Terrace Sight & 
Sound Audiotronic 
Dates: August I O  and I I 
Time: 600 pm to 9:30 pm 
Place: Elks Hall (Letrault Street) 
Talent from Terrace vies for the coveted title 
of “Terrace Idol!” Past performers include 
musical acts and break dancers. Participants, 
- -  - - 
Children’s A r t s  and Crafts Program 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Sponsor: Terrace Ar t  Association, Terrace & District Arts 0 0 
Council grant, HRSDC grant 0 0 
Dates: August 7,9 and I I 
r ime: 10:30 am -noon (5 to 8 year olds) 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm 
(9 to I2  year olds) 0 0 
Place: Terrace Art Gallery (Terrace Library) 0 0 
Fees: $20 for 3 days ($25 if not pre-registered); $ IO per session, 






f space is available. ’ 0 A Complete Line of Equipment 0 5” week of a series of fun activities for S to  I2 year olds. 
EkeenaValley Model Railroad Open House 0 
E~onsor: SkeenaVallev Model Railroad Association 635-303% 
h e :  I I:OO am - 4Odpm 0 2903 Kalum St. Terrace Place: Old CNR passenger railcar (Highway 16 west, Grand 
Trunk Pathway) 
Fees: bv donadon < 
uates:nugurr o 10 I I 
Time: 6:oO pm to 8:30 pm 
Place: Northwest Community College 
See August 8 for details. 
FRIDAY, AUGUST I I 
Northwords Creat1ve:Writers 
Camp for Kids 
Dates: August 8 t3 1 I 
Time: 10.00 an1 to 1:00 pm 
Place:Terrace Library 
See August 8 for deuils. 
Children’s Ar ts  and Crafts Program 
Sponsor:Terrace Art Association, 
Terrace & District Arts Council grant, 
HRSDC grant 
Dates: August 7,9 and I I 
Time: 1030 am - noon (5 to 8 year olds) 130 
pm co 3:OO pm (9 to 12 year olds) 
Place: Terrace Art Gallery (Terrace Library) 
See August 7 for details 
Children’s Traditional Ar ts  & Crafts 
,Workshop 
Sponsor: Heriuge Park Museum 
Dates: August 7 to I I 
Time: 2:OO pm to 400 pm 
Place: Heritage Park Museum 
See August 7 for details 
Terrace Idol Contest 
Dates: August IO and I I 
Time: 6:OO pm to 9:30 pm 
Place: Elks Hall (letrault Street) 
Talent from Terrace vies for the coveted title 
of “Terrace Idol!” Past performers include 
musical acts and break dancers. Participants, 
aged I 4  years and over, prepare two songs and 
will be judged on overall talent. Come bring 
your enthusiastic support! 
Northwords Creative:Writers Camp for 
Adults 
Dates: August 8 to I I 
Time: 600 pm to 830 pm 
Place: Northwest Community College 
See August 8 for deuils. 
BthAnnual Riverside Music Festival 
Sponsor:Terrace Elks and Royal Purple 
Dates:August I I to I3 
Place: Har-Lee’s Place;follow the signs 14 km 
north on Kalum Lake DrivelNisga’a Highway 
Fees: $30 advance, $35 at the ate for the 
weekend; daily rates from $10 to f20,includes 
camping. 
A 3 day celebration of Celtic, bluegrass,country, 
folk, gospel and blues music, featuring artists 
the length of Highway 16. Special guest this 
year is Garry Fjellgaard. 
, 
Fast Printing 
, Northern BC’s Office Experts 
FAX: 635-7 18 1 638-1467 4554 Luzelle, Tcrruce 
I I 
I /%*,Baskets Unlimited I 
-Gifts by ,Design- I 
I CEDARLAND TIRE SERVBCE LTD. I 
SEE US! 
Free Mechanical Inspections Free Rotations’ 
Free Flat Repairs’ lifetime Balances 
When you Buy At Cedarland The1 
1 (250)635-6170 
you‘ll like for 1 (250)635-6151 
1 -888-821 -22 1 1 
more’ than our tires 
Out Of Town Calls. 
I4929 Keith Ave. Terrace. B.C. VU0 l K 7  1 
Business loans Business Planning Self-Employment Program 
Business Counselling Community Economic Development * 
#204-4630 Lazelle Avenue Tel (250) 635-5449 Ernail: info@l637cfdc.6c.ca 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 Fax (250) 635-2698 Website: www. 1637cfdc.bc.ca 
- Toll Free 1-800-663-6396 
&na& The Government of Canada i s  a partner in this initiative. 
, 
Golden car days return 
REMEMBER THE old days when 
cars had style and a personality all 
on their own. , 
Car entliusinsts can relive 
those days at tlie first annual Riv- 
erboat Days Car Show put on by 
the Skeena Valley Cruizers from 
I p.m. to 5 p.m. Aug. 5 after the 
parade at the Terrace arena. 
Everything fro!li hot, rods to 
drogstcrs to classic cilrs froin here 
and away will be polished and on 
display. 
Sliow orgiul'izcr Ross Smith, 
who plans to show his Volkswa- 
getr cotivertiblc, says he hopes 
the show brings back tiieniories 
for those who come by to admire 
the work that owners put into the 
vehicles. 
He expects to see a few '57 
Chevys, Mustangs, 'Cudas, rail 
cars and little cars "that go really, 
really fast and are really, really 
loud." too close. 
' 
"lf you go to the drags when 
they're on, they smoke for a quar- 
ter mile," Smith says about the 
little cars. 
He's hoping to welcome ve- 
hicles from Kitimat club mem- 
bers, Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
Prince George. 
Thc'Terrace Drag Racing As- 
sociation is expected to bring 
some of its vehicle to show. 
He hopes to see about 300 cars 
on display. including new cars. 
The show will be a good fani- 
ily event and Smith reminds spec- 
tators not to touch the - cars or get 
Owners don't wunt to risk a 
belt buckle or piece of jewelry 
scratching their cars. which have 
a lot of money invested in them. 
Smith says some cars will be 
for sale for anyone intercstcd"in 
owning a moving piece ol'liistory. 
If the weather calls far rain, the 
event will move inside llic iirctiil. 
/ I  
CT scanner drive focus of concerts 
THE I'LIGfIT to raise t;ioney for will go toward the purchase, sic from northwest Inlent Radix 
the puicliasc of a new C'I'scan de- which is being spearheaded local- Bloom, Big Skinny, Sound Colli- 
vice for Milis Memorial Hospital ly by the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital sion and Lil' Kiki Jimmy and Ihe 
contiuucs duri,ng Concerts in the Foundation. Wolf. HeadlinernJerry Doucettc, 
Park this Saturday during River- The day's entertainment will will play blues and classic rock 
boat Days. kick off at 12:30 p.m. with a mix starting at 5:30 p.m. The concerts 
Proceeds froni a 50-50 draw ' of rock, jazz, blues, and funk mu- continue Sunday at noon. 
' 
N O R T H E R N  
S A V I N G S  . 
C R E D I T  U N I O N  
Catch the Community Spirit 
Terrace Community Branch Terrace 8. District Branch 
4702 Lazelle Ave. 438-7822 I 4GSOLazelleAve. 635-7282 
b 
11:OO acme on SATURDAY, AUGUST YH, 2006 
1' 
Along MKELSE AVENUE, from 
EBY STREET to ATWOOD STREET 
NO PARKING dong he 
II Parade Route until the parade is over, 
The Parade Marshahng area, 4600 and 4700 blocks of PARK AVENUE, 
will be CLOSED to hrough trafic beheen 9:OO a.m. and noon. 
Here's the three main benefits of Pre-Flex'" Technology... 
STRENGTH 
By incor orating 
Pre-FlexPM or 'pre- 
bending' our hulls, 
s u  erior strength 
a l u m i n u m  a s  the 
hull is built, a n  
vibration or h u  I 
noise common in 
other a l u m i n u m  
boats. 




lines and superior finishing; 
our boats catch attention 
wherever you dare to 
venture. Our hidden hull 
seams are backed by 
o u r  lifetime hull warranty 
which is transferable to a 
new owner if  you feel the  
need to purchase a second 
Harbercraft boat. 
PERFORMANCE 
Look underneath an of o u r  boat 
design. O u r  hulls are built on a steel i i  
system, each aluminum sheet is f o r m e f  
into shape before the final welding 
procedure. Once removed from the  
steel jig, the  hull retains the shape our  
engineers intended, directing the water 
efficiently and correctly, reducing fuel 
use while creating a smooth ride in any 
kind of water. 
models at what real Y y counts; the hull 
' Bare to compare... one ride in our boats 
and you will accept nothing less than ca 
Pre-FlexTM Warbercrafi Jet Boat. 
Sfarting $ 
from.. . ih 0.A.C 
4 
/ I  
I I, 
// 
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Local couple honoured 
-- By SARAH ARTIS 
IT WON'T be Ed and Nellie Mc- 
Fadden's first time in tlic Ri\rcrboat 
Days' parade. litit it  will bc their 
first time, there ils royalty. 
The couple. \vho will l i ~ c  
been maiTied 65 years tliis_ye;ir, 
xc the 2006 Terriice Rivcrlx)ai 
Days Captain aiid Queen. 
And nftcr spending soiiic iiiiic 
with them, it's easy to k ~ ~ o \ v  ivhy 
-at  86 yciirs ol'i~gc, both still Ii;i\ic 
a kickin' scnsc of liiiilioiir. 
They hot11 g ~ \ \ '  up on Ihriiis in 
Alberta, go to kiio\v each otlicr i i i  
high school antl were niarried iri 
I94 1 whcn hey \vcrc 2 I .  
E ~ I  joi'hcd the niribrce iiiinie- 
diarely aftelwords. illid \viis tciii- 
porarily statioiicd in TcrriIcc. Tlic 
McFaddcns then moved here per- 
maiientiy i n  1953 - when the pop- 
ulation was 500 and the sidc\vnlks 
were wooden planks. Nellic says. 
They have been a huge part of 
the community since. 
In addition to working i n  coii- 
struction including on the local 
Thymes Bath Pt (.,ducts, Portmeir-ion Dishware; 
rimpertiel, I lvIcnl LL.I1 I iyu, I I  L v l w l  I \ ,  
' Stainless Steel Kitclxmvare, Mirrors, 1 -' 
j 
railroads and highways, i n  the past. 
' Ed has volunteered as tlic president 
S I ~ C ~ :  \viis ;iii cIcriiLbiit:iry .ciiool 
tcnclicr here l i u  24 \ U;II'S ,Iiid i \  
ciwrgy is good. I feel r&iiy 
oood." 
of the credit union board; director 
of the' COOP stor?. presidenl 01' die 
curling club, cliairiiian of the Unit- 
ed Church Scout Group, antl dis- 
probat~ly the only sui; iviiig icacli 
cr f i w i  tlic Old Ri\w \i(li> scliool, :I 
former clciiicn1:u.y hcliool IIUI[ \w 
iicw the old cwliiig rink. she says.  
The h4cl~xldcns will' be in- 
trotluccd i1t the Riveibnt I h y s  
cipcniiig ccrcinoiiics on Aug. 4 at 
Gcorgc 1,iiile Park. zy 





, .  
By Joyce Gibson, Presiclcnt, 
Skeeiia Riverboat Days Society 
ON BEHALF of the Riverboat 1):iys Society, I i i ivi lc  
everyone to come and ciijoy the Rivcrlwat Days ti.\- 
livities, Aug. 4-1 I ,  2006. 
Someonew events are the Knluni Street Filii1 I+. 
tival, a coriiedy diiincr at Terrace Little 'I'licalre a i i t l  
a cattle sorting cvcnt. There is also tlic Icgioii p a r i i ~ k  
* on Saturday, concerts i n  the George I,ittl,e Park \\liili 
1". headliner veteran rocker Jerry Douccttc. I'i.ccsiylc 
:Q motorcross madness and lircworks. 
Opening ceremonies will ~akc place :I[ [lie Ccorge 
Little Park on Aug. 4 ;it 7 p.m. Evciyonc is welcomc 
to enjoy the entertainment, rcfrcslimcnts and the mi 
nouncing of the Captain aiid Queen for 2006. 
SgijIEj 1s 
b Stock up on essentials that will keep your hair in tip-top shape. 
- I  I Come and help 10s Celebrate Riverboat Days 
4711D KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE 635-3729 
(Ail West Ceiitivj OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
1. ’ I 
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I, Museum’s the place to be 
POSITIVE FEEDBACK is all it 
,takes to keep a good thing going. 
That’s why the folks at Heri- 
tage Park Museum are again of- 
fering workshops in traditional 
arts and crafts during Riverboat 
Days. 
Acting museum curator Bren- 
da Guernsey says she was ap- 
proached during its recent Canada 
Day celebration by children who 
‘ spoke excitedly of the crafts they 
‘ had made last year. 
“We had kids askini about the 
arts and crafts workshops - they 
still have things from last year,” 
Guernsey said. 
Tliat’s exactly what the mu- 
seum is hoping for.” 
The museum’s summer staff 
will lead the workshops, teaching 
of First Nations culture, nature 
and pioneers’ way of life through 
arts and crafts. 0 
Some examples include mak- 
ing hornenlade stilts and paper, 
hand knitting and marble making. 
Guests Melodie Johnson and Dani 
Pigeau will teach the youngsters 
how to make button blankets and 
dream catchers respectively. 
Guernsey says it’s important 
for the museum to be front and 
centre during Riverboat Days be- 
cause it is a community organiza- 
tion that’s publicly funded. 
WORKSHOPS FOR children return to Heritage Park this River- 
companiment is required. Phone 
635-4546 or visit the I I I I I S ~ ~ I I I .  
The museum will enter a float 
in the Riverboat Days parade with 
the George Little House, present 
the one-act Terrace historical dra- 
ma Ma Lambly’s Aug. 9 and offer 
an ecology tour on Aug. 8 and a ,  
historical walking tour Aug. 9. I’ 
boat Days week Coming Up. PHOTO COURTESY HERITAGE PARK 
“The kids enjoy it because the 
grounds are big and they can run 
around and explore,” Guernsey 
said. 
Spaces are limited for the $3 
workshops (12 children maxi- 
mum) that run from2-4 p.m. from 
Aug. 7 to 1 1 and staff recommend 
registering in advance. Adult ac- 
” 
“We hilite the history of the 
Terrace region and pioneer histo- 
ry and that’s what Riverboat Days 
is all about,” Guernsey said. 
And the children especially get 
a kick out of visiting the museum 
grounds, making it  a perfect venue 
for fie arts and crafts workshops. 
‘ Lights, camera and action 
FORGET HOLLWOOD. 
,Terrace is hosting its first ever Kalum Street film 
festival as part of Riverboat Days. “I think it’s about 
time. I’ve been looking for something like this for 
theme, said judges Diandra Oliver, Jesse McCloskey 
and Simon Thompson. 
They are about life in the north, they said, and all 
but one are documentaries. 
L 
years,” said Danny Nuies, who entered two films. 
The festival’s open criteria attracted 10 entries, 
varying in subject and length - three minutes to 
more than an hour. 
“We set nothing. They could do drama, take shots 
’ of cat eating - whatever they wanted to,” said Sandy 
But coincidentally, all the films had a common 
Glendenning, one of the organizers. 
To pick a winner, the judges viewed the entries, 
then decided on a judging criteria and critiqued the 
films. 
’ The festival will have an official screening of 
some of its submissions at The Artful Cup Aug. 9 
at 8 p.m. The judges will announce thcir winner and 
the audience will also pick their favourite. Both cat- 
egory winners will receive prizes. 
RIVERBOAT DAYS 
“SUNDAY FUN DAY‘‘ 
AUGUST 6TH - Doors open at 2 p.m. 
9 Ball Tournaments Euchre Tournament 
Crib Tournament Other fun events 
All members and guests welcome. 
11 
,. . 
See the parade 
from the best spot in town ... 
The Safeway Parking Lot! ~ 
Loads of parking for you and your family. 
UND’ OF THP 
Have your picture taken beside theiotern Pole that was carved 
specifically for Skeena Mall byVirgil & Murphy Stanley 
SKEENA MALL HOURS OF OPERATION 
Monday thru Thursday 9:30AM to 6:OdPR 
Friday 9:30AM to 9:OOPM 
Saturday 9:30AM to 6:OOPM 
Sunday I2:OOAM to 5:OOPM 
Come visit our many shops offering an array c 
merchandise, food, gifts and friendly service. 
SKEENA MALL MERCHANTS 
ALW Northern Reflections 
Pennington’s 14* ’ Barkleys Athlete World , R d Rave  Art Gallery 
Baskets Unlimited Reitmans 
Ricki’s Bootlegger Carters J wellers uin
Coles Books Save On Foods 
Cooks Jewellers , Shanghai Chinese Food 
Gemma’s Kitchen Shefield Express 
&d&&rth Sight & Sound 
Gemma’s First Nation’s Sonny’s Collectables 
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MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS 
'Teach - each 
Our Reg. 14.96. (Selected stylis). 
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS 
$5 each 
Our Reg. 17.96. (Selected slyles). 
I W E A R  
$9 each 
Our Reg. 12.98. (Selected styles.) 
SPRING & SUMMER 
HANDBAGS 
$5 each 'Teach 
Our Rea. 6.97 - 16.97 (Selected shrles.) 
"...-^ -.- ............. L-- ............ ad 
Girls' 725 Or 
and B.U. dIna's 
7 - 16 Swimwear 
each $ 
(Assorted styles and colours). 
High-Back Folding czl- Ann Chair 
Strong 17 mrn steel frame 
2-Pack 600 denier fabric 
Propane Includes cany bag. 
Cylinders 895771 6. 
2 x 485 mL. 
#9260ag. 
! 
1 1 ) ~ ~ )  - - I  
QUE2ADA D STIN C O M ~  c 638-7283 
‘Around Town 
Digital photographers: 
snap to it 
THE TERRACE Tourism Society‘s (ITS) first 
evcr photo coiitcst is i n  niotioii: 
Appropriately, the ~ o u p  has chosen as tlie con- 
test’s thcme: ”’Terrace 111 motion.” 
The cohtesl is dcsigiicd to engage the commu- 
nity in  opportunities to protiiote the unique aspects 
and aualitv of lifc in 
c: 
life in the North- :I 
west. 
The photo contest is open to everyone and all 
photos niiist be submitted in jpeg format at high 
resolution (300dpi at $“s5”). Only submissions 
adhering to these rilles will be accepted. 
Every digital photo submitted must be acconi- 
panied by a conipletcd online entry form: Each 
photo is considered a separate entry. 
Contact information must be submitted with 
each entry, along with the date and location of 
tlie photograph (note interesting facts about the 
subject[sl in  tlie photo that may not otherwise be 
obvious to the judges). 
Title the photo and provide information about 
how this photo represents the contest theme. 
Submissions will be judged by the following 
criteria. 
Relevancy to categoiy topic: how effectively 
docs the photo illustrate the thcme‘! 
Composition/ Arrangement: are tlie subjects in 
the photo arranged in a meaningful, pleasing man- 
ner? Did tlie photographer use the best angle or 
otherwise interesting perspective? 
Focus/ Sharpness: is tlie object of the photo in 
focus? If not in  sharp focus, does it appear to be 
an intentional effect to enhance the image in some 
“artistic“ way? 
Lighting: do any extremes of darkness or bright- 
ness lend to, or distract from, the image content? 
Creativity: does the photographer show some 
creative thought or original idea in the making of 
this image? 
Winning photos will he displayed in two loca- 
tions, the first being the Terrace Tourism website 
in the form of e-cards. E-cards are free, online 
electronic postcards available worldwide through 
the Internet. 
This virtual campaign, developed by ‘ITS, en- 
courages residents to send c-cards to invite friends, 
family and acquaintances to visit Terrace and the 
northwest area. 
The second locution is a 2007 travel guide pro- 
duced each ycar by the society. 
The 2006 photo contest runs to Oct. I .  Winning 
entries will be sclccted by the Terrace Tourism 
Society. Coiitcst winiicrs will bc announced, and 
winning photographs unvcilcd bclore tlic end of 
tlie ycar. 
For fiirllicr dcti~ils. go to \\’ww.tci.racctourisIii. 
bc.ca 
Literary luminaries in 
the Northwest 
TERRACE HOSTS two decorated writers with 
ties to the North\vcst over tlic next eight days. 
Poet George 
’ Stanley, visits 
the George Little 
House Sunday 
Aug. 6. Read more 
about Stanley on 
this page or for 
more information 
about his reading, 
contact A h a  at 
On Thursday, 
Aug. 10, former 
Kitimaat resident 
Eden Robinson 
comes to the Ter- 
race Public Library 
from 7-8 p.m. 
Robinson will 
Eden Robinson read from her 
new novel, Blood 
Sports. which re- 
visits characters from her previous novella, Con- 
tact Sports. 
Robinson, too. has awards and nominations to 
her credit: most notably, she’s been nominated for 
the 2000 Governor General’s Award and the 2000 
Giller Award for Monkey Beach, and won the 1998 
Winifred Holtby Prize for Traplines. 
For more info, call the library at 638-8177. 
635-0935. 
Pioneer women, pioneer play 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
HISTORY. The word is 
enough IO make some people 
shudder, thoughts of restless 
research sessions through 
textbooks and the Internet 
, with a looming test or essay. 
I t  doesn’t have to be that 
way as eniployees at Heri- 
tage Park Museum have dis- 
covered. 
Following their mandate 
to educate people on local 
history, museum staff meni- 
bers have done the dirty 
work, dedicating a year to 
develop a script that brings 
local history to life in a one- 
act play. 
Museum curator Cindy 
Hansen wrote and produced 
Ma Lambly ’s with fornier 
summer student Penny 
Together, they conducted 
one-on-one interviews with 
people who knew some of 
the characters depicted as 
well as consulted newspaper 
articles and history books. 
“I prefer to talk with peo- 
ple instead of using history 
books,” said Hansen, adding 
texts can have discrepancies 
and biases. 
The play was first pre- 
sented at the museum during 
the holiday season in 2004. 
It proved such a success 
with locals and visitors that 
it returned last summer and 
is now on its third run. 
Hansen convinced her 
friend, local teacher and 
Terrace Little Theatre actor 
Janine Hamming, to star in 
the play and she has been 
bringing Ma Lantbly’s to life 
ever since. 
Her first try at a mono‘- 
logue, let alone a historical 
play, Hamming says putting 
the play together has been a 
welcome challenge. 
“It’s been very interest- 
ing because I’ve been so in- 
volved in creating the final 
product,” Hamming said. 
Since its first run, lines 
and characters have been 




By SARAH ARTIS 
A LITERARY genius has 
returned to our midst. 
George Stanley, an ac- 
complish poet who lived 
in Terrace for 15 years, 
will read a selection of his 
work as part of Riverboat 
Days Aug. 6 at 7 p.m. at the 
George Little House. 
Stanley started writing 
poetry in high school, when 
his teacher ordered his class 
to write, then told only hiin 
and two others they had tal- 
ent and go with it. 
He continued to write 
while in the army and stuck 
with it. he said, after meeting 
a group of encouraging, fel- 
low Doets in San Francisco. l 
ing officer!“ 
Fi~ii~lly, there’s Joscphini 
TcrriicC in  19.55. wlicre thi 
fornicr hunting guide taugh 
McDonrlld brings i t  back 
to thc affablc Luiiibly as thc 
”She brings out the bcsl 
i n  cvcryonc - she does,’ 
says McDonald of the titlt: 
character. 
11 is likely the play will 
have run its course with thie 
suninicr’s last showing on 
Aug. 30, if  not peniianentlq 
then temporarily. 
Hamming, 27, says she’ll 
be sad to see it end because 
she has had such a great re- 
action from audiences. 
“It’s gotten great feed- 
back,” Hamming said. “I 
think it’s fabulous in the 
way it gets people involved 
with the characters.” 
Hamming says the play 
represents only a small ,bul 
significant portion of Ter- 
race’s history and she wish- 
es it could be performed in 
area schools. 
, That won’t happen as 
long as the junior secondary 
English and drama teacher 
M c l h i \ l d ,  \\tho tiio\~ed tc 
pc0plC ho\v to drivc 1rucks. 
play wars ill1 ~ d .  
JANINE Hamming skillfully jumps between the roles of nine different women in the 
made-in-Terrace play Ma Larnbly’s DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
owis the role, as her sched- 
ule wouldn’t dlow ?it. 
“I feel a lot of owner- 
ship (with the play) but it’ll 
probably end up with some- 
Hamming said. one else taking over,” she 
interactive and intimate Hamming says her act- wood, thecommunity named Hansen says the muse- 
one performed in the Dix’s um’s board ofdirectors will 
Dance Hall building on the 
museum grounds. on one stage in a mono- Kitsumkalum girl, inno- Ma Larnbly’s returns after 
Hamming enters from the logue. cently oblivious to the racial the summer or whether an- 
back of the audience, plung- “It’s difficult playing so 
ing the onlookers into the many characters. It’s so re- “There’s a potential to 
life of the title character. hearsed,” said Haniming, characters - a nurse, a Royal develop a male companion 
Flossie Lambly, known adding she must be sure to Air Force member and a piece,” Hansen added. 
to her customers as Ma, distinguish tlie Fharacters so waitress at Corner Snack - The show is presented 
operated tlie Corner Snack not to confuse the audience. give accounts of real events. on Wednesday evenings at 
Bar in what would become We meet Eliza Thornhill, Lizzie Rochester is the 8 p.m. Audiences can enjoy 
downtown Terrace. a trapper and sister of a Kit- air force corporal who tells the experience while indulg- 
Lambly is the only re- selas chief who manied the of the Terrace mutiny, Ham- ing in complementary coffee 
curring character as the first white man in Terrace. ming’s personal favourite. or tea and dessert. Just live 
monologue flows through a There’s Vina Eby, “an “I really enjoyed that presentations remain, start- 
collection of nine women, all around pioneer woman” story,” Hamming said. “To ing tonight. 
some real, others fictional For ticket details, go to 
that portray what life was 
“It’s a different play,” 
The one-act play is an fancy. first sub-post office in Ross- added. 
l ike for the pioneer women 
that made Terrace in its in- 
the Kalum riverboat stop. 
Annie Ross opened the 
ing talents have been tested 
playing so many characters 
after her. 
Addie Nelson is a young ultimately decid 
other play is born. chasms of the day. 
The play’s three fictional 
who opened Eby’s Landing, 
a store famously located at 
think officers were threaten- 
ing to shoot their command- page 132. 
urns fresh from 
high honour” 
about Hanky’s. You would 
think, ‘How are you sup- Society of America. 
posed to write a poem about 
Hanky’s?,’ but there it is,” 
Thonipson said. 
award given by the Poetry 
The award’s only criteria 
is genius and need. 
This year’s judges, Joshua 
Clover and Sonia Sanchez, 
wrote in the award citation: 
“Stanley’s capacity to 
grasp both the personal and 
the social. the local and the sounds like nobody 
else. ’’ conceptual - and how they 
are always reaching for each 
other, dreaming of each 
other, failing each other and 
Stanley is brilliant, themselves - is surprising, 
Thonipson said. moving, seductive.” 
“He’s a man who thinks. “George Stanley sounds 
Intellectually, lie has a very like nobody else,” they said. 
deep understanding of thk “In terms of poetics, that 
world around him and has is a spectacular achievement 
done a great deal of thinking - it doesn’t happen for many 
about the world in which he writers,” Thompson said. 
soon-to-open Wilp Simgan Carving Shed. FILE PHOTO 
where he was born. 
several years later when the 
Northwest Community Col- ern.” 
lege hired him as a teacher, 
and lived here until he re- not asexperimental as others, 
tired in 1991. he said, adding he doesn’t IT’S A PLACE where feeling is generated that the 
“One of the pleasures of use “language games.” artists feed from, she says, 
having George come here “I try to get out of myself, adding the carving shed also 
is that his work is relevant get out of my own ego and offers other benefits. 
at a time when poetry and personal concerns - to get “It offers exposure for the 
even all art has somehow some lines that seem simply artists,’’ says Grey. “There is 
interest out there - we have to be poetry, without relat- become foreign to us,” 
said Simon Thompson, an ing to my own ego,” he said It’s the Wilp Simgan had several classes come 
NWCC English teacher who of his writing. just to see what the carvers 
knows Stanley well. “When are doing and what the envi- 
we think of poetry, we The Stick, Opening Day, to happen during Riverboat ronment is.” 
think of something alien but Teniporarily, Sail Francis- Days. Having the Nisga’a artists 
George’s work is familiar. cos Gone, Gentle Northern working at the shed has also 
It’s about us.” Summer, and most recently, basement of the George involved support with area 
Stanley has many poems George Stanley A Tall, Serious Girl. Little House and is a dedi- Tsimshian groups. That’s 
about life in the North, as He now lives in Van- because the carving shed, 
well as a poetry book, At  couver, but visits Terrace at and Terrace itself, is located 
Andy’s, named after a poem least once year. “I still have within traditional Tsimshian 
about being at his good hesaid. the feeling that this town is temtory and the Nisga’a art- 
friend Andre Klingner’s The poet recently won the my home,” he said. ministrator Shirley Grey. ists operate here with the 
house in Terrace. Shelley Memorial Award, Stanley’s talk is free and In bringing artists togeth- Cona9d page 63 
lives. And he is able to ar- Stanley is humble about 
style as “traditional mod- 
Stanley moved to Terrace his work, and describes his Carving a place 
Nisga’a carvers and other 
artistscometogethertocreate 
unique pieces of art, but it’s 
also a place that showcases 
the Nisga’a culture and the 
place of art in it. 
Carving Shed and its offi- 
cial grand opening is slated, Stanley’s books include 
The art studio is in the 
cated space for creating art 
- something not every artist 
has in their own home, says 
Terrace Nisga’a Society ad- 
ticulate about that world,” 
“He even has a poem the second most prestigious open to the public. er in one space, a creative 
I . ,  AGES 6-9 
AUGUST 114, 8-11,15-18 I 
I' COMMUNITY EVENTS 
FRIDAY, AUG. 4 
Kermode Friendship Society 6 celebrating its 
30th anniversary. Help celebrate with an open 
house and free salmon barbecue on Friday, Aug. 
4. The next day, view the society's float in the an- 
nual Riverboat Days Parade. For more information 
on the celebrations or if you would like to get in- 
volved with the preparations, please call Caroline 
at. 635-4906. ext. 34 or after 6 ~ m  at 638-0057. 
I WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY @ 10: 3oAM , 1 / 
1 
SUNDAY, AUG. 6 
George Stanley, a prized poet who lived in Ter- 
race and taught at the Northwest Community Col- 
AGES 10-14 ' 
TCES, WED, THURS, FRI @, % : ~ O P M  '- -.A 
I I lege for more than 15 years will read a selection 
of his poetry at the George Little House at 7 p.m. 
The event is free of charge. Stanley was recently 
awarded the Drestiaious Shellev Memorial Award 
from the Poeiry Society of America. For more in- 
formation, contact Alisa at 635 0935. 
SUNDAY, AUG. 6 
Adopt-a-dog-athon is part of Riverboat Days, 
where prospective dog owners can be pitted with 
new K-9 companions at the Dog Lot (beside the 
George Little House). Starts at 9 a.m. Agilitly and 
dog shows also part of the spectacle. Costs of an- 
imals a:e the same as those in the shelters. Brins 
Agate Beach 
Head and Camp Site 
Improvement Project 
BC Parks is inviting tenders for rhe placemen: of 
revetment at Agate Beach, Haiida Gwai (Queen 
Charlotte Islands) and to make improvements to the 
picnic sites in the park at Agate Beach. Closing date 
to submit bids is August 11,2006. Construction dares 
are from September 5, 2006 to October 31, 2006. 
To obtain critical bid documents and construcrion 
plans, please visit the BC Bid web site. 
For more info contact Sean Mitchell at 
250 847-7323 or email at Sean.Mitchell@qov.bc.ca ' 
COLUAIBIA , 
7 h e  &st Place on Fxrh  
- 
" a chair and your dog. 
TUESDAY AUG. 8 8 THURSDAY, AUG. 10 
The George Little House hosts two sittings of 
Clara Tea during Riverboat Days. The afternoon 
tea will go from 2-4 p.m. on both days. Reserva- 
tions required. Call 638-8887- 
THURSDAY, AUG. 10 
Eden Robinson, Haisla author famous for previ- 
ous works Traplines and Monkey Beach, will read 
from her new book, Blood Sports, at the Terrace 
Public Library. The reading is from 7-8 p.m. and is 
free. Call 638-81 77 for details. 
Sweet Presence. a quartet presenting some of 
the best in southern gospel music, will be in con- 
cert Sunday, Aug. 13 at the Terrace Pentacostal 
Assembly. Show starts at 6:30 p.m. For more info 
call 635-2434. 
JULY 7 TO AUGUST 19 
Rita Anderson, Prince George Metis artist, is on 
exhibit at the Kitimat Museum. For more informa- 
tion call 632-8950. Museum summer hows are: 
Monday to Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
PSAs 
The Salvation Army will be conducting a food 
drwe during the Riverboat Days parade. The 
community organization asks people to bring non- 
perishable items. Volunteers will be walking the 
parade route to collect donations. 
The Terrace Dragon Boat Society is a proposed 
group looking for interested parties with a goal of 
purchasing a dragon boat for Terrace. Interested 
people are asked to attend a meeting at the 
Terrace Arena banquet room on Tuesday, Aug. 15 
at 7:30 p.m. For info call Darryl Tucker 635-4778 
or Carol Leclerc 638-6228. 
Rotaract Club of Terrace Skeena Valley IS now 
up and running and is looking for new members 
between the ages of 18 and 30 who are interested 
in making a difference in Terrace and around the 
world. The club will meet on the first and third 
Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West. For info call Kelly at 635-8843. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society seeks 
new members to help provide the vital services 
within the community. Membership fees are only 
55 a year. Fees can be waived for lower income 
persons. Come to the group's office at 4628 Park 
Ave. For info call 635-4631. 
The Terrace Art Gallery again offers a summer 
of fun and art for children aged 5-12 with its 2006 
Children's Summers Art and Crafts Program. 
Cydney Rusch and Amy Warner have returned 
and are working on a variety of projects and art 
related activities over the next seven weeks. A 
large variety of artistic mediums will be explored. 
The program starts July 3rd and runs until Aug. 
18 for three days a week. Morning sessions from 
10:30 a.m. to noon will be for 5- to 8-year-olds 
and afternoon sessions from 1:30 to 3 p.m. will 
be for older children form 9 to 12 years. Parents 
1 SUNDAY, AUG. 13 
0 
I 
@, THE TERRACE ,PUBLIC LIBRARY 
JULY 4-7. 11-14, 25-28 ' 
638-81 77 for details. 
li 
wanting more information can call the art gallery 
at 638-8884 and ask for Amy or Cydney. 
Northwoids Creative Writers' Camps invite 
adults and chilaren aspiring writers to attend their 
fourth annual writers' camps. The camps are free 
and will be held Aug. 8-1 1. Participants complete 
writing exercises and hear from guest speakers, 
and children will complete the week with a bound 
book. Registration is necessary as class sizes are 
limited. Adults register at Misty River Books with 
a $1 0 refundable deposit and children register at 
the Terrace Public Library. 
Terrace Little Theatre offers its popular Summer 
Drama Days where six to 13-year-olds have fun 
while learning about theatre, stagecraft, singing, 
music and dance. Second session is Aug. 1 - 
25. Cost per session is $125 per child, which 
includes a TLT membership for the season. Drop 
off registration forms at Uniglobe Travel, call 638- 
121 5 or go online to www.mytlt.ca. June 30 is the 
registration deadline. 
The Terrace Public Library is offering "extreme" 
fun with its Summer Reading Club. General 
registration for this year's club is open - come by 
the library and pick up a reading club package to 
begin recording yoursummer reading. Registration 
for the fifth week - "Extremely silly stories" - of 
themed activities begins July 31 and spaces are 
limited each week. Call or visit the library and 
don't miss out on cool activities and prizes. Call 
Heritage-Park Museum is open for the summer 
season from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., seven days-a- 
week. Site tours are available four times a day and 
a number of special events are planned for the 
summer. The museum will also offer two walking 
tours and Ma Lambly's. its one-act historical 
drama Wednesday evenings thrbugh August. For 
information, call the museum at 635-4546. 
Support After Suicide support group monthly 
meetings have been cancelled. Assistance 
with grief is still available from others that have 
experienced a suicidal death of someone close. 
Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support 8 info call Joset at 638-1347. 
The Georgo Little House flea market is every 
Sunday from 8 a.m. to noon. Buyers and sellers 
needed. Call 638 8887 for more information. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings Aug. 10 and 24. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. lntemet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
8 Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 4-5:30 p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.). The 
meetings are open to survivors. family members 
and service providers. For more information, call 
Mark at 638-1 81 8 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@ 
yahoo.ca , 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
knitting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. ' 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society. 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmaster will be taking a summer 
break for July and August. The regular meetings 
will resume at 7:30 p.m. Sept 13 at the Terrace 
firehall meeting room. New members and old 
ones welcome in the fall. If you are interested in 
coming to a meeting call Bob at 638-0923 or Rolf 
at 635-691 1 .  
1 
Our Ofices are Open 
I to Serve you.! 
Terrace ofice 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G I T 2  
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kitinrat Office 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Phone: 250 632-9883 
Enzaii: robin.austin.mla@ 1eg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitimat 
! 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Holi Alec Ouellet Jason Ryder Harlow 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
July 14,2006 at 5:49 cam. July 21, 2006 at 2:3h pm. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15 02. Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 1  02. 
Sex: Fernole Sex: Mole 
Parents: Mogen 8, Callin Parents: Tiffany &Jason 
"little sister for Scbostian! "Little brother for Trinity" 
Chera 8 w o n  " 
Baby's Name: 
Kirk James Deon Gillis Baby's Name: 
Shone David William Evans Date & Time of Birth: 
Date 8 Time of Bidx July 22, 2006 at 11:46 a.m. 
July 20, 2006 at 7: 14 p.m. Weight: 10 Ibs. 4 02. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jessica & Chris Sex: Mole 
Parents: Laura & Shane I "Little brother for Aiden 
"Litrle brother for Kelly, & Hailey" 
Megan & Kymn " 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Paige Agnes Sondro Ridley 
Date 81 Time of 5irth: Brooklyn Morie Monsen 
July 23, 2006 Date L Time of Birth: 
July 21, 2006 at 12:22 pm. Sex: Female ' 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 1 02. Parents: Tonirny 8 Gordon 
"Little sister for Gordon Ir. Sex: Fernole 
Parents: Holly & Eldon & Chwsan"" 
congratulates the 
parents on the new . 
? 
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History hovers throughout 
downtown - take ,a drive 
(1 FOR THIS year's Riverboat Days, why not visit downtown 
historical Terrace starting at the 4-way stop at the intersection 
of highways 16 and 37? 
As you enter our beautiful Terrace from the east, you can 
acceswTerrace by two directions but we'll turn right for the 
Old Skeena Bridge. As you approach the bridge, you will see 
the sign for Queensway Drive. Just about 300 feet to the left 
on Queensway is a monument and park honoring Tom and 
tion here. On Sept. 4, 1944, the official opening ceremonies 
of the Skeena River Highway took place here. Reeve Emil 
Haugland handed the key to Terrace to Mayor Daggett of 
Prince Rupert. This was a niilestone for both communities. 
opening up the B.C.'s northwest to the rest of Canada. 
Also at this comer, the little building on the left is home, 
of the Terrace Legion. This building was left over from the 
Second World War. Many war year stories in Terrace can be 
learned here, such as of the largest scale mutiny cver to oc- 
cur in the Canadian Arniy. And if  you will  look to the, right, 
you'll see the Twin River Estates: this \viis a large arniy coitl- 
plex during the war. 
AS YOU continue your ride 1hrough historicid Terriicc. yo~i 
find your WIY to the C O I ~ I C ~  of Liikclsc iind KdLliii streets. TO 
the right, you wi l l  see the old police building. About 100 of 
the111 were built i n  B.C. i n  19 13. And 'Terrace is fortu1iiitc to 
have one still stunding in  the c's;ict spot i t  \v;is built. 13u1 i t  is 
strange - sonie people don't th ink  i t  is o~'vatuc! 
Tun1 left at Kalum iUld you will  scc the George Liulc 
House at the foot of KiilLii11, wllicl) illso hous~s the Via Rilil 
station. This is the house that George a i d  ClilKi Little raised 
their five children in. Of course. i t  has been n~oved from its 
original location (now the site of the Const Inn  of the West) 
tvhere i t  was built by Will Little in 1914. 
As you look down Kalum, understand that this w a s  dowii- 
town Terrace in the early days when George Little \ V i S  busy 
building his pretty little town. I will leave you here with 
Debbie and staff at the George Little House to direct you to 
see more of Terrace. 
Now that you have had the opportunity to visit, you will 
see that our local businesses and the downtown have a lot to 
offer. You can not see it all in  one stop. 
Have a great Riverboat Days weekend. I hope to see you 
all Sunday, Aug. 6 at the old Pioneer Cemetery where we 
will pay respect to the pioneers who built our Terrace. 
Eliza-Thomhill. Toni came to 
the valley in 1892 and took 
perinanent residency at little 
citnyon. Tom married Eliza of 
Kitselas. sister lo the farllous 
river man Walter Wright. 
Eliza trapped and Tom a[- 
teiidcd to thc riverboat trade. 
A couple we should certainly 
r&iieiii tier. 
As the light changes, you 
wi l l  stiit't crossing The Old 
Skcena Bridge, tile longest 
one lane curve bridge in 
North America. The bridge 
has had a few changes since 
YVONNEMOEN j t  opened July 21, 1925. It was open to two-way traffic 
two cars to pass each other. F1 
I n  1954. the bridge changed, as the curve was altered 
when the railway bridge was built, opening up access to 
Kitimat. On Jan. 14, 1955, the first passenger train made the 
official run to Kitimat. 
The bridge has lost some of its historical value as it no 
longer has the old wooden decking. The Ekki African Iron 
wood originally used was replaced with steel gratings in 
> then, with plenty of room for 
Dinner on GE 
Enjoy a FREE" meal on GE at any 
participating Pizza Hut@ establishments! 
2001. The wood had a value but not as bridge decking. 
As you leave the bridge travelling into Terrace, on your 
left is the beautiful Bridgeview Park "Island in the Sun," a 
Terrace Beautification Society project. Still to the left, you 
will see the fornier site of George Little's first homestead. 
As you keep coming into Terrace, you will come to the 
corner of Lakelse and Apsley - a very important intersec- 
r d
Construction Project @ 
Agate Beach Picnic Shelter & 6
Li 
From 61 
Basement a boon 
BC Parks is inviting tenders for the construction of a 
picnic shelter in the BC Provincial Park a t  Agate Beach, 
Haiida Gwai (Queen Charlotte Islands), deconstruct 
the existing picnic shelter, a woodshed, landscape and 
site clean up. Closing date to submit bids is August 11, 
2006. Construction dates are from September 5,2006 to 
October 31,2006.To obtain critical bid documents and 
construction plans, please visit the BC Bid web site. 
For more info contact Sean Mitchell at (250) 847-7323 
or email him at Sean.Mitchell@gov.bc.ca 
- 8  
!f 
&' 
for local artists 
blessing and permission 
of Tsimshian leaders, Grey 
says. 
There are between 1,000 
and 1,200 Nisga'a nation 
members living in Terrace, 
away from their traditional 
villages in  the Nass Valley. 
The Terrace Nisga'a So- 
ciety provides a number of 
services to those members 
and the carving shed is one 
way of creating a greater 
sense of coininunity among 
those Nisga'a people living 
here, she says. 
And she hopes that in the 
future other aboriginal art- 
ists wil! also be able to use 
the space. 
The grand opening of the 
art studio takes place Satur- 
day, Aug. 5 at 3 p.m. at the 
George Little House and 
features the Nisga'a Danc- 
ers, officials from the Ter- 
race Nisga'a Society and 
other aboriginal leaders. 
I July 14,2006 to August 25,2006 inclusive El 
TOVEM FURNITURE & APPLANCES 
4501 Lakelse Avenufierracr-; E38=?~51t,-1.800.813.1158 
See store for details 
@ imagination at work BRITEH COLUM ~i A -I- ne Best Place on Earth 
Northern Pride 
Proud of where we're from ... 
Proud of where we're going.' 
c 
* 
SUMMER U To me Hawkair stan&Jor the airline 
SPECIAL that cares. Whether we are supporting our local comnzunip in events 
serving complernentatyJi.esh food 
to ourpassengeis or oyenhg 
special rates in trines ofneed 
0 
t3 CO M PAN IO N 
FARE SAVINGS 
PURCHASE A REGULAR 
PRICED HAWKAIR TICKET 
AND YOUR COMPANION 
CAN FLY WITH YOU FOR 
RESERVATIONS: 
Dr. Nick Carr, MD, FRCSC, Piastic Surgery 
Dr. Frances Jang, MD, FRCPC, Cosmetic Dermatofogy 
Skinworks is the premier cosnletic clinic in Vancouver. 
It is the only combined Plastic Surgery and Dermatology clinic 
in BC. Skinworks offers the full range of dermatology, laser 
skincare, and cosnietic surgery. Together, Dr. Carr and Dr. Jang 
have over 30 years esperience in cosmetic treatments. 
At Skinworks, we duke you look good on the outside...so 
you cart feel good inside ... and that's a beautiful thing! 
* Convenient Thursday surgeries for our out of town su e \We offer: 
' Facial Rejuvenation 9 Conlplimentm breast consultations via phone 6fi 73?;% 
Botos/lip L \Trinkk Fillers 0 Full range of Cosmetic Plastic Surgery 
Laser Hair Removal 9 'Scarless" Breast Enhancement 
Anti-aging Treatments X3sai Surgery 
0 Acne Treatments 9 Body Contouring and Abdominoplasty 
All our skincare products are now available in 
Terrace and across Canada! They can be ordered on-line at 
n.nn..skinworks-store.cn or by phone 604 737-7100. 
Dermatology consultations: 
Dr. Frances Jang (604) 737-7100 
Plastic Surgery consultations: 
Dr. Nick Carr (604) 733-9711 





Wishful writers to workshop 
NM'CC from 6 - 8 p.m. on Registration for both the Terrace Public Library, 
camps end when the courses NWCC, Skeena MLA Robin the same dates. 
Kids register at the li- are full. and the earlier the Austin's office, the Terrace 
bray. while adults register better because this happens and District Arts Council, 
at Misty River Books with a quickly. Wilke said. the Koerner's Foundation 
S 10 refundable deposit. Northwords is funded by and Misty River Books. 
Thonipson will present at 
the adult camp as well as 
meet with participants one- 
on-one to answer specific 
questions. 
The adult writers will 
also give and receive peer 
feedback. but there is no 
pressure. Wilke said, 
"It's a safe area. You 
share as much as you want 
to share." she said. 
Lehniann. Robinson and 
Turner-Sears will speak at 
the kid's camp. and the par- 
ticipants. aged 10-16. will 
also learn about editing and 
desktop publishing. 
At the end of week. they 
tour Totem Press. where 
they bound their own book. 
The A'orttiwords camps 
are ,a cckbriltion of the 
northtvesl. Wilkc said. 
"Guest speakers are al- 
ways riorth\vest spe a k a  Lrs to 
show people. even being out 
of the larger centres in B.C, 
what options are still hvail- 
able." she said. 
The kids camp will be at 
the librars from 10 a.m. - 1 
By SARAH ARTIS 
PICK UP a pen and paper at 
this year's Riverboat Days 
because the Northwords 
Creative Writers' Camps are 
happening again this year. 
Two camps will allow* 
25 adults and 30 children to 
learn about the business of 
writing and developing their 
skills from several local es- 
pens. 
The Aug 8-1 1 camps are 
free and open to writer's of 
all levels of esperience. 
"Jt's usually children 
who are aspiring authors." 
said organizer Melanie Wil- 
ke. "For adults, it's people 
who want to \\.rite profes- 
sionally. who want 10 write 
as a hobby. a d  members of 
a \vrjters guild." 
This year's guest speak- 
ers are AI Lehmann. a Cnle- 
donia Senior Secondaq- 
teacher: Simon Thompson. a 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege teacher and published 
poet: Eden Robinson, a Kiti- 
'mat author: and Gail Turner- 
Sears, a local artist. 
Lehmann, Robinson and 
p.m Aug s -1  1. 
The adult camp will be at I 1". Fired ,up 
1 NIGEL Dodd gets a teiporary promotion as he 
visits the Terrace Fire Department with others in 
~ the Spirit Cubs Daycamps last week. ,The camps 
~ are operated by the Kalurn Horseshoe Commu- 
nity School Society in cooperation with the Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
I I 
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Career, Trades and Academic Programs 
Business Technology - Online (BTEC Online) 
Convetlien; online learning delivers job-ready skills and Credentials for 
administrative positions in office and business sercing. 
Outdoor  Power Equipmeiir Technician (Small Engine Repair) 
Fis trail bikes, recrearional vehicles. niororcyclec and  sleds. 20 weeks of entry- 
level trades training is equivalent to lcr year apprenticeship and a valuable 
And recognized, transferable credentials = The NWCC Advantage. 
This September Prepare for College and University.. . 
i o  
Get the skills, knowledge and prerequisites you need to access 
post-secondary career, trades and academic programs. 
Career & College Prep (CCP) (Clnssrooiii E Oidiiie) 
Tiiidon-&ee* high school level courses for adult Ienmers to coriiplere prognm 
prerequisites or gnduarion requiremenu. Need to coniplete or upgmde one or 
nvo prerequisite COUK~S~YOLI can take CCP courses concurrenrly uirh other 
college pmgrarils and keep on pace n-ith your educarional goah. 
Inrerested in r\nvcC ~usiness to E&ech or upgnde to llleet 
the adliiission requiremenrsi Get rhe filridirnenr;ll skills a ~ i d  kno\vledge ~ O L I  need 
and a guaranteed wr* in the i\nVCC Uuciness progrm of your choice. 
Tuition-free* \vork/education prepnmrion prograin rhnt  integrates social, 
personal and culrural coiiiponerits co enhance work and life skills. 
Tuition-free* opporru.iir). to esplore rrades c'irecr option5 and upgrade your 
education to enter inro a NWCC trades rraining prograin. 
c 
Obtain your Associate or Bache1or.s Ilegree, prepare for the workforce. ladder to 
other posr-secondary programs, or continue your professional developrnenc and 
life-long learning. Choose koni niore than  210 first .and second year tnnsfenhle 
courses. Earn Associate Degrees in Arts, Science. or Criminology specialization 
rhen transfer to a h\VCC career prognm or to a universir). of your choice. 
Flesible delivery lets you choose the clas~room. online. teleconference. fiill- or 
pax-rim, day-rime or evening.Vivr rhe Web tire for 
University Credit Disrancc Educstioi; courscs includc: 
Aitrlrropoloyy 1 I ?  'Fiisr Snrioirs l!f Biiri.4 Cdiiirrlrrn (Oiilirrc) 
Et!ylis/r 20 I Eiglish Lirc.riitrrrc - & o i d f / o  S todmir isr i r  (E /cm~?ie i i cc j  
M n / l r  190 Priiickla ofi\ I t i fhcrrrdrs~Fr  ~ I i r  E/(wcrrrary Sr/roo\ Enrlrcr (Oirlirre) 
NEW! Business Access 
and 
NEW! Essential Skills for Work (ES WK) corriplerr list of 
NEW! Trades Access (Clnssioorr~ E Sl~op)  
* w d c t l r  i k  ~ p p   IUS COII oit tw($ 
** upon succcwiil complrrion oi  prog.ini i p / l i /OSOp/ l ) '  / 0 / ~ l l f ~ l l t ~ l ~ ~ f i t ~ l l  10 P/li/175(1p/l)8 (~/Ciill!/~Vt7111'~) I, 
Full Service 7 Days A Week 
Pruning for Better 
Plants and Blooms 
I know that it's too early for pruning, but 
it is not too early to start planning your 
attack. No pain, no gain. Certain trees, 
shrubs, and vines should be pruned on 
a yearly or semiannual basis. 
Wisteria, for example, will rarely bloom 
profusely unless it is pruned heavily at 
least every second year. Wisteria blooms 
on old wood so make sure that when you 
prune you leave some of the old wood. 
Smoke Bush grows very quickly, but if 
left to grow on its own it will become very 
leggy and will take much longer to leaf 
out. Nine Bark (Physocarpus), Spirea 
and Butterfly Bush (Budlia) will perform 
much nicer when pruned heavily on a 
regular basis. 
The best time for pruning is December 
- March on a clear dry day. Never prune 
on wet days, as it will spread, fungal 
spores or diseases from plant to plant. 
Always remember to use a disinfectant 
on your pruning tools between plants. 
THE GREAT NORTHERN 
SALMON CLASSIC 
Western Canada 's f argest Nun-Invitational Fishing Derby! 
August 1st to September XSth, 2006 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
POND & GARDEN TOUR! 
Monday, August 70 1 Qam-4pm 
'mud to support community groups & organizations 
$5.00 from each ticket sold goesto K'san House 
www.uplandsnursery.com 
*Trees & Sltriibs *Turf 
.Ann iiais *Garden Supplies 
*Perennials *Ponds 
635-2603 
338 Highway 16 West, Terra 
I 
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Derby daze 
in: Just heard today that Prince Rupert is 
having a coho derby starting August I un- 
til Sept. 15. Largest coho gets $lOO,OOO. 
Second place is $42,000. This should 
draw some interest. 
FlyZO: Wow! That’s huge!!!!!!! Where is the 
money coming from? 
Rirt: From BC tourism. With no coast ferry ser- 
vice, people want to get things happening up north 
again. 
Fly20: Far better shot than the 6/49. What a 
great trip this would be! 
Sam Salinon: Is it for a fish caught in Salt or 
Fresh or both? Much more interesting in the for- 
mer, less so in the latter. The Kasiks has lots of 
large Coho - my biggest was 16# head off. (yes I 
gaffed it) :P. 
Sfeellieadfreak: ROAD TRIP!!!!!! :D Got the 
boat set up with new riggers! Electrics with duel 
rod holders plus a third rail mount rod holder. TRI- 
PLE STACKERS BABY! ........... lets go, I’m feel- 
ing lucky! ;) 
And so goes the feverish chatter on one of the 
many sport fishing weblogs after the announcement 
of the “Great Northern Salmon Clazic.” 
Great Northern Salmon Classic - that’s a hoot. 
When used as noun, a classic is creation of artistic 
excellence. Even by the most generous reckoning, 
this event isn’t. It’s a blood-soaked fish bonking 
derby fully equipped with all the hoopla, bull wool, 
bad ethics and braggadocio such events inspire. 
The derby will be the largest of its kind to be 
held on the North Coast and, as its promoters are at 
pains to assert, it’sl,non invitational, which means 
anyone and everyone can participate. 
Soon after the Queen of the North sank, Prince 
Rupert businessmen convened a series of so-called 
stakeholder sessions to discuss how to make up for 
the lost revenues attending a drop in few traffic. 
The derby idea grew from the ferment created in 
those meetings. 
The arithmetic was simple. There are about 80 
full-time charter operators, each capabIe of taking 
four fishers onboard, which means over the six long 
weeks the derby will run, there will be 15,000 an- 
glers bobbing atop the waves. 
Factor in the sports fishers from Prince Rupert to 
Prince George and the considerable contingent that 
IS sure to be lured out of Alberta by the promise of 
sll those big cash prizes and you’ll have in excess 
af 38,000 souls, according to the best guesstimate 
i f  Prince Rupert’s tourism director. 
The derby promoters cleverly designed their 
fishing contest to ensure participation from the 
whole family. Hence there is five grand for the larg- 
:st coho caught by an underage angler and a weekly 
F500 payout for the largest pink caught by a kid. 
The female angler who boats the largest coho is in 
Tor ten large. 
With a $500 prize for the largest specimen each 
week, Chinook don’t escape the chop either. And 
o further encourage participation, the derby hosts 
lave niystery weigh1 prizes of $100 a day as well 
1s getaway packages for the largest coho killed 
,veekly. 
What an extravaganza! Thirty thousand people, 
:onsuming food and goods and caving in coho 
;kulls in hopes of winning a Dodge Dakota or one 
,f the many other prizes, all paid for with 160,000 
axpayer dollars taken from the $450,000 provided 
o the Northern Tourism Region by the Ministry of 
I‘ourism, Sport and the Arts. 
Coho had no voice at those stakeholder meet- 
ngs, apparently. If they had, the derby promoters 
vould know that the latest DFO projections show 
hat this year’s return is the second poorest on re- 
:ord. 
The stakeholders have poor memories. Only a 
ew years ago commercial and sport fisheries were 
;ubjected to widespread closures to conserve the 
:ollapsing coho stocks. Commercial fishers are us- 
ng holding tanks and taking special pains to con- 
ierve coho to this day. 
The operative word for DFO managers when 
t comes to coho is rebuilding. In short, the coho 
;tocks are anything but robust. 
At four fish per day per person, the limits on coho 
n salt water are far too generous to begin with. To 
ncrease the pressure on those same stocks by lur- 
ng fishers with prizes, then encouraging them to 
ncrease their odds of winning some cash by killing 
heir limits is irresponsible. 
m a t  Tourism Prince Rupert and the downtown 
)usinessnien of that town are doing is using funds 
brovided by our PR-oriented bread and circuses 
;overnment to place a bounty on salmon generally 
md coho specifically for short term economic gain 
hat will cause long term environmental pain. 
The DFO should do right by the fish and close 
:hatham Sound to coho fishing for the month of 
R 
lugust. 
Youth an‘d ATVS rule the track 
By MARGARET SPEIRS ’ 
YOUNG DRIVERS showed 
their elders how to win on 
the speedway at Rcdncck 
Raceday, while ‘ATVs took 
their turn swamp-racing :ind 
first- t inie w innc rs clinched 
the premier event of the 
season, the Menlorial Racc. 
Jonathan Orango, Tom 
Middleton and Cameron 
Kerr ripped up the track for 
victories in the Appliancc 
race, Hit-to-Pass race and 
Bag race, respectively. 
He won all of the rxes  
in the the same car that kept 
running even after suffering 
a flat tire in a later Hit-to- 
Pass race. 
The car tire stripped itself 
off its rim but Orango con- 
tinued to drive until the end 
of the race. 
All three - Orango, Mid- 
dleton and Cameron - were 
students of Doug Brewer, 
long-time auto mechanics 
teacher at Caledonia. ’ 
Brewer retired earlier this 
year and had a day of racing, 
Brewer Day, dedicated to 
him in June. 
Whether he taught the 
racers all they know about 
cars was up for debate. 
“We taught hini,” Mid- 
dleton said. 
The Memorial Race, 
which was shortened to 30 
laps instead of the usual 50, 
saw two new drivers hoist 
the trophies high. , 
Loren Fell drove to vic- 
tory in the Thunder class and 
Blair Loset won the Bomber 
Memorial race. 
“All the people that have 
been ‘in the club for a long 
period of time say that’s the 
most prestigious one to win. 
[t was pretty exciting to do 
that,” said Loset. 
Loset has learned a lot 
€rom partner Dave Reinhardt 
and has already savoured 
a few victories behind the 
wheel. 
He’s aware of the pos- 
sibility the young drivers 
:ould beat hini someday. 
REDNECK RACEDAY flag boy Justin Kristoff, left, congratulates Dennis Beaudette, middle, and his son Jeremy 
Beaudette on their ATV race victories. Spectators watched riders blast around the infield and through the muddy 
swamp in several ATV races between stock car heats July 23. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
“The thought crosses my 
mind. These young guys are 
coming along. Some are do- 
ing really well,” he said. 
Loset called the new 
ATV races “a blast.” 
“Just watching the.m go- 
ing through the mud, heir 
facial expressions going 
through the mud were pretty 
cool,” he said of the racers. 
He rode with a full-face 
shield to keep out smelly 
mud that flew as the ATVs 
crossed through the swamp 
between corner three ,and 
four. 
“When Guy [Lynch] got 
out, he was covered in mud 
all the way up his back,” 
Loset said about his partner 
after the race. 
ATV races will return to 
the Demolition Day at the 
end of the season and Loset 
hopes to see more junior 
riders - aged 14 and under 
-come out to race so Jeremy 
Beaudette has some compe- Heat Race -Blair Loset , 
tition. 
On Redneck Raceday, 
Beaudette was given a head 
start and rode around the Heat- Adam Waters 
infield, but skirted the mud 
to avoid getting his smaller 
ATV stuck, Loset said. 
Reinhardt broke a record 
in the Thunder qualifying Main - Cindy Dollemore 
times, crossing the finish in 
20.10 seconds. C Bomber Class 
His goal is to crack 19 
seconds before the year ends 
and Loset thinks it can be 
done with some changes to 
the vehicle’s gears. 
Main - Dave Reinhardt 
B Thunder Class 
Main Race - Loren Fell 
A Bomber Class 
Main Race - Blair Loset 
B Bomber Class 
Heat Race - Andrew Parnell 
Heat Race - Audrey Kerr 
Main - Debby Reinhardt 
Memorial Race 
Thunder - Loren Fell 
Bomber - Blair Loset 
Memorial Raceday 
winners: Redneck Raceday 
A Thunder Class results 
Heat - Dave Reinhardt Hit-to-Pass Races 
Appliance Race - Jonathan 
Orango 
Bag Race - Cameron Kerr 
Heat Race -Tom Middleton 
Main Race - A1 Stewart 
A Thunder Class 
Heat - Margo Fleming 
Main - Dave Reinhardt 
B Thunder Class 
Heat Race - Blair Loset 
A Bomber’Class 
Heat - Paul Fleming 
Main - Paul FIeming 
B Bomber Class 
Heat - Adam Waters 
Main - Adam Waters 
C Bomber Class 
Heat - Debby Reinhardt 
Main - Lisa Graydon 
BRANDY BAILEY, left, takes a break at the North American Indigenous Games 
in Denver, Colorado last month along with Jennifer Cromar, a swimmer from 
Mission-Bailey brought home a gold and two bronzes in swimming. 
Athletes strike gold 
at Indigenous Games 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
LOCAL ATHLETES enjoyed a golden 
time at the North American Indigenous 
Games held in Denver, Colorado last 
month. 
Dank Bachek-Ormerod, 17, began the 
experience by carrying the Canadian flag 
in the opening ceremonies. She went on 
to win gold, along with teammate Valerie 
Wright of New Aiyansh, with the Team 
B.C. juvenile girls soccer team. 
Brandy Bailey picked up three medals 
in bantam girls swimming. 
Bailey, 13, won gold on the 4x50-me- 
&e relay team and bronze in the 100-me- 
tre freestyle and 500-nietre freestyle. 
She said winning the medals felt 
“pretty good” and the games were a fun 
experience. 
William Moore of Greenville won 
gold on the midget boys soccer team. 
Dillon Russell of Kitwanga won gold in 
the 130-lb weight class of boys bantam 
wrestling. 
Team BC sent 380 athletes to the 
games. Of those, 169 athletes won 52 
gold, 26 silver and 22 bronze for a total 
of 100 medals. 
About 10,000 ’ native athletes from 
Canada and the U.S. competed at the 
garnes in 16 sports for youth,between the 
ages of 13 to 19 and adults aged 20 and 
over. 
‘Wake Up’ to 
wake boarding 
a 
Contest to showcase 
popular boardsport . 
By MARGARET SPElRS 
THE LATEST water sports craze is set to make waves at 
Lakelse Lake Aug. 12. 
Wake Up, a wakeboard and wakeskate contest, welcomes 
wakeboarders and curious spectators Jo its unique 24-hour 
event. 
“We just want to celebrate water sports and do something 
that’s never been done,” says organizer Tara Wilson, adding 
the event is meant to “stir things up” and get young people, 
families and all ages out. 
Wakeboarding moves water sports from waterskis to 
boards. 
Participants strap on boots, attach themselves to wake- 
boards and grab a tow rope that pulls them on the water be- 
hind a boat. Wakeskating allows boarders to go bakefoot. 
Skimboarding lets participantsiump onto a smaller board 
and ride the smaller waves near the beach. 
The sports have attracted a good following at the lake, 
Wilson says. 
“We’re hoping to have a really good crowd,” she says. 
Wakeboarders are being invited all the way from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 
Wakeboarders can thank Ruins Board Shop employee 
Mark Wilson for the idea of holding the event to give the 
local water sport scene some exposure here. 
Inspiration for the contest also came from Wakefest, an 
annual event held in Kelowna. 
Wake Up goes from noon Saturday Aug. 12 to noon Sun- 
day Aug. 13 at Muller’s Beach, a private area reserved for 
the event. 
Competitors will be visible from the beach and spectators 
can watch from boats on the water too. If spectators outnum- 
ber participants, the contest can serve as a demonstration, 
Wilson says. 
\I 
Spectators and participants can camp out overnight. 
Those wishing to camp out need to be snuggled inside 
their sleeping bags by 11 p.m. Saturday before the gates are 
locked for the night, she says. 
Live bands will be on hand to rock the boarders to sleep 
and an adult-only area will feature a beer garden. 
Wakeboarders can register in age group categories the 
day of the event. 
Anyone looking to volunteer can call Tara, Tyler or Mark 
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1 DEADLINE: gRlDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
, ADVERTISING DEADLINES When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. 9 
f TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector 8 5 Daily) $21.2OC(inc.1.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily) $31.WC(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily) $39.75'(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 306 PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY, ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-%)excluding obituaries $9.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10:00)+$9.52 col.in 
' LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
282 Tutoring 
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364 Travel 




448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 
460 Room 8 Board 
464 SeniordRetirernent 
Accommodations 
468 Accommodations Share  
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
Accommodations 480 Tourist 
484 Townhouses 
488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
506 AcreagedLots 






408 Bachelor Suite 





432 For Rent Or Sale 
NOTICESITENDERSI, 
800-849 
815 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents t o  avold 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must b e  received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It is  agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Tenace 
Standard in the event of failure t o  publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid b y  the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect o r  omitted i tem only, and 






The Terrace' Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
I' The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it i s  against the provincial Human 
Rights Act to  discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to  revise, edit, classify o r  reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, 
and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies o n  "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be  destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
SALMON ARM Roots And 
Blues Festival. Over 60 acts, 
seven stages, August 18-20. 
Richie Havens, Ten Years Af- 
ter, Bedouin Soundclash, Fe- 
ist, Downchild. www.rootsand- 
blues.ca 1-250-833-4096 
EMPTY 28' moving van, back 
to Okanagan Valley. August 
6th. Call collect. 250-861-5030 
13101) 
-- 
SONFEST 2006! August 1 1 - 
13. Radley Beach in Burns 
Lake, B.C. Join us with special 
guests! Sweet Presence and 
the Singing Hills. Join us for 
a weekend of celebration in 
song as we share the love of 
Jesus. Free admission. Bring 
your lawn chair and a friend. 
For more information call Doug 
Phair at 250-698-7993 (31 p2) .' 
& your refirememf 
MOM! 
Lots of Love, Your Family ; i s :  
Construction 4800 Straume Avenue 
Construction in process for the 
4800 block of Straume Avenue 
ROAD CLOSED - OPEN TO LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY 
Construction From June 12 thru August 1 1 , 2006 
Monday - Friday 7:OO a.m. to 5:OO p.m. 
Please slow down and watch for flag persons/ 
construction workers and advisory sians. 
Construction on Kalum Lake Road 
Construction in process for Kalum Lake Drive 
[lnfersecfion of Kolum loke Drive ond Highwoy 16 West IO 14km mork on Kolurn lote Drivel 
Construction from July 3 1 thru September 15, 2006 
Monday - Saturday 7:OO a.m. to 6:OO D.m. 
!& DRY GRAD 2006 Lost from the 
dry grad arena party 1 pr. yellow 
oversized sunalasses and 2 toy MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. " 
I Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert I Ffmse slow down bnd wotch lor icgogbersons/conrtruNcn workers ond o;h.isory signs. I Monuments Concerned personal service in the Northwest Bronze Plaques stuffed kangayoos from Aussie booth. These were borrowed items and MUST be returned to their rightful owners. Please contact Rhonda or Jeremv. No 
since 1946 questions asked. 250-63514294 11 (32P2) 
7 I JasonLee 
1 I PARENT 
August 4, 1972 
February 18, 2003 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Funcrd Mca Phone 635-2444 9 Fax 635-635-2160 
SIAMESE, MALE neutered cat 
found at Lakelse ProvLncial Park. 
250-635-51 91 or 250-61 5-8049 
24 hour pager 
Take notice that, in accordance with Section 24 of the 
Community Charter, the Corporation o f  the City o f  Terrace 
(the "City") intends to provide assistance, as defined under 
the Community Charter, lo thc Tcrracc Coniniunity Forest 
Limited Partnership locatcd at 33 15 Eby Strcct. Tcrracc BC 
for the purpose o f  assisting thc Partnership to acquirc, operate 
and maintain a Coniniunity Forcst. *flit City proposes to 
lend the sun1 o f  $ 1  50.000 to the I'artiicrsliip. rcpaynble with 
interest to the City witliiii 5 years li'om tlie signing date ol'thc 
Proniissory Note. Thc proposed iissistancc wil I bc providcd 
through a partnering agrcciiicnt with tho Limited Partnership 
under Section 2 I of the Conimunity Charter. 
THlS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
SECTION 24 OF TI IE COh4h4UNII'S CI IARI'ER, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERE'fO. 
Ron Poole, Chief Administraiivc Olliccr 
THANK YOU 
Adve ia ture Tours, 
:a$ Prince Rupert 0 
6 UFW Terrace, 
Thank you all 
for thefnntastic 
trip to the 
Happy memories 
woven in gold, 
These are the times 
we tenderly hold, 
Deep in our hearts 
your memory is kept, 
To love and to cherish; 
we'll never forget. 
Brard, Jean Bernard, 
late of Abbotsford, B.C. 
passed away on July 25, 
2006 at age 81 years. 
He was predeceased by 
his first wife Henrietle. 
He i s  survived by his sec- 
ond wife Eletena and his 
children Didier (Irene), 
Charles (Nancy1 and 
Marianne (Nigel) as well 
as grandsons Christopher, 
Daniel, Stephen and 
ZAL is missing from his home 
at 461 4 Munthe. He is a male 
blue point cross Siamese. Very 
affectionate. Please call Rhanda 





lovingly remembered by your furnily 
Robeccu, Brian, Andrea  & Robert 
and your handfulls of friends ____ ____c - --"-- -"  I __ -- __--- - 
3 Mr. Brard was retired at 
the time of his death. A 
funeral service was held 
the Chapel of Woodhwn 
Funeral Home followed 
Those wishing to do so 
to the Heart 8 Stroke 
Foundation in Jean's 
Woodlown Funeral Home 
604-853-2643 
LOST ANTIQUE tackle box on 
Old Nass Road. Great sentimen- 
tal value. Reward offered. Mighty 
Moe 250-635-01 34 (30~2) 
LOST IN Terrace, Sunday July 
16, diamond ring. White and 
yellow gold. Reward offered. 
250-61 5-3570 or 250-624-5032 
FOUND LOST dog. July 20,06. 
N. Kalum area. 250-635-5450 to 
claim. (31 p2) 
(30P2) - 
SUN PEAKS VACATION RENT- 
ALS Condos with hot tub, kitch- 
en, fireplace ... Alpine Hiking, 
Golf, Mountain biking & more. 
1-800-81 1-4588 www.Bear- 
country.ca 
ALL ABOARD The Armstrong 
Explorer! Steam TrainNVinery 
Tour Sept. 2/06. $1 49./Adult. 




Tears in our eyes, they won't go awox 
We wish you were here with us rodoy. 
We know you never meunt to hurt us, 
..
DOGSLED TEAM would love 
your freezer burnt meat. 250- 
FAMILY WANTING to purchase 
home on small acreage or a 
home with larger yard in and 
around 0160 (29~3) Terrace. Call 403-851- 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick UP. Please call 250-635- 
638-01 50 (29~3) 
NU YOU, WANK 
To Mark Hart, the Keller clan, Jamie 
from fire department and anyone else 
who assisted m y  family and I a t  Waterli ly- 
Bay on July 2 1 st, ambulance drivers, 
doctors and staff a t  both Mills Memor ia l  
and Kitimat General  Hospital. 
1'11 always be grateful for your help. 
In recognition of this accomplishment, 
John is pleased to make this 
month's donation to the 
B.C. C h ildren's Hospi ta I. Outstankling 
Lh,.orJmp Re*ult). 
INGLE X-LARGE capacity 
washer/dryer. 6 years old. 2 
person family. Excellent condi- 
tion. $500 OB0 250-638-0854 
13003) 
, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 2, 2006 - B7 
1 Year Diploma Program 
Call For Nkxt Start Date 
"011 C a n i p s  and 13ist.riicc Education" 
(250)717-0412 
BUY RENTAL contracts and 
earn 42% and more + time 
share benefits. For more info MIKES AUCTION LTD. is hav- LARGE ENTERTAINMENT FOR SALE Home care equip- 
ing an Auctin Sale, Saturday, Centre, glass door, shelves $75 ment. Handi Dart w/rear lift, 
August 19, 2006. 1030 a.m. for 060; File cabinet, 4 drawer $25; wheelchairs, slings, bed com- 
Iris Giesbrecht, Jeff Giesbrecht Lazy Boy chair, beige $50 060. modes, self rotating mattress 
and others. Location of sale is 250-635-1930 (30~2) (brand new) and more. Call for 
Spud Lake Road. From Burns pricing 250-632-3393 (30~3) 
Lake take Francois Lake ferry MOBlLlN AND in-home as- 
prox. 35 km. to T intersection wheelchair $400; 1 raised toilet 
seat $65; 1 commode $75; 1 
Spud Lake Rd. A selection of walker, no wheels $80; 1 long 
nice furniture and household hotmail.com (31 PI) handled assist reacher $25; 1 
goods including china cabinets, plastic bathrub safety rail $70; 
craft items, collectors cars and 1 chrome plated bathtub safety 
trucks from early 50's. Large se- rail $25; 1 bathtub chair $70; 1 
lection of tools, Western hose bedside pole with padded han- 
to Southside. Go straight UP ap- sistance equipment: 1 manual 
turn right and follow signs td ner St., Thornhill. August 18 12- 
4;August19 10-12*mguido99@ 
FLOORING DISTRIBUTOR 
NOW SELLING Direct! 
call. 250-888-2001. 
CREATIVE PASSIVE INCOME. 2002 KONA Stinky Jr. Fitted 
with 20" rear tire for the smaller 
rider. Comes with misc. spare 
parts and paint. Excellent con- 
dition $750 OBO; 2002 Brodie 
Devo, like new condition. Never 
raced. No serious riding. A beau- 
tiful free ride bike. Must see 
$1,650 060; 2001 Giant WARP 
DS3. Excellent condition, like 
new. Asking $500 OB0 250- 
FISHING GEAR. Freshwater, 
saltwater, Ambassadeur 7000, 
Ambassadeur 9000, Penn 49m, 
Penn 68. Halibut roc!, new. Sal- 
mon rods, Kitimat's, Coho's, 
hoochies, flashers, dodgers, 
downrigger weights. ' 250-635- 
5072 evenings. (29~3) 
635-1 202 
All equipment well-maintained. 
Serious inquiries only, p!ease. 
Call Jim 250-365-6456. 
CORPORATE TRAINERS Can- 
didates must have a minimum 
of three years experience in pro- 
viding outstanding training and 
facilitation experience with adult 
learners. Able to work as an 
independent contractor. Out- 
RICH DAD DAD ENTHU- &anding tralning and facilitation 
SlASTS Here is Your chance to experience with adult learners. 
apply what YOU have hrned. willingness to travel within local 
Now create perfect. safe and se- area. Excellent interpersonal, 
cure assets. Remarkable limit- verbal communication, presen- 
ed opportunity. Free info www. tation and facilitation skills. 
whynotjustretire.com " Willing to deliver customized 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY courses and training services. 
Res+aurant for 45 seat Able to provide training in either 
Software Skills Training or Lead- 
'Offee shop' 55 seat licensed ership Skill Training. Please fax 
dining room. Excellent facility in to 604-468-0127. 
Hopton, B.C. Houston Motor -- ARE YOU a Chef who loves the Inn. Phone 1-250-845-71 12 or, outdoors, has strong work 
faX 1-250-845-3580 (1 7 ~ 3 )  ethic and a positive attitude? 
Our remote fishing lodge in the 
TEST DRIVE 1 Smithers area is seeking an ex- I 
Learn how to retire in 2 years 
or less by acquiring businesses 
and real estate. No selling, no 
recruiting. Call James at 250- 
CASTLEGAR AREA of BC. 
Retiring after 15 years. Lim- 
ited company: 2 excavators, 
rockhammer, hoepack, dozer, 
dumptruck, two pickups, fuel 
& tidy tanks, welder. ALSO 
INCLUDES fully-serviced half- 
acre rural residential property. 
480-81 40. 
tack including saddles. blankets 8 (L 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- dle bar $1 95. Please call Gail at 
horses. To consign or inquire 
call 250-694-3497. Email: mi- 7" UNFIN or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ WASHER AND dryer* excellent ft condition. $400. Exercise bike 
website:mikesauctionsltd.blogs- 3 f/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
natxom /3003\ fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft SURREYNEWANDUSEDXOM 
and an Omish harness, tractors, es from ................. $.49sq/ft 250-635-4004 (29~3) 
kesauctionOtelus.net. Visit our ' $25.250-635-1 11 9 (31 p l )  
I r -  . . ,  
OAK, MAPLE, Ash engi- SlMS 2 computer game never 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft used Plus Other kids games $75. 
Feltboard easel $1 0. Indoor elec- 1-800-631-3342 tric grill $25; classic blue recliner 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- $1 0; old snowboard needs-new 
ICE Located in the HamPton Inn bindina $8: snowboard boots FLOORING DISTRIBUTOR 
We are currently inviting applications for the following: 
Instructor - Carpentry 
, Port Simpson 1: 
A BC Trades Qualification/lnter-provincial slatus in 
Carpentry avd five years' current journeyperson 
experience are required. Partial reimbursement of living 
costs will be provided. 
For full details on this position visit 
w w w.bci t.cq/jobs 
Hotel. Concerts, Sports. JU- $25; kTds race snow sled $10; 
lio, Red Hot Chili Peppers, The breakfast nook w/2 connecting 
, 8 6 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- Phantom, Rob Zombie, Tool, benches 8, 2 chairs $100 obo; 
es from ............ . .... $.49sq/ft Mariah Carey, Mariners, Sea- kids' bean baa $5: standlna 
BUG SCREENS FOR WIND- 
- 
3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre ows. Brown or White fits up fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft to 36" 48" s1 5. each +ship- 
PENNYSYLVANIA CUTTER LADIES BIKE 21 speed Norco. neered .............  . .... .. .,$2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE1 sleigh. Restored. $1,800 250- Excellent runnina condition. 
1 OAK, MAPLE, Ash engi- ping. 1-877-570-8733 
1-800-631 -3342 635-4529 (30~2) $175; Men's bike $1 speed Nor- 
\ 
\ 
I A PoLYTECHN/ClNSTiTUT/ON < 
perienced Chef and housekeep- 
er for our 2006 season. Great 
pay and aonce-in-a-life-time ex- 
perience. Please Fax Resumes 
to: 250-577-31 04 or email: fish- 
babine@hotmail.com 6, 
Unique opportunity lo own and operate a 
Zoo0 Pete with zero down You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR Rat deck highway 
experience able and willing to run 
CANADA I USA and possess good 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
MANAGER OF OPERATIONS Northwest Reaional Aimort 
Temce-mulnat Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. is  seeking a progressive, self-motivated 
individual to lead the management team responsible for the 
operation and maintenance of the natural gas distribution 
system in the Northwest area of the province. 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport Sociefy 
Northwest Re ional Airport 
WHICLE RENTAL CONCESSION 
AT THE N O R W E S T  REGIONAL AIRPORT TERRACE, B.C. 
INVITATION TO T€NDFR 
Sealed tenders will be received until 2:00 PM local time on 
Thursday, August 17, 2006, b the Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Society at the Administration &ice - Northwesf Regional 
Airport Terrace B.C. 
This fender is for one of fhree nonexclusive licenses to operate 
a Vehicle Rental Concession at the airport for a period of five 
(5) years, beginning Sepfember I ,  2006. The owner reserves 
the right to reject any or all of  the Tenders and the highest tender 
will not necessarily,be accepted. 
A mandatory pretender meeting will be held at the airport 
terminal building Thursday, August 3, 2006 at 2:00 PM 
Tender documents may be obtained from the Northwest Regional 
Airport at the Airport Administration Ofice /250) 635-2659 for 
a non-refundable fee of $200.00 
Laurie Brown AAE (250) 653-2659 
Airport Manager 
Northwest Regional Airport TerraceKitimaf 
1304401 Bristol Rd., RR f 4 Terrace B.C. V8G 4V2 
BMO Bank of Montreal is more than a financial services leader. 
One of Canada's Top 100 Employers for the fourth year in a ,, 
row, we work collaboratively to provide our customers with 
excellent service and our employees with opportunities 
to succeed: 
Financial Planner, 
Investment b Retirement Planning 
Pl* Te r ta ce - 
Pacific Northern Gas i s  an integrated transmission and 
distribution company operating in westcentral and north- 
eastern British Columbia. This position is  located in Terrace 
B.C. and reports to the Vice President of Operations and 
Engineering. Please visit our website at www,png.ca to learn 
more about PNG. 
The ideal candidate will have experience managing a staff of 
5-7 direct re orts and a total staff of 50-60 emplo ees. The 
team building and management skills. Environmental, Health 
and Safe leadership is  an important aspect of this position 
the pipeline system and the security of natural gas supp y to 
customers. Exposure to various components of the natural gas 
infrastructure such as corn ressor stations, transmission, and 
individual wi P I be a progressive, dynamic leader wit 1 excellent 
1 Ofas i s  qua r ity customer service and ensuring the integri 
distribution systems is  a de f inite asset. 
You are a proactive, customer-focused sales professional with 3 years of finailcia1 services 
experience and demonstrated entrepreneurial savvy. I n  this role, you will provide clients 
with investment and retirement planning solutions, while attracting new business and 
expanding our services. You are conversant with relationship-selling techniques, hold a 
financial planning designation (CFP or PFP), and have completed the Canadian Securities 
Course (CSC). A mutual funds licence is required. 
We value our employees and offer a comprehensive compensation plan, including a 
competitive Employee Share Ownership Plan, lifelong learning initiatives, and excellent 
career opportunities. 
For more information, and to apply online, please go to our website and quote Ref, #10936. 
I* ,.- - 
At EM0 Financial Group, we 
are committed to diversity 
and equitable opportunity 
for all individuals. 
, 
Pacific Northern Gas itd. offers a competitive salary and 
benefits package. We encourage interested candidates to 
submit their resume by August 15, 2006 to: 
r 
Human Resources Department at hr@png.ca or'-to-'PaclfiE 
Northern Gas Ltd., Suite 950 - 1 1  85 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4E6. Fax (604) 697-62 15 
Please note that only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. 
Where energy meets people. 
You'// find opportunity. 0 
VERY EXPERIENCED previous ADVANCED CLASS One Driver 
nanny and mother of 1, willing Training Programs. Taylor Pro 
to babysit in Haugland area. Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or 
Reasonable rates. For more in- Toll Freg 1-877-860-7627. Ask 
formation contact Charlene at About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
250-635-2677 (29~3) 
U(CAVATOROPERAT0RTrain- WHITE RIVER Contracting Ltd. 
ing Programs. 51 and week Duty Mechanic for year round 
Programs. Advanced Class work in Vanderhoof. Excellent 
One Driver Training. Taylor Pro wage and benefits and safe@ bo- 
Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or nus. Contact Ron at 567-5801. -BOBELL EXPRESS LTD. Tired Toll free 1-877-860-7627. 
WWW-TAYLoRPRoDRIVING. of being away from home for , 
days on end? We require Class COM 
#l; B-Train Truck Drivers with 
requires a journeyman Heavy 




This challenging position wil! find you responsible for 
supporting the Gateway Pipeline Project while achieving 
business goals which are linked to our Indigenous Peoples 
Policy. You will also establish and develop long-term, mutually 
beneficial relationships with aboriginal communities and 
provide insightful aboriginal relations counsel and field 
engagement support internally. 
Our ideal candidate is a graduate of a post-secondary 
program, or a dynamic individual who possesses related work 
experience in the resources industry, preferably within the 
energy or energy transportation infrastructure sector. You 
must also demonstrate familiarity with aboriginal history and 
culture, along with knowledge of present conditions and 
issues, as well as strong communlcation and interpersonal 
talents. Applicants with at least four years of relevant work 
experience are preferred. 
Please quote competition #E/UB-200651 
Closing Date: September 22, 2CV6 
Regional Services Coordinator 
Northwest Campus (Terrace) 
(Regular, Full-time) 
Long Teriii Care 
Rcsidcntial Care 
*hsisted Living Care 
Reporting to the Regional Chair, you will be the 
primary contact for most community partners, 
students and the public in the Northwest 
Region. Your duties will encompass a wide 
range of administrative support responsible for 
all University functions.must have knowledge of, 
and experience with, Aboriginal learning 
contexts and communities. 
Specific duties include: 
* Coordinating ProgramlCourse 
Administration, including establishing and 
administering processes; arranging 
course delivery methods, timetabling and 
booking rooms for multiple sites, liaising with 
instructors, community partners, college staff 
and other regional offices 
Communicating information on programs, 
events, and services; and providing orientation 
on policies and procedures to students, staff, 
and faculty interpersonal, problem-solving, organizational, 
0 Overseeing and assisting with stucfciit 
admission and reclistration processes 
students requiring the assistance of other 
departments to appropriate areas 
Designing and preparing publications 
* Assisting with organizing and representing 
UNBC at various Public events as required 
Providing support to the Regional Chair, 
including assisting with course, planning, 
travel itineraries, and staff training 
The successful candidate will possess a two- 
year diploma in Business Administration 
together with a minimum of three years of 
relevant administrative experience in an 
Academic environment. Knowledge Of basic 
accounting and marketing principles, methods, 
practices and procedures is essential. You are 
proficient in the use of word processing, 
internet exploration, spreadsheet, publishing 
and database software. you have proven 
customer service skills, and excellent 
written and verbal communication skills. The 
ability to manage multiple projects, meet 
' 
I 
Visit enbrldge.com for 
a complete career profile 
and h,ow to apply. 
" 
deadlines, and work under pressure is also 
critical. As travel is required, a,valid driver's 
licence is essential. 
Implementing and coordinating office systems 
including budgeting and financial reporting 
Enbridge is a North American leader in ener&V transportation and distribution, 
and one of Canada's Top 100 Employers. UNBC offers an attractive benefits package, 
excellent working environment, on-campus 
amenities, fundinq for professional 
Administering the collection and processing of 
student fees; managing accounts and 
textbook sales relevant experience to w o k  
from our Cache Creek yard. We 
offer steady, year round employ- 
ment driving well maintained 
Kenworth equipment on short 
haul highway work. Minimum 
compensation exceeds $22 
hourly, plus attractive health 
plan benefits. Fax your resume 
a abstract to 250-457-9372 for 
our immediate consideration. 
F/T EXPERIENCED Certified 
Dental Assistant in Salmon Arm 
Tues-Fri 7:30-5. Start date Aug. 
15/06. Receptionist skills/ pros- 
tho module an asset. Fax re- 
sume (250)832-5504 
2007 POSITIONS Available - 
for fly-in lodge and guest ranch 
caretakerslmanagers. Also look- 
ing for eco-tourism tour manag- 
er. For info go to www.bestm- 
nada.ca Applications to m i k e  
bestcanada.CA 
Preparing correspondence, scheduling 
meetings, taking and transcribing minutes, 
responding to routine inquiries and referring 
development, and the opportunity to work with 
emerging technologies. 
Please forward your resume, proof of education and contact information for three references, quoting 
competition #06-56CU(A) to: Human Resources, University of Narthern British Columbia, 3333 
University Way, Prince George, B.C., V2N 429. Phone: 250-960-5521 ; Fax: 250-960-5791. Electronic 
submissions of CVs can be forwarded to: HRecruitment@unbc.ca Applications will be accepted 
before 4:30 pm on: Friday, August 11,2006. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in UNBC. However, only those applicants selected for further consideration will be contacted. 
Al qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents ill1 be given priority. The University of 
Northem Wsh Columbia is committed to employment equity and encourages applications from women. aboriginal peoples, persons with 








Diversified Transportation Ltd. 
460 MacAlpine Crescent ll:$&j 
Fort McMurray, Alberta T9H 4B1 i.5 




CHOICES COMMUNITY LIVING PROGRAM 
If you are a caring, motivated, energetic individual 
who i s  interested in a career with people with 
developmental disabilities, we welcome your a plication 
at the Choices Community living Program. fhere are 
ongoing opportunities for advancement in our growing 
organization. 
You must be 19 ears of a e or over, 
Successful applicants will huve a criminal record 
0’ We support and encourage cultural diversity. 
e Extensive in-service training will be provided. 
Applicants must 1: e availab 4 e to do shift work. 
check screening . 
Please pick up an application form at the Choices 
Community Living Program Office L at 4916 
Lazelle Avenue (635-7863) or at Employmen! 
Resource Centre at 4530 Lakelse Avenue. 
Thanks to all those who apply, but only those 
considered for an interview will he contacted. 
L 
JOB OPPORTUNITY 
for RENTAL AGENT 
Previous or related experience working with 
the public, will be considered an asset. Clean 
drivers abstract and good driving habits required. 
Politeness and problem solving abilities. Must be 
well organized and neat in appearance. Willing 
to work evenings and weekends. 
Please submit handwritten cover letter with 
driver’s abstract and resume by fax or in person. 
Phone: (250) 638-0288 
Fax: (250) 635-7722 
c/o Terrace Motors Toyota 
4912 Highway 16, Terrace, B.C. 
All Tlie Difference I n  The World 
Huckleberry Mines Ltcl. is a 19,500 TPD open pit copper 
molybdetiwn mine located 120 kin soittfi of Houstoti in wesl 
central British Colrtmbia. We are crtrretitly recruiting for tlie 
following position to join our engineering teain: 
Mine Engineer 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. i s  seeking a Mine Engineer, 
Reporting to the Chief Mine Engineer, this position 
i s  responsible for most aspects o f  mine engineering 
and operates in a computerised, mine engineering 
environment. Cross training in all engineering activities 
is essential. The engineering group consists o f  five mine 
engineering positions. The group i s  responsible for 
long and short range planing, mine design, drilling and 
blasting design, ore control, dewatering, mine operations. 
geology and production records. 
The ideal candidate will: 
Have a degree in mine engineering, 
Be eligible for registration or registered with the 
Association o f  Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of British Columbia. 
Experience as a Mine Engineer in a coniputerised 
open pi t  engineering group. 
Computerised mine planning ski l ls are essential and a 
knowledge of Gemcom would be an asset. 
Computer experience with Windows based programs 
i s  essential 
Excellent organisational and time management skills. 
Preference wi l l  be given to applicants with a 
background in open pit mine planning. 
As this position i s  required to regularly liaise, with 
mine operations personnel and senior management. the 
successful candidate must have excellent interpersonal 
and communications’skills and must be able to work in a 
team environment, < 
Huckleberry Mines is a remote mine where its employees 
live in acampenvironment on theirdays ofwork. The work 
schedule for this position i s  4 days on followed by 3 days 
off. Transportation to and from the mine site i s  provided 
and while at the mine site all meals and accommodations 
are provided free o f  charge to employees. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers full relocation expenses, a 
competitive salary and a full range o f  benefits including 
medical, life, disability income and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd., but only those in  consideration w i l l  be 
contacted. Candidates must be eligible to work in 
Canada. 
Qualified candidates can forward a conipleted resume 
to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 






I and the desire70 succeed. This i s  a full-he Dosition that would I MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
qequired by Ted Leroy Trucking 
Ltd. to oversee the maintenance 
require the successful candidate to work‘ some Saturdays. 
Experience in sales would be an asset. 
Please drop a resume to 4435 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace’. BC. 
attention manager. No phone calls please. 
EQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
be highly motivated and a quick learner. Please apply 
in person with resume: Attention Manager: 
BACHELOR OF SClENCE IN NURSING 
nce by submitting a current 
g competition #06.040C to: Human 
Resources Department, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 
Northwest Communiv College is commitkd to employment equity 
a.d encourages applicafions from First Nationsgeop!e, w?men, 
p e m s  mh disabihies and members of visi /e mmonhes. 
W e  thank all applicants for their interest; 
however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
DmmwEsr Closing date: --I 
August 14,2006 Take CY closer fook. 
0 
Nisga’a Valley Health Authority 
Is accepting applicationsfor 
Community Health Nurse 
The Nisga’a Valley Hcalth Authority is sceking to’ fill 2 full-time 
positions of Community He;iltli Nursc in tlie communities of 
Kincolith and Greenville. 
The position is 37.5 hours per week with s1i;ired cmergcncy 
on call duties with other RN. 
The corumunitics arc loc~itetl north of Terrxc in the br;iu[iful 
Nass Valley. 
Tlie successfill candidate will work within tlie contrst of :I 
Primary Health C:ire nursing model. \Vorking in a v;iriety 
of settings, the nurse functions :IS :I I’rimary t k a l t l i  Care 
Provider, health care provider, 1ie:ilth promoter and health 
educator/counseloc 
Join our multidisciplinary health team. 
Qualifications: 
Bachelor degree in nursing including or supplemented by 
training in community health nursing 
Previous esperi6;iit. in community nursing and/or 
emergency/acute care :I definite asset 
Current Registration with the College of Registered Nurses 
of B.C. (CRNBC). 
Current Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Certificate. 
Physically able to carry out duties 
Must be able to set priorities within his/her workload 
I 
Works well independently 
Motivated, self-starter, good communication skills 
Able to take and follow directions 
Computer Literacy I 
Valid BC Drivers License a definite must 
Must produce evidence of a criminal records check 
Healthy, lifestyle. 
A complete job description is available from the Chief 
Operating Operator (CEO) at the Nisga’a Valley Health in New 
Aiyansh B.C. 
Salary: BCNU scale, Isolation pay, Attractive benefit package, 
Flexible contract options. Housing is provided. 
Submit your resume and including contact information of 
three current references to: 
Julia Adams, CEO, 
Nisga’a Valley Health Authority, 
Box 234.4920 Tait Ave., New Aiyansh, UC VOJ 1AO 
Phone 1-888-233-2212 or 250 633- 5000 
-- Email: saitzuwin@nisgaahealth.bc.ca 
F ~ x  250 -633- 2512 
Deadline for Applications: 
Posting to remain open until suitable candidates are found 
EMco C O R P O R A T I O N  
Emco Corporation, one of Canoda‘s leading Plumbing, HVAC, Hydronics, 
Industrial Pipe, Valve & Fittin wholesale distribution or anizations, is 
OUTSIDE ACCOUNT MANAGER 
looking for an enthusiastic an d dynamic individual to fill 8 t e position of 
9 customer relationships and provide exceptional levels o P service in the areas o 
in the Terrace area. 
The main function of an Account Manager is to develo and maintain stron 
customer inquiries, pricing etc. This position requires a minimum of three years 
direct market segment experience, a strong work ethic with a high regard for 
customer service. If you are interested in exploring these opportunities please 
forward your resume in confidence by August 1 1 th, 2006. 
Kent Keenleyside - Emco Corporation 
Fax: (250) 635-5613 
Email: kkeenleyside@emcoltd.com 
Troyer Ventures Ltd. is an exciting, privately-owned 
trucking com any in Northeast BC that provides various 
variety of trucks including steam trucks, vacuum trucks, 
tank trucks as well as other specialized equipment. 
services to t I: e oil and gas industry. They operate a 




If you are a motivated, ambitious individual looking for 
o change, this is your opportunity! 
A company representative will be in Terrace Friday, Au- 
gust 4, for interviews. Fax resume with current drivers 
abstract to 250-785-8 1 10 Attn: Steve or email steve@ 
troyerxa. Successful applicants will be contacted to 
schedule interviews 
For more information, visit us at www.troyer.ca , 
has two (21 regular full time vacancies for: 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
TECHNICIFN SI \ 
One to &e located in the company’s 
VAMDERHOOF based operation and one 
to be located in BURNS LAKE 
This is a regular full time position. 
Reporting to the local Area Manager, the successful 
applicant will perform all aspects of installation, repair 
and maintenance of commercial and residential natural 
gas equipment on and off customer premises, read meters, 
promote the sale of natura! gas, and respond to emergencies 
on the company‘s distribution system as required. 
Qualifications: Grade 12 education. Valid Class GBEE 
BC Gas Fitters Licence. Competence in technical aspects 
related to public safety, customer relc i o x ,  and welfare of 
the Company’s property. Experienc i appliance repair 
and trouble shooting. Must be familic h basic computer 
software programs and email. MI ive good written 
and verbal communication skills. 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. offers a c etitive salary and 
benefits package. 
Please reply to Human Resources Department at hr@png.ca 
or to Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., 2900 Kerr Street, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 419. Fax (250) 635-9758. 
Please note that only those selected for an interview will 
be contacted. 
i 
of our logging and road building 
equipment, for our Johnstone 
Straits and North Island Oper- 
ations. This position will be 
based out of Campbell River 
on Vancouver Island, BC. Ap- 
plicant must possess a solid 
mechanical background and 
have strong organizational and 
interpersonal qualities, have ex- 
cellent communication skills, be 
computer literate and have the 
ability to multi-task. The suc- 
cessful candidate will receive 
an excellent wage and benefits 
package. Please fax resume 
with references to: Ted Leroy 
Trucking Ltd, (250)246-5440, At- 
tention: Mike Cousins. Thank 
you for your interest, but only 
those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. 
COOKING FOR fire fighters 
in BC with Summit Catering. 
Great money and exciting work. 
Head and assistant head cooks, 
bakers, prep cooks, sandwich 
makers and janitorial required. 
Email: mmaclure@telus.net 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
LOWEST HOOK UP RATES. 
NO REFUSALS. EVERYONEAP- 
PROVED. CALL TODAY. TOLL 




REQUIRED FOR well 
DENT 
MECHANICAL SHOP in I 
WILLIAMS LAKE. 
WAGES NEGOTIABLE. , 
REPLY WITH resume to 
BOX 547, c/o The Tribune 
188 1ST Ave. N. 
WILLIAMS LAKE, BC 
V2G 1Y8 
ESTABLISHED INDEPEN- 
OR FAX 250-392-3548. 
B.C. LIVESTOCK PRODUC- 
ERS CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIA- 
TION is seeking applications for 
District Manager for our Vander- 
hoof location. The applicant 
should be familiar with cattle 
, handling and selling. Knowl- 
edge about the day to day op- 
eration of a stockyard will be 
an asset. The successful can- 
didate will receive an excellent 
wage and benefits package. 
Submit resume, including at 
least two references by August 
15, 2006 to: Selection Commit- 
tee, BC Livestock Producers 
Co-op, #1-10145 Dallas Drive, 
Kamloops, BC V2C 6T4 By fax 
to 250-573-31 70 or by email to 
info@bclivestock. bc.ca 
EXPERIENCED WCB Certified 
Hand Faller, steady full time em- 
ployment, wage depending on 
experience, benefit package. Af- 
ter 5pm. (250)349-5638 or Fax 
resume to (250)349-7522 Canal 
Flats. 
ers a full range of health servic- 
es to the “Oceanside Region.“ 
The City of Parksville is locat- 
ed on the sheltered east coast 
of Vancouver Island. Our staff 
members enjoy the relaxed ru- 
ral lifestyle, an excellent educa- 
tional system, a diverse, expan- 
ding economy, safe and vibrant 
neighbourhoods, spectacularre- 
creation opportunities, and easy 
access to the very best scenery 
of Vancouver Island. We are cur- 
rently seeking: 
full-time and:/or part-time. Reg- 
istered with the Canadian As- 
sociation of Medical Radiation 
Technologists (CAMRT). 
part-time. A graduate from an 
approved program. Registered 
with the American Registry of 
Diagnostic Medical Sonography 
(ARDMS). 
WE OFFER: - Continuing Education 
- Salary: competitive and commen- 
surate with experience. - Excellent 
beneft DaCkaqe after 3 months. - 
- 
PARKSVILLE X-RAY Ltd off- 
X-RAY TECHNOLOGISTS - 
ULTRASONOGRAPHER - 
No on &IS. Noweekends. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD be able 
to demonstrate organizational, 
communication, and problem 
solving skills, perform high quali- 
ty examinations proficiently and 
work independently. 
PLEASE SUBMIT a resume with 
references to: Louise Clarke, 
Human Resources Manager, 
Parksville X-Ray Ltd., 546 West 
Island Highway, Parksville, BC. 
V9P 1 H2. Phone: (250)248-3362 
Fax: (250)248-3245 Email: ta- 
weezie@mac.com 
JOURNEYMAN R.V. Technician 
with min. of 5 years exDerience 
wanted. Friendly workenviron- 
ment, good wages 8, benefits. 
Please forward resumes to: 1- 
250-545-1 632 or email to: serv- 
ice@rosmanrv.com 
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2 BEDROOM Mobile home WI 
TERRACE HUSKY requires 
a fulltime graveyard custom- 
er service rep. We require a 
freindly self-motivated individu- 
al with excellent customer serv- 
ice skills. Cashier experience 
an asset. Only serious minded, 
bondable individuals need ap- 
ply. Please apply in person with 
a resume at 4760 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.LINECOOKSwant- 
ed. Please fax or email resumes 
to fax# 250-632-591 1. E-mail 
minette2@telus.net. Attention 





DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
BLOCKS AND CONCRETE 
FASHION ACCESSORIES 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
FOR EXCEPTIONAL SALES 
PERSONNEL AT OUR 
SKEENA MALL STORE: 
Full-time, wages and 
commissions, positive, 
ener etic, serious-minded 
indivifuols. Also opening for 
Management Trainee. Ap ly 
in Derson. No Dhone cal P s. 
D, $4OOlmo. No dogs Located 
in Skeena Valley Trailer Park, 
Thornhill. 250-635-1 998 (30~3) 
WHY NOT retire & live in the 
best climatein Canadaoverlook- 
ing the ocean! For an applica- 
tion & more info call 250-888- 
7080. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1 
bedroom suite, closk to town, 
large area, utilities included. 
Available now. 'NIP 250-635- 
3284, cell 250-631-8361 (30133 
CLEAN NON-SMOKING one 
bedroom suite for quiet work- 
ing individual. Includes utilities, 
satellite and laundry facilities, in 
Horseshoe area. $435lmonth. 
' 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. I ,  
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Phone: (250)638-8477 OR (250)635-3936 fax: (250)635-4171 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5P4 
Patrick. 
MOUNT LAYTON HotsDrinas 
Front desk clerk position. F d /  
part time. Experience an asset, 
but willing to train the riqht ap- 
plicant. DTop off in person or f k  
MOUNT LAnON HotsDrinns is 
250-798-2478 (31 p3) '/ GOURMET HOUSE restaurant 
requires the following positions: 
F/T or PK'server; P/T bus boy/ 
girl: Kitchen helper. Experience 
is an asset. Send your resume 
to 4554 Greig Ave. or e-mail to: 
gourmethouse@monarch.net. 
No phone calls please. (30~3) 
MOVING? LONG hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est,rates. (1 Sctfn) 
A major retailer is looking 
for people to work an 
assigned schedule 
1 '  assessing the customer 
service skills, 
of Our employees. ' Denny's! Terrace Family restau- 
rant seeksqualifiedgeneral man- 
ager to lead team to excellence1 
We provide above-average sal- 
ary ' and benefits in return for 
your efforts. '($40,00O/year +, 
depending on experience) Are 
you looking for a challenge? Are 
you able to work in a fast-paced 
environment? DO you strive to 
keep your guests happy? We're 
ARE YOU an outgoing individu- 
DO YOU like to have fun and 
make new friends* The Kidney 
Foundation of Canada, is seek- looking for you! please submit 
ing an energetic individual to or- your to Mr Peter Read- 
ganize our fall event in Terrace. man, District at HY- 
The ideal candidate works inde- pERLINK "mailto:preadman@ 
vision, is creative, cornmunity ca or fax to (604) 730-4645 
minded, reliable, comfortable 
in approaching protential partic- TC'S SHRooM SHACK Is 
ipants, and be fluent in english. OPEN. ALL VARIE- 
This postion is temporary, part TIES OF MUSHRooMS. 
time - workfrom home. Training Top PRICES* 'ONUS, GRAD- 
will be provided. E-mail resume ING* WHY SELL LESS? 
to charmainm@kidney.bc.ca 250-635-01 (31 p3) 
or fax 604-460-4631, attention TIMBERLINE HAULERS re- 
Charmaine Meakings. (31 p2) quires experienced Class 1 
BUSY NORTHCOAST pub is Truck drivers for local work in 
seeking day cook & prep cook Grande Prairie, Alberta. Wage 
Surne 250-624-2688, breakers@ ities available. Fax resume, driv- 
er's abstract and references to citytel.net (30~3) 
LOCAL MOTEL has a combined -
pendently with minimal super- dennys.ca" preadman@dennys. 
with experience. Fax oremail re- UP to $23*00/hr* and camp facil- 
780-539-3536. (30~3) - 
looking for housekeeper/dean 
team persons. Please fax re- 
sumes to 250-798-2478 or ap- 
ply in person. (29~3) 
QUARTERLY BONUSES at 
To apply call 250-635-7554 
LAKELSE LAKE Spacious two 
bedroorrt main floor suite, F/S. 
1 cluded. Non-smoklna. security 
The quality shows in every move we make! D/W.>Utilities and satellite in- 
"BE INSPIRED. Go further with 
the Clarica opportunity. If your're 
looking for independence, suc- 
cess: and 'an opportunity for 
financial rewards that reflect 
your efforts, then you shou!d 
consider a career as a Clarica 
advisor in the financial services 
industry. What's driving you? 
Call me for more information: 
Andy Beesley, 1-866-443-6241 
ext. 245" 126~6) 
deposit, small pet okrRefereni- 
es. $700. Call 250-798-2503 or 
250-638-7080 (30~3) n m m m ~ l m m m a m  
=SYSTEMS L TD.Eo 
3111 Blaheburn, Terrace 
u n - - I y u m  n m n  -m m m  w- w 0 01- m 
TRANSPORTA T lON 3 BEDROOM, 3 floor, 1 112 ,bath townhouse on Molitor in - Terrace. F/S, blinds, included. 
NIG heat, NIP. security deposit 
required. Utilities not included. 
I BEDROOM apartmentdown 
town. Rent $580: 3 bedroom 
apartment - rent $760. Adult 
oriented. Washer, dryer, air- 
conditioning, heat, hot water 
included. No pets or smoking. 
Phone 250-635-3475. Cell 250- 
61 5-7543. References required. 
TWO BEDROOM secured apart- 
ment. Downtown, WID, paved 
parking, clean & bright. Natural 
gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N/ 
S or NIP. Damage deposit & ref- 
erences required. 250-635-2250 
/ 250-635-1622 to view. (ctfn) 
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath. Wood- 
green Apartments. N/G fire- 
place, laminate floors, eastern 
view, N/S, references. $650/ 
month 250-635-3862 (30~3) 
BRIGHT, SUNNY, two bedroom 
corner unit with modern kitchen 
and dishwasher. Always main- 
tained as non-smoking. On-site 
management. $550 per month. 
Days 250-635-3333, evenings 
(31 P3) 
250-635-1417 (30~3) 
Asking $650lmonth. 250-635- 
9657 or 250-639-0309 (30~2) 
ADULT ORIENTED modern 
townhouse for rent. 2 extra bed- 
rooms with huge closets, small 
office computer area, gourmet 
EXPERIENCED CONSTRUC- 
TION TRADES PERSONAL: 
Carpenters required for bridges, 
hi-rises, general forming. Con- 
crete Finisher: Experienced 
in Vibrating and Rub-up work. 
Crane Operator: Experienced in 
Mobile and Tower Crane opera- 
tions. For projects in the Okana- 
gan Valley, BC. Great pay and 
benefits offered. Fax resume to 
HEAVY DUTY Mechanic/ 
Welder. Victoria location. Ex- 
perienced on highway trucks, 
loaders and excavators. Com- 
petitive Salary and Benefits. 
Fax (250)381-3866 or email 
250-493-7255. 
, dkennedy@budgetsteel.com 
kitchen with lots of cupboards, 2 
bathrooms, 3 appliances, wash- 
er dryer hookup, lots of storage 
space. Impeccably clean.' $690 
250-638-0661 or 250-61 5-1530 
THREE BEDROOM townhous- 
es close to downtown and 
schools. FIS, WID or W/D hook- 
ups. Free cable TV. Rents from 
$545/month 4514 Scott Ave. 
Terrace 250-635-4980 (29~3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences 'required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Cali 250-635- 
2065 (21 p6) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
(4ctfn) 
2 BEDROOM apartment in 
town. Has coin laundry. Avail- 
able immediately. 250-635- 
2360 (28pl) 
TWO ONE bedroom apartment 
located in downtown area $450. 
,month includes heat, hydro. 
Phone Rob 250-635-5652 or 
250-635-0774 (message only) 
(29P3) 
- 
2 BEDROOM close to hospital, 
includes 5 appliances. 251 1 
Sparks. $575/month. nls,n/p. 
2 BEDROOM upper floor. FIS, 
W/D, parking for 1, yard with 
fruit trees. No pets. Children wel- 
come. $500/month 250-638- 
0790 (30~3) 
3 BEDROOM duplex close to 
town and schools. Available 
Sept. 1st N/P $850/month 250- 
250-635-5380 (29~3) 
635-3346 (30~3) 
chambermaid/desk clerk posi- 
tion available. We are looking 
for someone who is mature, re- 
liable,'hard-working and able to 
work unsupervised. Experience 
, an asset but not necessary. Ap- 
DIV in person with a resume to 
local business in 
Terrace looking for 
Computer skills 
necessary. Accounting 
skills would be an 
asset, Please drop 
off resume at 
Bsx#254 
Terrace Standard 
32 IO Clinton Street, 
Terrae, B.C., V8G 5R2 
OFFICE ASSISTANT ~ P A R W  i~CLINTON) 
3867 Hwy. 16 East. No phone 
inquiries please. (29~3) %EAMjTEAM AUTO FINANCING 
* Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? * No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive! 
''0" Down 0.a.c. 
IA&&O& I 
'' I O  ACRES for sale. Junction Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool.One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
,6157543 or 6353475 
s of Fosberry and Centennial Dr. 
EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
' $1 20,000 250-635-7562 (29~3) 




Contract Position for 
Proctor & Gamble 
working flexible hours. 
~ ~~ 
4BEDROOM house for rent 
or sale. 5 appliances, work- 
shop, deck, 114 acre fenced, 
Starchoice. Rent $800lmonth. 
VIEWS! ' WHISPER RIDGE 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
Gold Environment Award for 
this project. Beautifully treed 
1.3 acre homesites. All services 
underground, paved roads. 160 
Acre private park (The Ranch- 
lands). 8 Miles to Vernon, 40 
min. to Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from $1 55,500. 
www.whisperridge.com 250- 
CASTLEGAR AREA OF BC. 
' Half-acre rural residential prop- 
erty included in sale of exca- 
vating company. See our ad 
545-5472 1-800-493-6133 
Aug. 1. Damage deposit. Call 
Dale 250-635-391 1 (30~2) 
FOUR BEDROOM in new subdi- BACHELOR SUITE for rent close to town. No pets, no par- 
tying, damage deposit and 
reference required. Rent $400/ 
month. Available now. Phone 
250-638-8874 (29~3) 
vision on Bench. Prefer one year 
lease. Negotiable and reason- 
able rent to right party. Leave 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
Qualifications: 
.Hi h school education 
Ab& to work with minimal supervision 
and monoge o schedule 
-Excellent interpersonal orgonizotionol 
and communication skills 
.Use of on outomobile required 
occomponied by o valid driver's license 
Please fax resume to: 
604-930-8 197 or moil to: 
Proctor & Gamble, Atm: BC M e a m  
766.8h St, NE, Calgary, A!, T2E 8x4 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1-800-91 0-6402 
Free Deliverv For B.C. &Alberta I' 
in Business Opportunities. _Jim 
ACREAGE FOR sale. 40 acres 
250-365-6456. 
NEWER 2 bedroom ground level 
suite. Clean and bright. Utilities 
included. No pets, no smoking, 
damage deposit and references 
required. Available Aug. 1/06 
3 BEDROOM with 2 bedroom 250-635-6572 $650/month. 
NEWLY REFINISHED 2 bed- basement suite available sep- 
room basement suite. F/S, W/ arately or together, garage, 
D, N/S. 2405 Apple St. Utilities fenced, extra parking, river front 
included. $600/month 250-638- on Queensway $6OO/up and 
7608 (30~3) $31 5/down month. Suitable for 
suite on Kalum Lake Drive. In- J=923-0201 (28p3) 
cludes f/s, vacuum, Satellite, 4 BEDROOM house, FIS, no 
security, laundry facilities, all petdparties. Available imme- 
utilities included, $550/month. diately. w/D hookups. $650, 
Non-smoker, no pets. Call after damage deposit, quiet person. 
6:OO p.m. 250-638-0643 (27~2) 
ONE BEDROOM basement 4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Agar Ave- 
suite. Separate entrance. F/S, n ~ T e r r a c e  near park. Recent 
close to Wal-Mart. $400/month. reno* large yard, nlg Or wood 
Hydro only. 2707 Kerr. available heat flsvwld*dw* no smokingl 
ONE BEDROOM above ground working single or couple- 250- 
Aug. 1 250-638-7608 (29~3) no large pets, $800-900' 250- 635-2839 (30p3) 
basement -0G suite in Thornhill. Suitable for town, appliances, ,,,g Re- 
no pets, utilities included $4001 
month. Available now. 250-635- 
61 28 (30~3) 
single quiet person* No parties/ quire exc. ref. and 112 month 
Please fax resume to 
250-372-0948 or 




Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 10amBpm 
overlooking Francois Lake, lo- 
cated at approximately 32 km 
on the Colleymount Road. 15 
acres was logged last year, with 
remainder of property consisting 
of Aspen with a few scattered 
Spruce. Asking $35,000 OBO. 
Call 1-250-845-7948 (30~3) 
ACREAGE FOR sale. Lot 10 
Murphy road. 5 acre lot on 
paved road for sale in Bums 
Lake. Property has southwest 
exposure, and is fully treed, with 
mainly Spruce and some Aspen. 
Askino $30.000 OBO. Call 250- I or call 638-1 1 13. Skeeno CCRR IS funded by the Province of B.C. 845-7i48 (30~3) 
FOR SALE 3.89 acres (Bench) 
City of Terrace. Many subdivii 
sion possibilities. $200,000. Cell 
RESIDENTiAL LOT on Bench. 
Partially landscaped with lawn. 
Close to Uplands school. 133 
WANTED RURAL lot north of 
Terrace. 2 acres +, less than 15 
krn from town. $60k rnax. Colin 
250-61 5-9055 (29~3) 
x 69 $38,000 250-635-1202 
(30~2) 
250-61 5-0460 (30p2) 
Bedroom suites GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
fy. 1-877-987-1420. * Laundry facilities 
WWW.PIONEERWEST.COM 
MEMBER of the Better Busi- *Onbusroute 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample Parking 
.Close to schools 8 downtown 
' 
security deposit.$600 250-61 5- 
8685 (31 p1) 
DOWNTOWN 3 bedroom 
house. F/S, W/D hookups. 
$600lmonth. Available Aug. 15. 
HOUSE FOR rent. 4 bedrooms, 
1 bath. All new. Large lot, New 
Remo. $750/month first, last and 
250-638-7608 (30~3) 
On site management 
References required 
ness Bureau. 
MUSIC LESSONS Exoerienced. 
' :  - 0  *No pets /// 1 BEDROOM Condo (large) with 1 bathroom, 5 appliances, alarm system, private entrance 
at ground level, walking dis- 
tance to downtown, suitable 
for senior. Reference required. 
No pet. $700 per month. Phone 
250-635-3845. leave a rnes- bedroom home in Thornhill. , 
Close to schools and shopping. 
S/F. WID included. $550/month. 
References required. 250-635- 
4453 (30~3) 
THREE BEDROOM main floor 
of home. Newly renovated in 
excellent condition. No smok- 
ing and no pets. Available now. 
5035 Medeek. Damage deposit good condition'with great views 
$550 month includes hot water. 
For an appointment to view, 
please call 250-61 5-91 16 or 
250-703-4727. References re- 
On third floor of Summit Square* and references required. Please 
house with loft bedroom in 4 BAY shop, 2 car showroom, 
Thornhill. $400/month. Available hoist and compressor. Just Over 
112 acre paved lot, right next 
to Honda Dealer and across Aug. 1 st 250-638-8656 (30~2) 
university-trained instiuctor curl 
rently accepting piano, singing, 
and miJsic theory students for 
fall registration. Phone now to 
reserve your space. 250-635- 
To view call 
638- 174% 
security deposit. Excellent refer- 
ences. 250-638-1 413 (29~3) 
OLDER FRESHLY painted 2 
STAR UNIFORMS & Unen Pen- 
ticton, BC, $200,000. Work- 
ware, restaurant linen &commer- 
cial cleaning. Stock for rental & 
expansion. Will help train. Rus- 
sel Wylie 1-800-652-6246: 
SPAR CLEANERS - Penticton, 
BC, $200,000. 69 year old full 
service dry cleaning business. 
Will help train. Russel Wylie 
1-800-652-6246. 
sage. (30~3) 
3 BEDROOM condo. F/S. WID. 
available immediately .$600/ 
month. 4700 block of Davis. Re- 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint. Spring & Summer interi- 
or, residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bor discount. Professional qual- 
ity work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References available. 
Call Karl. 250-615-0199 (26P2) 
OFFICE & RETAll SBACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 ft7 - Reception, 2 offices 8 stoff room 
1000 fiy - Will divide space to suit 
1584 fi7 - Formerly real estate office 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 fi7.0ne off ice 
596 fiy - 3 Off ices 
ontad: 250-615-7543 or 635-347! 
cently renovated. Available Aug. 
TWO BEDROOM martment in 
250-635-5348 (30~3) 
contact 250-635-8885 or 250- 




from West Park Shopping Mali 
Vendor will carry 1st mortgage 
OAC. Trade considered. pres- 
ently leased. $188,000. Yogi 
250-561 -2400 or 250-612-2976 
ine Painting & Stencils 
Maintenance 
Independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
THIS THIRD floor end unit in 
2 BEDROOM 14x70, 5 ap- Summit cellently Square maintained has with been new ex- 
pliances, NIS, NIP, references fridge and like new carpets, 
required. $675/mo plus securi- It is a 2 bedroom strata apart?. 
ty deposit. Call 250-638-8673. ment with a large living area, 
Available Aug. 1106 (29~3) great mountain views, security 
FOR RENT 3769 Muller, Ter- entrance, low strata fee which 
race. Double wide trailer. Pri- includes hot Water, laundry facll- 
vate lot. Comes with WID, F/S, ities, a 112 Court basketball & 2 
microwave. No smoking or pets racquetball Courts and manager 
$700, 250-638-01 61. Available On Site. Unit Can be rented Out. 
immediately. (30~3) Priced to sell at $37,500. For an 
Two BEDROOM trailer wl 8, amointment to view. Dlease calt 
x 12' storage room, 14' x 68' 
open concept, located in Sun- 
nyHill Court. Clean and well 
maintained, needs tenants 
who care. Available Aug. 1/06. 
$650/month. Call 250-635-4181 
(30P3) 
900 sq. ft. QfficelSales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
952 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Phole Ave. 
11,600 sq. ft. 5,600 sq, ft, SafeslWarehouse & 6,000 sq, ft, 
Cold storage & large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. W. SalesAVarehouse 
7,450 sq, ft, Warehouse 
2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
250-625-91 16 or 2501703-4727 
THREE BEDROOM condo, 1 
112 bath, 5 appliances, fenced 
back yard, shed, #IO-4714 
Davis, excellent Condition, 
$85,000.00 For appointment to 
view, please call 250-635-3808. 
c 
w/lhiler & I998 
TEXAS USA Best Buy. 20 acre 
ranchettes best of the west, 
minutes from town. $695 per 
Nocommissbn sales. 
Toll Free 1-866-348-72 
In Stewart Donna at 
In Kitimat Androa at 
In Terrace Allison at 
I Packages are avallable from the roceDlionisI at (250) 638.5100 or at the above address. An I I I 
electromc version of In8s notice ano par(~cuIais package IS avuhble on BC Bid. Funnel 
information may De oblained by conlacling Rooert Donald (250) 638-51 13. EC TIMBER SALES 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS $2: 
INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR bv & Cith%L CONTRACT ENTSK07TIG-432 1979 23' Kit Companion motor- home. Dodge chassis, 80,000 
miles. Priced to sell $6,000. Call 
1979 CHEV camperized van. 
Good body, excellent running 
condition, propane conversion, 
Hankook radial truck tires. 
(31 P2) 
1979 TRAVELAIR travel trailer 
for sale. 27 1/2 ft. Spacious, 
sleeps six, large bathroom with 
shower, sink and toilet. Call 
250-638-8899 to view. $5,000 
250-847-2765 (30~5) 
$3,500 OB0 250-635-8243 
lilrwily 01 
f m881 ua 
BC TIMBER SALES 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
FOREST SERVICE ROAD GRADING -.npc 
!& 
GXh%\ CONTRACT ENTSKOITIF-427 Sealed Tenders for the surfacing and maintenance 01 4.8 krn, more or less. of the Hodder Lake Forest Service Road will be received by the limber Sale Manager, BC Timber Sales, 
Skeena Business Area, t200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. BC, VBG 1L1. up to 930 a.m. 
on August 16,2006, and ++ill be opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
bonditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the time. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% Of the tendered price as a bid deposit. This will be 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. in addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
performance security deposit of 10% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above address. An 
electronic version of this nctice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. Fultner 
information may be obtained by contacting Alan Harrison (250) M2-7623. I 
I >  
Sealed Tenders for Ihe following Forest Service Road Grading Contract ENTSKO'ITIF- 
427 will be received by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skeena 
Business Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terme, BC V8G lL1 on the date shown below. at 
which time all tenders will be opened in public: 
Contact: Brian Baiiey, Engineering Technician Contract #. ENTSKOTTIF-427 
Closing Date August 15,2006 @ 10 00 a m. Phone 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be suhmitted In accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in Ihe tender package. The lowest pnced or any iender will not 
necessarily be accepted Contract Award is subject lo funning being available at the time. 
The successful bidder,must supply a performance security deposit of 10% In a form 
acceptable to the Rovince. 
(250) 638-51 17 
OB0 (31 p3) 
25 1994 Class A Flair mo- 
torhome. G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  -p, mi- 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package IS available on BC 
Bid. Further lnformation may be obtained by contacting Bnan Bailey 
(250) 638-51 17. crowave, 33,000 km. $31,500 See www.propertyguys.com Listing # 1 0540 1 
Corey or Lena 
2S0=635=2 166 
Sealed Tenders for Multi-Phase Timber Sale Block Layout'Contract SDTSK07TIF-20a 
will be received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business 
Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia by 9:00 a.m. on August 16, 
2006, at which time all tenders will be opened in public. 
This contract is located in various sites within the Terrace Field Team Area, for 
development of approximately 255.9 hectares. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender wiii not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptlonist at (250) 638-510O.or,at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC 
Bid. For field enquires only, contact Mark Reiter at (250) 638-5184. o , ,  . 
This solicitation is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on internal Trade 
time. (' i, 
A-1 condition. 250-635-3567 
(3OP3) 
COLEMAN TENT trailer. 1994. 
Sleeps 7. Inside/outside pro- 
~ ~~ 
BC TIMBER SALES Mwlvy 01 6 CALLING FOR TENDERS ~ Fomsiad &@:& BCTS OFFSHORE SELECTED DEVELOPMENT AREAS 
Sealed Tenders for Timber and Roads Reconnaissance Contract PDTSKOTTIC-302 will be 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, BC limber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area. 
200-5220 Keith Avehue. Terrace, British Columbia by 10:30 a.m. on August 17, 2006, at 
which time all tenders will be opened in public. 
This contract includes three separale BCTS offshore areas located in the Kalum Forest 
District. Other area($ in addition to those identified, may be added at the discretion of 
BCTS. The rate paid will be based on the per hectare and/or hourly rates that apply to 
this contract. 
Viewing of :hese sites prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitled in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in !he tender package. Tenders will not be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever. The lowest priced or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the time. BC Timber 
Sales, Skeena Business Area will administer the work. 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the address 
above. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. 
For technical enquires only, contact Les Pawlak, R.P.F.. (250) 636-5120 or email Leszek. 
Pawlak@qov.bc.ca. 
TIMBER AND ROADS RECONNAISSANCE 
CONTRACT PDTSK07TIC-302 pane stoves, hot water, fridge, 
heater, electric lift. Excellent 
condition. 250-635-7397 (30~2) 
6,700 SO. FT. home on 4.26 acr- 
8s. 8 bedrooms, self contained 
suite. Will consider smaller home , T A Y L O R C ~ A ~  
as Dart Davment $625,000.250- BC-12D 1384.4 total time on airframe. . .  
. .  
635-5061 129~3) 
SW S0.m. 4 bedroom, full 
basement on 70 x 200 lot. LOW- 
er Thornhill: detached 2 car 
shop, '1.5 bathroom, $133,000 
ob0 mguido99@hotmail.com 
3871 Skinner St (30~3) 
FOR SALE 4 bedroom (down), 
3 bathroom home in Granisla. 
Finished basement with sauna, 
workshop, cold room. Beautiful 
view of Babine Lake, great fish- 
ing, snowmobiling, fourwheeling 
from the backyard. $150,000 
REDUCED1 COZY 3 bedroom 
bungalow. Choose your own 
heat. Now asking $91,900. Call 
250-638-8748 or 250-638-2002 
(29~2) 
THREE BEDROOM, 1 Bath- 
room, family< room, 281 1 Moli- 
tor. Open House Sundays 2-4 
www.rnolitorhouse.piczo.com. 
Asking $124,900 250-635-2509 
or cell 250-61 5-9075 (26~3) 
250-697-2373 (29p3) 
348.5 hours on continental A- 
75. Overhauled 1A90 McCauley 
metal prop. Has large windows 
including tinted skylight, new 
fabric, lemon yellow with baha- 
ma blue trim. Comes with A4 
lcom henadheld radio and two 
headsets. Also included wheel 
pants, extra wheels, wing and 
cowl covers. Aricraft in excei- 
lent condition, cheap to fly and 
maintain. Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Askina $24.000 250- 
18' CAR and AN closedtrail- 
er. $2,500 OB0 250-635-3780 
1962 CHEW Nova 2 door post. 
Ready for your dream build- 
(31Pl) 
Up. $2,500 OB0 250-635-1 202 
(30P2) p'$ fIfEC#Y F ~ CITYOF TERRACE ' 
TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
DISPOSAL OF LAND 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, in accordance with the Community Charter 
the Council of the City of Terrace intends to dispose of the 307 m' 
portion of Ottawa Street dedicated as road by Plan 972, Distric 
Lot 361, Range 5, Coast District, stopped up and closed by City o 
Terrace Bylaw 1524-1 996, and title vested in the name of the Cit, 
of Terrace through provincial Highway Abandonment Approva 
Number 980286 and shown hatched on the map show below, tc 
the adjacent property owner to the west, Northern Savings Credi 
Union, for the purpose of consolidating the lands into one lega 
parcel, for the sume of thirty-nine thousand ($39,000) dollars plu: 
all costs associated with the colsolidation process. 
564-3057 (29~3)- 
Sameday approval. Ca!l Jonns 6 
1J00gJC6602am#Ilha 3/ Northern Health Authority 
Prince George, BC 
TC INVITATION TO TENDER 
HOUSTON HEALTH CENTRE 
EMERGENCY GENERATOR REPLACEMENT 
Contractors are invited to submit tender for design, 
supply a n d  installation of a n  emergency genera- 
tor a n d  associated components, and fuel storage 
and supply system for the Houston Health Centre 
in Houston, BC, per specifications and drawings 
provided by Northern Health Authority, Prince 
George, BC. Tender Documents m a y  b e  viewed 
a t  the Construction Association offices in Terrace, 
Smithers and Prince George from 3rd August 2006 
or thereafter. Site visit is scheduled for 1 1  .OO a m  
PST, Thursday 17th August 2006 at the Houston 
Health Centre. Tenders will be received at Etech 
Services Limited until 5.00 pm PST, Wednesday 
30th August 2006. Tender Documents may be o b  
tained from Etech Services Limited for a non-refund- 
ab le deposit of $50.00. 
All Tender enquiries shall b e  sent in writing before 
23rd August 2006 to Project Manager: 
20' CUSTOM-BUILT,CENTRE 
console jet boat w/good galvan- 
ized trailer. 215 HP V-6 GMC 
Vortec inboard with American 
turbine jet, jet unit commplete- 
ly rebuilt, excellent condition. 
Superb, pro quality sled, proven 
track record of performance and 
durability. 12 degree bottom, it 
handles extremely well in rough 
ocean conditions, good econ- 
omy, Hummingbird VHF and 
sounder, rod holders, down rig- 
gers, $40,000 replacement val- 
ue. $20,000 obo. Call 250-638- 
8250 or 61 5-7885 cell (32~3) 
1988 PONTIAC Sunbird Station 
wagon. Runs. $400 060; Full 
size Chevrolet box liner w/tail- 
gate guard. Fits 89 - 99 longbox. 
1991 VOLKSWAGEN Jetta 
Wolfsburg edition. Standard, ex- 
cellent condition, 191,000 km. 
Asking $3,000 OB0 250-635- 
7924 (30~3) 
1997 FORD Escort LX Sport. 
Auto, power windows, locks, 
NC, remote start, new stereo. 
Excellent condition, winter tires 
included. $7,800 OB0 250-615- 
$75 250-635-41 81 (30~3) 
RIVERSIDE RV PARK Resort, 
deeded R.V. lots now selling on 
the Sirnilkameen River, in beau- 
tiful BC. www.riversidervparkre- 
sort.com email: islandviewrvQ 
21 28 (30~3) 
2002 FORD Mustana I ST con- 
hotmaiI.com or call 250-490- 
TRAILER PAD for rent in quiet 
7408 250-499-771 0. 
vertible, 5 speed maGual, silver 
exterior, dark gray leather interi- 
or. Fully loaded. 31,612 kms, 
$21,900 OB0 250-631 -9455 
1Q.l -.a\ 
park in Thornhill. Could be used 
1 for seasonal travellers. Has full 
hookups. Calj 250-635-7467 
(31 P6) 
\u ' P J J  
AUTO LOAN NOW1 Ask for 
CREDIT MAXX No Credit - Slow 
credit - Bankrupt? First time 
buyers program - no refusals 
Q Sport WV. New, used, all 
makes. Call 1-888-270-71 99. 
A p p l ~  on-line: www.creditre- 
DOCUMENTATION INSPECTION: 
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE PROPOSED DlSPOSAl 
OF LAND MAY BE INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., each day, from Wednesday, Augusl 
2 n 4  2006 to Monday, August lath, 2006 excludins 
Saturdays, Sundays, and BC Day, August 7,2006 in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING a1 
5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTIOb 
26 OF THE COMMUNITY CHARTER, S.B.C., 2003, AN[ 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. > 
Ron Poole 
Chief Administrative Officer 
bu/lders.net DL 3026. 
YOU'RE APPROVED11 Do Not 
Etech Services Limited 
205 - 4650 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1R2 
Phone: 250-635-9 109 
Fax: 1-866-248-460 1 
Email : etec hs@telus . net 
i!iettl rill~ii~ecl~ 
Ihi. icc B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~  ~~~l~iii,l ,i,i Attn. V. Chandra. P.Eng. 
let previous Bad Credit stop 
you from owning a vehicle to- 114' Drift Boat I dav. www.voucanqetacar.net QUIET 3 bedroom, 1 112 bath 
end unit town house. F/S, WID. 
All new. Rearlbarbeque and en- 
tertainment area. New roof and 
twin seal windows. 250-635- 
1346 (29~3) 
1 -888-849-9f18. 
Bronco 35" tires. Drive train 
needs updating $8,900 OB0 
250-635-1 202 (30p2) 
ETEC'II Services 1,itititetl 
COW AND Horse hay for sale. 
$70 and up. Will deliver, call 
250-567-5446 or 250-567-4505 
Ask for Jared. (31 p3) 1990 CHEVROLET 1/2 ton, 2 wheel drive. Reg. cab pickup 
c/w canopy. $1,200 OB0 250- 
1994 314 ton Chev 4 WD, ex- 
tended cab, longbox pickup. 
NC, cruise, aluminum running 
boards. $7,000 OB0 250-635- 
2322 (30~2) 
635-3780 (31pl) 
TWO PUREBRED Arabian colts 
for sale. Pure egyptlan back- 
ground. A steal at $1,000 each. 
Phone 250-846-5456 for infor- 
mation. (31~3) 
I 20OlHonda I 
I - '  XR250 I 1 $8,Q08.00 I 
REGISTERED BORDER Collie 
pups. Working dogs for work- 
ing people. Make great stock, 
ranch, trail dogs. Ready August 
21. Excellent bloodlines. $500. 
kennedyl@bcinternet.net 
250-456-7409, 250-706-821 1 
BASSET HOUND puppies. 
Vet-checked and 1st shots. 
Need new homes. Asking $500. 
(250)837-5009 or diannajQtelus. 
net 
BOSTON TERRIER puppies 
one male 8 weeks old. Vet 
check, deworm, health guaran- 
tee. From loving home. 250- 
417-5896 in Terrace August 1 st. 
#I SPRAYED=ON LINING 
Won? Peel, Crock or Warp 
Outperforms All Dro In Liners 
Grwt for Boats, Troifk, RV's, Jeeps', e t .  
Helps Keep your Gwr from Sliding 




.-.A- 635-4466 1-877-711-4466 
105-2805 KENNEY ST.. TERRACE 
Seaaayder I 
Jet Boat 90 Hp 
I $4,500.00 I 
131 PI) 
GOLDEN DOODLE puppies for 
sale. A cross between a'golden 
retriever and a standard poodle 
make these puppies intelligent, 
loving family pets. Ready to go 
to a good home end of July. Ask- 
ing $900. Phone 250-638-8859 
weekends or evenings. (29~3) 
Misty River I 16' Boat 1987 DODGE Voyager. Seats 7. VG condition. Approx. 140,000 kms. $2,500 080. Runs well. 
250-638-0854 (30~3) 
9 CUBIC, foot cement mixer with 
9HP engine $2,000; 3" Bearcat 
chipperkhredder w/ Honda en- 
gine $1,200; Stanley hydraulic 
handheld cutoff saw plus back- 
fill with tamper. 250-624-5964 
District of 
New Hazelton 
Invitation' to Tender 
Ninth Avenue Upgmde 
Tenders for the "Ninth Avenue Up 
gndc" Conmct will be received by 
the District of New Hmelton at 3026 
Bowser Street, New Haelton, B.C.. 
VOJ 20 up to 2M)p.m. August IO, 
2006, and will be opened at h a t  place 
and time. 
The Contract work includes con- 
struction of approximately I162 sq.m. 
mad sub-gmdc, IO00 sqm.  sub-base 
grivcl. 187,sq.m. crush gr;l\tl, adnin- 
age manhole. ditching and culvens. 
IJ8ni of  300mm watermain with tie- 
ins, liydnni assembly and services. 
198111 of ?OOnini sanitary sewer with 
nianholes. tie-ins and services, a sani; 
dump and washdown. repairs to road- 
ways and a crossing of Highway No. 
61 complete with encasement pipes. 
The work is to hc compcicd hy Octo- 
her IS, 2006. 
Tenders must hc. suhmiticd in accor- 
diiicc' with ihe tcriiis'and conditions 
qwcified i l l  the Tender package, which 
is ;ivhilahlc from tlic Owner's repic: 
scntaiive on payment o f  a non-refund- 
;rlilc a~iiiiuni of  $75.00 plus GST. The 
It~wc~t or oiig tcnder will not neccssilr- 
ilg hc accepted. 
o\vncrs ~cprcswtative: 
Kiir Kingston. I? Eng. . 
Kingston & Assctciatcs Lid 
I3ux WJ. Smithers. H.C. 
1'11: (250) 847-0081 
Fax (250) 847-0082 
kingsion~associaics~ielus.nci 
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Trailblazer 4x4 
The Interior News 
;pen MoIor inn 
3r-4-rn .ram* 
Lucky Garden More Northern Star Caf6 
McDonalds Pharmasave 
Mac's Smithers Safeway 
7- Eleven Schimmel Fine Pastries 
Aaw Subway 
Terrace Misty River Books 
Northern Motor Inn 
Alpenhorn 
A&W on Keith 
Boston Pizza 
' Canadian 'I ire 
AI'S Esso Artful Carp , Park Ave. Medical A$--- ..-I-- 1-- 
Book Masters Bear Country Inn Building hcamurai I I  Bert's Deli Safeway 
Bistro L'Ambiance Save On Foods 
Cafenara Shoppers Drug Mart 
Chamber of Commerce 
lnfocentre Subway Dairy Queen 
Coast Hotel Tempo Gas Bar Extra Foods 
L Cors Best Western Terrace Inn Sandman Inn 
Capri Family Restaura 
Celina's Greek Tavern( 
Chatters Pizzeria a Bi 
' Canadian Tire, Skeena Mall 
Northern Espresso Copperside Foods (All) Terrace Builders Rona , Fitness Northwest 
Overwaitea Cyber Scream Cafe Terrace Public Library Hudson Bay Lodge 
Denny's Terrace Shell Javas' , 8 l W b  
George Little House The Terrace Standard KFC PV 1 .--- 




To place your 
Community Classif ied 
call t h i s  newspaper or 
to1 I free 1-866-669-9222 
classifieds@bccornmunitynews.com 
vvvvw.com rn u n ityclassifieds-ca 
MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR6'11.666 
__- ANNOUNC€MENTS ___- 
BC PAVILION at EXPO 
'86 is having a staff 
reunion the weekend of 
Friday. October 13th. 
2006. I f  you worked 
there. come celebrate 
w i t h  o l d  f r l e n d s l l  
M o r e  i n f o  a t  
http://www.bcpavilionl986 - m ye-v-ent .corn. - 
AUTOFINANCIN_O_-- 
CREDIT MAXX AUTO 
l o a n .  W e  f i n a n c e  
everyone. Good or bad 
credit. 1 -8S_e--270=,7_1_9_9,__ 
BUSINESS 
0 P PO RTU-NJTI ES 
O W N  Y O U R  O W N  
STORE - Country Depot. 
Truevalue Hardware. 
V&S Department Stores - 
New 81 existing locations. 
No franchise fee - earn 
dividends. Call TruServ 
Canada today - 
w w w . t-r u s e r _ v  --C-E?_,_- 1 - € 3 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 5 0 8 5 .  
TIRED QF SCAMS? Start 
a real home-based 
business. Work when you 
want. Apply online and 
s t a r t  t o d a y !  
w w w 2 w f h .e-! ,c_o__m-, 
100 MILE HOUSE, 
Cou rtenay , New 
Westminster. Port Alberni. 
and other exciting BC 
locations availabla now 
with Great Canadian 
Dollar Store. Call us today 
i - 8 7 7 - 3 8 8 - 0 1  2 3 ;  
www do I I a rsto res. co mL 
F R A N C H I S E  
OPPORTUNITY - Liberty 
Tax Service seeking 
entrepreneurs to be part 
of the fastest growing 
international tax service 
e v e r !  C a l l  t o l l - f r e e  
i - a 7 7 - ~ 0 2 - 7 0 8 ~ .  
www. Iibertytaxcanada- 
c 0-E.- ____--- 
CAREER - - - - - - - . - 
OPPORTUNI'TY 
BANSY-ALBERTA - The 
Fairmont Banff Springs 
has f u Il-time job 
o a ~ o r t u n i t i e s :  
d ' i - s h w a s h  i n  g ,  
n i g h t cleaners, culinary 
positions & experienced 
front office agents. 
Subsidized housing and 
competitive wages. Visit 
www-fairmontcaroeers~com- 
- CAREER ____- TRAINING 
START YOUR ONLINE 
medical transcription 
training today! Certificate 
program endorsed by 
employers. At-home and 
on-site job placement 
assistance. Contact  
Canscribe Career Centre- 
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 6 6 - 1  5 3 5 .  
w w w - c a n s c r i b e  .corn, 
info G3 canscrib=.com. 
F-s-F :--4 0 3 - 7 6 0  - 6 0 5 6 - 
- ~ _ _ _ ~ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _  CAREER TRAMMING 
BECOME A HOME 
STAGER with our 
ci i s tance e d u c a t i o n 
c o  LJ r s e  - L e a r n  
professional skills and 
how to start your own 
b u s i n e s s .  I S P  
c e r t i f i c a t i o n .  
F r e e  brochure. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 5 9 - 7 6 3 2 .  
www.qcdesignschool. 
com.L--_L_----_-_ - - 
- CAR§ __ __ 
NEED A CAR or-cr-uck? 
Good credit. bad credit. 
Want a Visa3 #1 success 
rate. Delivery in 6C. 
www.drivehomenow.com 
o r - 8 __ e aL--5-o i - i 1 4 8 .  
EDUC-ATION- 
AP-A---=-? M E N T / 
C O N D O M I N I U M  
Manager online certified 
course. Government 
registered school - 25 
years. Many jobs! Job 
P I a c o e  m e n t 
A s s i s t a n c e .  B B B  
member! Free brochure: 
604-681 -5456. i -aoo-665- 
53_33S_Or www-RMTl-ca. 
EMPLOYMENT 
---- 0 PPORTU-NIT1 ___ ES 
NEED A HOME PHONE? 
Summer sizzler special o r -  
now! Only 824.95 for first 
month + connection fee! 
Ch-ap rates. great 
service! Fahone Factory 
R e c o n n e c t t i  
www. phonefactorv-ca. 
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 3 6 - 2 2 7 4 .  
MILLWRIGHT AND 
ELECTRICIAN - Tembec 
I n d u s t r i e s  l n c . ,  
S k o o k u m c h u c k  
Operations. requires a 
certified millwright and a 
certified electrician at its 
Skookumchuck pulpmill. 
The Skookumchuck mill is 
a fully modern Kraft mill 
prod uci ng app roxi mate I y 
705 tonnes per day of 
softwood pulp and is 
located 55km north of 
C r a n b r o o k .  B C .  
Applicants must hold a 
BC or Inter-provincial 
certificate in the millwright 
or electrician trade. 
Ability to work a varied 
schedule is required. 
Experience in the pulp 
industry would be a 
definite asset. Wage and 
b e n e f i t s  a r e  i n  
accordance with the Joint 
Labour Agreement. For 
further information or to 
apply. please submit your 
resume, with photocopies 
of trade' ticket. in 
confidence to: Human 
Resou rces Department. 
Tembec Pulp Group. PO 
6ox 4000. Cranbrook, BC. 
V 1 C  7 H 7 .  F a x :  
o r  e m a i l :  
char-Wilson G 3  tembec.com. 
2 5 0 - 4 2 2 - 3  o a 5 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
2ND YEAR, 3RD YEAR. 
dourneyman Welders 
required for major oilfield 
fabrication shop, Nisku. 
Alberta. Journeyman shop 
rate 827./hour 3- bonus. 
Fax 780-~55-2780. Phone 
780-955-7433. Email: 
mastco G 3  mastco.ab.ca. 
B U S Y  H O N D A .  
Bombardier dealership in 
High Level. Alberta needs 
assistant parts manager. 
Experience in ATV's. 
snowmobiles and power 
equipment necessary. 
Awesome pay plan, 
moving exponses and 
signing bonus. Resume: 
dan wolverineford.com. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
D E 6 T  S T R E S S ?  
Consolidate 2% lowor 
payments by 30-40°/o. 
End those phone calls & 
the worry. Avoid 
bankruptcy. Contact us for 
a No-Cost Consultation. 
O n l i n e :  
www. mydebtsolution .corn 
o r  T o l l - F r e e  
1 - 8 7 7 - 5 5 6 - 3 5 0 0 .  
FOR SALE MISC. 
REACH BEYOND your 
community! Place a 25- 
word classified in 105 BC 
& Yukon newspapers for 
only S395. Call this 
newspaper for details. or 
phone 1-866-669-9222. 
w w w . c o m m u n i t y  
~-1-a-s _i_ f -i e _d s - c a - 
HOME TELEPHONE 
D I S C O N N E C T E D ?  
Reconnect today and 
save. Low monthly rates. 
No credit checks. No 
deposits. Receive free 
long distance with 
a c t i v a t i o n .  C a l l  
I m a g i n a t i o n  G r o u p  
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY 
83.495.00 - Convert your 
logs to valuable lumber 
with your own Norwood 
portable band sawmill. 
Log s k i d d e 1-s also 
a v a i l a b l e .  
www. norwoodi ndustries .c 
om - free Information: 
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 6 6 - 6 8 9 9  
E x t--; 4 0 0 0 T - 
B R A N D  N E W  A N D  
BRAND NAME! Get the 
latest MDG PC, 
Notebook. or TV from only 
99 cents per day! Our in- 
house financing wi l l  
approve you, guaranteed! 
Don't compromise on 
used, or outdated 
equipment when you can 
afford the best! Our 
products come fully 
loaded with the fastest 
configurations. Visit 
www.mdgdirect.ca/ocna 
or cat1 1-800-238-2504. 
1 - 8 6_6_- 4-4 3 - 4 4 0 8 - _ _  
. __ _- __ 
1 
SERVICES HELP- WAN-TS.!!--- _____I --- ------_--.I-- 
DOG LOVERS! Enjoy a CRIMINAL RECORD? 
healthy'& profitable career Canadian pardon seals 
as 'a professional ~ o v e r n m e n t  dog ' record. U.S. waiver 
trainer. 
accredited program - permits legal America'n 
student' loans and grants. e n t r y . w h y r 1 s k 
Ben Karsen & Tho employment. licensing. W o n d e r d o g s .  
www. wonde rdogs. bc. ca. travel. arrest. deportation. 
1 - 8 0 0 -- 9 6.3 .--SS-?_.-f;_-- property confiscation? 
WE'RE EXPANDINGI! Canadian U.S. 
D U ~  to the company's Immigration specialists. 
-0_~-8~0_0=._3_4_7---2_5_4_Q_-__ growth we are recruiting meat managers. produce - 
managers. bake-rs. and CRIMINAL RECORDS 
meat cutters. We offer E 0 v A w e 
excellent pay. deferred' 
nrofit sharina. a g u a r a n t e e .  F r e e  
comprehensive benefi t  a s s e s s m e n t s .  U . S .  
package. and a family waivers. Peace of mind: 
grocery discount. Please 
fax  to ~ i k e  at keeping a job* bondabillty. 
780-865-5151 or email travel to U.S.. custody of 
Ibrecht@freson.com. children. Apply in 60 
RECREATIONAL seconds. 1-800-298-5520; 
VEHICLES wwpt.canadianp=W-n-s.-F.- __ 
STEEL -E-UILDIN-aS.- __  OVER 200 NEW & use& motorhomes. 
pushers. 5th wheels. STEEL BUILDINGSi 
trallers. vans, campers. " ~ u o n s e t s "  and alpre- 
all Total RV Centre. Speclal RV f~nancing. Since 1984. engineered" 
Voyager R V  - Hwy 97, sizes/models. Factory 
W i n f i e I d . 6 C - direct - construction crews 
- - - - available. 6C company. 
40 yrs. experience - over w w w . v o y a g e r e v, c a:--- 
SE RVlC ES! _ _  _. -_ - 1000 sold in BC. Lowest 
B C 
Reconnection. T E L E( P H Phone 0 N E prices. I -a00-565-9t300 
<E!D?~-BL.-- . - -~-. . -~--  
diesel - 
d i sco n n e c te d 3  em bo 
special! 1-877-468-3626. buildings for sale with 
w w w  - te-m.-ko-Lc&--- C a n a d a  S t a m p e d  
NEED-A-PHONE INC. 1 Drawings. Clearance 
Aeconnection with no models available for 
~ ~ ~ u d ~ ~ d C h ~ ~ ~ : f r ~ ~  ' balance owed. 60x1 00, 
866-444-381 5. Email: 70x1 50.  90x1 80. others 
need-a-phone@telus.net. a v a i I a b 1 e - C a I i 
W e b  v i S i t I-aoo-25s-5~46 or visit 
n e e d - a - p h o n e . c o m .  
Fax. 1 -8-666--44.4-7654. www.alliedbuildin,ss.com. ___ 
SALE! T H E  
REFERRAL SERVICE is "Manufacturer direct since 
a matches public people service with legal that 19801'' Extensive range of 
concerns to a lawyer in sizes/models. Example: 
their area. A half hour 40'~100'x1'6' = S64.6Q/=rl 
L A W Y E R BUILDING 
-7 - 1 1 -  consuiiation with a lawyer ft. Ends optional- 
is 825 plus taxes. and 
regular lawyer fees follow e e e ' 8 r Y - 
if you both agree to 25'X4O'x12' S4990 (limited 
p r o c e e d .  P h o n e  q t y . )  P i o n e e r  
do that? Isn't that aaainst 
1.800.663.1 91 9- can they 1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 5 4 2 2 
the law? C ~ I I  DIAL-A- VACATION- RENTALS 
have provided practical RESALE= - LAW to find out- Lave rs  TIMESHARE 
information about different 6O-8O0/o off Retail! Best 
areas of law in scripts- resorts and seasons! Call 
~ h e s e  w at yourscripts legal rights tell YOU are for free customized 
and what the law says magazine! 1-800-597- 
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Midgets work hard for bronze 
at lacrosse provincials 
PRACTICE MADE perfect for the Midget Raiders 
lacrosse team who won bronze at the Midget “C” Lacrosse 
Provincials. tion. 
‘fie Raiders, who had only practised together and had 
never played a game together as a team, slipped past Co- 
mox Valley 8-7 in the bronze medal game after going 
through the round robin with a 2-2 record. 
The squad opened the round robin with a 6-4 loss to 
Chilliwack, came back to beat New Westniinster 7-6, 
slam Alberni Valley 16-5 and drop one to Port Coquitlani 
7-5. 
Chaperone Alan Cote said the team was in evcry game 
and lost the pair of matches thanks to major penaltics tha t  
left them on the losing side of the score after tlicir oppo- 
nents took advantage of their powcr play opportunities. 
“I would say they did a very good job,” he said. 
Cote added, members of the gold medal Port Co- 
quitlam team said [he battle agililist Terrace was their 
toughest game all year. 
“I think so. I think the kids surprised themselves too,” 
he said about whether the Raiders surprised the competi- 
, “They pulled tbgether as a team and worked hard.” 
Colton Dunsmore was named to the all-star team and 
Scott Sinipson received the fair play award. 
Dunsmore said the competition was tough but the 
bronze medal ,win and his all-star nomination felt “really 
good.” 
Sinipson said he won the fair play award thanks‘to his 
smart playing and the low number of penalties against 
him. 
“Wc thouglit wc had a good chance at gold but we had 
penalty trouble and lost to the best team in the tourna- 
ment,” he said qbout Port Coquitlam. 
The playcrs ciiiiie ~ogcther to pull off some close 
g i 1 1 1 ~ s  with tlic 1110st memorahk moment being the last 
g ~ i 1 C  whcn thc Raiders sditched the bronze by a goal, 
hc said. -- 
Close scores highlight 
Ladies Open Golf tourney 
FORTY-FIVE women tool; to the links for 
a great time and close scores at the Skeena 
Valley Ladies Open July 8 and 9. 
,Female golfers from Kitimat, Prince Ru- 
pert, Houston and Smithers joined the locals 
for a wet Saturday on the greens and a sunny 
4S unday . 
Cathy Horcoff of Prince Rupert won the 
overall low gross with a score of 161, while 
local Diane Pritchard had a net score of 142 
for the overall low net victory. 
In the Championship Flight, Aha’  Petter- 
son of Terrace took first place with 178, fol- 
lowed by second Barb Williams of Smithers 
with 186 and Rebecca Minaker of Kitimat 
with 186. A score count back determined 
second and third place. 
Joy Stevenson of Terrace won the Cham- 
pionship Flight net with a score of 148, Bon- 
nie Heagy of Houston came second with 153 
and local Kim Croot came third with 155. 
Carol Cresswell of Kitiniat won the A- 
Flight gross with 195, followed by Dallas 
Edwards of Houston with-196 and Susan 
Mackenzie of Prince Rupert with 199. 
Esther Pretulac of Kitimat won the A- 
Flight net with 149, Kathy Wardrup of 
Houston took second with 154 and Jeannie 
Eby of Prince Rupert came third with 156. 
The B-Flight gross went to Pat Stevens 
of Prince Rupert with 209, second to Lor- 
raine Johnson of Terrace with 212 and third 
to Sarinder Dhami of Terrace with 213. 
The €3-Flight net went to Carol Schaeffer 
of Prince Rupert with 160, second to Trish, 
Gardner of Terrace with 160 after a score 
count back and Jill Lawrence of Kitimat 
took third with 162. 
The C-Flight gross was swept by locals: 
Dawne Parker won with 216, Tatiana Tch- 
ernoussoff came second with 220 and Shel- 
ley Fisher took third with 228. 
The C-Flight net saw Rynetle Marx of 
Terrace win with 144, Milty Murphy of Kiti- 
mat finish second with 147 and Lynn Apolc- 
zer come third with 161. 
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I .  - 2006 Jeep IJSpott4x4 
MSRP: $3l,48Q 
Menu - DEUVERYALLOWANCE: ‘1,700 
The Skeena Valley Cruiz- 
- EMPLOEE PRICE DISCOUNT 
sports 
YQUR BEST PRICE $ 
OF THE YEAR: 26,718’ *August5 ers holds its first Riverboat 
Days car show from 1 p.m. 
(after the uarade) until 5 
Plus freight of 1,050 
p.m. outside of the Terrace 
Arena. Come see classic 
cars, muscle cars, hot rods 
and modified drag cars from 
here and out of town. For 
more details, call 638-1733 
or email rossco@monarch. 
net. 
August 5 
Riverboat Days Races in- 
clude Thunder and Bomber 
Races at the Terrace Speed- 
way starting at 7 p.m. 
‘ 
2006 Jeep Liberty Sport4x4 
MSRP: $32220 
- EMPLOYEE PRICE DISCOUNT $2465 
- DEUVERYALLOWANCE: ‘zmo 
YOUR BEST PRICE $ 
OF THE YEAR: 2&055+ 
Plus freight of 1,050 
E 
Your Lease: 
$327’ PER MONTH FOR 
36 MONTHS WITH 
$1,550 DOWN PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TRADE. 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT , 3.3% LEASEAPR. 
Your Lease: 
$337’ PER MONTH FOR 
36 MONTHS WITH 
$1,700 DOWN PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TRADE. 
$0 SECURITY 0% LEASE DEPOSIT APR. 
August 5 and 6 
Team Cattle Sorting re- 
turns to the Thornhill Com- 
munity Grounds. The event 
starts at 6 p.m. For more in- 
formation, call James Muller 
at 635-5 100. 
August 6 
Kiddies Day plus Thun- 
der, Bomber and Hit-to- 
Pass Races go at the Terrace 
Speedway starting at 2 p.m. 
August 6 and 7 
Drag racing burns up 
the pavement at the air- 
port. Gates open at 9 a.m. 
and racing starts at 11 a.m. 
both days. King of the Hill 
and Gambler races are on 
Saturday and Brackets (Pro- 
Outlaw, Pro and Sportsman 
classes) race on Sunday. 
I 
0 August 12 
BC Seniors Games Zone 
10 holds its regular monthly 
meeting at the Happy Gang 
Centre at 1:30 p.m. This will 
be the final meeting before 
travelling to the Seniors 
Games in Abbotsford Aug. 
23 to 26. For more info call 
Betty at 635-3352. 
August 13 
Skeena River Challenge 
cyclists race from Prince 
Rupert to Terrace. 
Your Lease: 
$577’ PER MONTH FOR 
36 MONTHS WITH 
$4,450 DOWN PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TRADE. 
$0 SECIJRITY DEPOSIT 
0% LEASEAPR. 
* Excludes CAW negotiated ebonus. ** $6,000 Maximum delivery allowance limited to Town & Country, Caravan and Grand Caravan SXT.’ 
V I S I T  Y O U R  C H R Y S L E R  J E E P ,  0 D O D G E  D E A L E R  O R  A s k D r Z . c a  
Wise customers read the fine print: ., *., -=, t. ”. Liniiletl time oflers apply lo relail deliveries of new and unused 2006 models from dealer inventory only. At participating dealers Only. All OlferS exclude license. inSUranCf?, regiStratiOn. any dealer administration fees and appiicable 
taxes. Freight (51,050 lor TJ. Liberty and Commander) is excluded except wtiere indicated. Dealer trade niay be necessary. Financing and leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer lor Specilic pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free to set individual 
prices. Excludes CAW negotiated ebonus ail! DCCl retiree bonus cash. Offer does not apply to Dodge Viper, Sprinter and Jeep Grand Cherokee,SRTB models. Delivery allowance applies to all 2006 models except Caravan 287. Viper. Sprinter, Ram 2500/3500 (Diesel) and all 
SRTB models. - 0% purchase liiiancing 101 up to 36 inonth terms on all 2006 models excluding Caravan 28T. Viper 8 Sprinter models. Down payment may be required. Example: $36,000 financed at 0% for 36 months, monthly payment is $1,000. Cost Of borrowing is 50 and the 
total obligation is S36.000. t Purcliase prices apply only to 200G Jeep TJ Sport (25S+AEM+GCD+HAA+LNJ+NHM+RBQ+RCU+XEW). Liberty Sport (298 +CSA+GEG+NHM+WDR) and Commander Limited (28H+AEK+AHX+AWY+RSP+WGW) models. Prices exclude freight 
($1,050 for TJ. Liberty and Comniander). license, ilisulance, regislrntion. any dealer ndniinistretion lees and applicable taxes. Leases include fieight($1.050 for TJ. Liberty and Commander) and are based on 36 month terms for 2006 Jeep TJ Sport (25S+AEM+GCD+HAA+LNJ+ 
NHM+RBO+RCU+XEW): total lease obliqation is $13,322 Q 3.3% lease APH with $1.550 down payment, Liberty Sport (295 +CSA+GEG+NHM+WDR)): total lease obligation is $13,832 @ 0% lease APR with $1.700 down payment and Commander Limited (28H+AEK+AHX+A 
WY+RSP+WG;N): total lease obligaliori is $25.222 Q 0% lease APR with $4.450 down. First monlh’s payment, down payment. any dealer administration fees and $50 PPSA are due at IeaSe inCeptlOn. Kilometres limited to 61.200; charge of 50.15/km 
lor excess kilometres. This limited lime; offer applies only to qualifying retall purchases delivered under the Employee Price Discount program withouta trade-in by July 31,2006and lS subject to a 5% remarketing fee (basedon MSRP) 
and S.JO/km mileage charge plus applicable taxes. hirchase taxes, titie and dealer administration fees, finance and insurance charges will not be refunded. Limited to one vehicle return per customer and does not apply to vehicles 
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